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Foreword by the Colonel of the Regiment
Colonel Of The Regiment Lt Gen Sir Simon Mayall KBE CB

2019 marks the 60th Anniversary of the
formation of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards, a significant milestone in the
Regiment’s history as we continue to take
forward the distinguished record of service of The King’s Dragoon Guards and
the Queen’s Bays, and to write our own
place in history. Since 1959, the Regiment
has served with distinction in Central
Europe, Northern Ireland, the Balkans,
the Middle East and Central Asia. Our
officers and soldiers have shown courage, dash, heroism, patience, stoicism
and determination time and time again,
drawing on the inspiration and example
of previous generations, and setting their
own example of professionalism and sacrifice for those who will come after them.
We have all been hugely fortunate and
privileged to have served in their ranks,
and alongside them.
In January this year I went to Poland to
visit A Squadron, who had replaced C
Squadron on Op Cabrit, the British contribution to an enhanced NATO deterrent
role in Eastern Europe. Needless to say,
I found the whole visit an absolute tonic.
Bright enthusiastic officers, gritty NCOs,
and tough, fit-looking soldiers, all conscious that they carried the reputation of
the Regiment, the British Army, NATO and
the United Kingdom on their shoulders.
Some had just re-joined the Squadron
from the QDG Nordic and Downhill skiing teams, some were planning to march
back from Poland to Norfolk at the end
of the tour, some had seen service in Iraq
and Afghanistan, others more recently in
West Africa, Kenya, Brunei and the United
States. It was marvellous to see what a
range of soldiering, sporting and adventure training opportunities still existed for a
bright young QDG, and how enthusiastically many of them were embracing them.
Good imaginative leadership, and the help
we are able to give the Commanding Officer
from our well-managed Regimental funds,
has allowed us to generate a number of
great experiences for many of our soldiers,
and these are well-captured in the Journal.
Into this mix the contribution of Home
Headquarters, the Regimental Comrades
Association, and the Regimental Trustees
remains invaluable.
It was also good to see the focus that
an operational tour imposes, and which
allows much greater squadron and troop
stability, letting our junior commanders
exercise their command responsibilities,
on a sustained basis, with judgement
and imagination. I was delighted to hear
how well the Christmas Hamper initiative had been received, not least among
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our attached arms. I hope the photograph that accompanies this Foreword
captures my own enjoyment, and is a
reminder of why we all relish soldiering so
much, because of the rewards it brings
despite, indeed often because of, the
hardships and adversities.
Soldiers had also been on well-organised
visits to; Warsaw, completely destroyed
in the Second World War; Gdansk, the
location of early Polish resistance to
Communism in the 1980s; Krakow,
a jewel of European culture which
escaped the ravages of the last war; and
Auschwitz, the notorious concentration
death camp. For the intelligent soldier, I
hope this operational tour, and such visits, will be a helpful reminder of the vigilance, commitment and sacrifice that our
civilization, and our freedoms, demands.
Therefore, despite the personal and professional pleasure I took in the visit, it was
also a sobering experience because of
the similarities with some of my own early
experiences of soldiering. Barrack blocks,
forests, snow, green camouflage, readiness and Notice-to-Move, and a threat
from Russia which, although not imminent, was real. It was a far cry from the
optimism and exuberance that accompanied the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the
collapse of Communism, 30 years earlier.
I undertook this short visit while I was
the Senior Mentor on the Army Generals
Course, designed to assist new 2-star
officers prepare themselves for the
demands of higher command and
responsibility in this complex world. On
this Course we had many useful discussions about institutions and organisations, the purposes of the Armed Forces
and the Army, and such issues as ‘rele-

vance’, ‘reputation’ and what coherent
‘narrative’ we have to have in order to
explain ourselves to the war-weary public and a risk- adverse political class. We
bring so much more to wider British society, and to Britain’s place in the world,
than just the last-resort ‘insurance-policy’
nature of our role, vital though that is. We
underpin British diplomacy; we contribute
to the international rules-based order; we
reassure, deter and provide humanitarian assistance; we produce responsible
citizens and give individuals personal
and professional skills; we innovate and
experiment; we support industrial and
technological advance; we contribute to
social cohesion, national unity and youth
development; and there is an insatiable international appetite for our training
expertise, as many of our soldiers know
from their own experiences in West
Africa, and wider. We need to make this
case more confidently, and more widely.
A key area of discussion was around
recruiting and retention, and how any case
for a larger Army in the future, to my mind
justified by the range of both the threats,
and the opportunities, we face, depended
on us proving we could man the Army
we have got. The positive news was that
soldier applications were now rising again
sharply, while Sandhurst courses were
fully loaded into 2020. We all have a role
to play in this manning equation: the serv-

A key area of discussion
was around recruiting and
retention…
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ing Regiment; those at ERE; the RCA; our
connections with OTCs and the CCF; and
those no longer serving, but who remain
committed to the long term health of the
Regiment and the Army.
On 2nd February 1975, at the Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst, I put on the
uniform of Her Majesty’s Armed Forces
for the first time. At Robertson Barracks
Swanton Morley, on 22nd May 2019,
after over 44 years in the British Army,
including 11 years as Colonel, I shall
parade in that uniform for the last time,
wearing the cap-badge and insignia of
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards. I feel
so very privileged to have commanded
the Regiment, and to have been Colonel.

As I hand over the Colonelcy to Brigadier
Alan Richmond, in the year of our 60th
Anniversary, I would like to extend my
best wishes to every member of the
Regiment, past and present, serving and
at ERE, and your families. Thank you for
all you have contributed to the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards, over so many years. My
abiding memory will be of a huge amount
of laughter, shared with comrades I have
liked, admired and respected. It has
been my privilege to have served with
you, and a privilege that my last occasion
in uniform will be to stand in front of the
serving Regiment, with the opportunity to
say just how proud I am to have worn the
same cap-badge as them. The Regiment
is both an institution and a living organ-

isation. Our Colonel-in-Chief continues
to take a close and active interest in all
we do, and our status, among the political classes, as Wales’s ‘only cavalry
regiment’ is well-understood, and vigorously supported. We have an impressive,
indeed glorious past, a distinguished
present and, I trust, an inspiring future.
We need to continue to draw strength
from all three so that every person who
has served, is serving, and will serve in
the Regiment can always say with justifiable pride, ‘I soldiered in the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards’.
SVM
First and Foremost

Colonel Commandant Royal
Armoured Corps Foreword
General Sir Chris Deverell KCB MBE ADC Gen

2019 marks the 80th Anniversary of
the Royal Armoured Corps. In the
period since our inception, we have
repeatedly committed ourselves to the
Nation’s defence, in two World Wars, the
Korean War, the Cold War, the Northern
Ireland conflict, and on many occasions
between and since. We are, and always
will be, a Combat Arm of the British Army
that fights to protect the Nation’s interests. Our twin capabilities of Armour and
Reconnaissance have utility across the
spectrum of conflict, not just in warfighting. I can personally attest to this as a
Brigade Commander in Basra in 2005,
when the deployment of a tank on a
street corner was the fastest way to quell
trouble. (Challenge anyone who asserts
that British Main Battle Tanks were not
deployed to Helmand because they
wouldn’t have made a difference, or that
AJAX wouldn’t have made a difference
had it been available to us at the time.)
But we must remain a key part of the
nation’s insurance premium for warfighting, expert in combined arms manoeuvre, and at the heart of the Division.
We are leaders in mounted manoeuvre,
but that is not all we can do. Versatility
has always been one of our key characteristics, founded on strong leadership,
willingness to take risk at all levels, small
team dynamics, the ability to understand
and decide quickly, and on professionalism. We exemplify Abraham Lincoln’s
philosophy: whatever you are, be a good
one. We are Robust, Agile, and Capable.
However, it will be vital in our endeavours
to ensure that we amount to more than
the sum of our parts. Our individual regimental traditions are a central part of our
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tional resource or to reduce our ambition. And the opportunity for us to innovate is not confined to the introduction
of AJAX into service, great though that
opportunity is, for the Corps, the Army,
and for Defence. We need an innovation
mindset everywhere, including on how
we can make ourselves more efficient or
deliver a better service to our people. As
Commander Joint Forces Command, I
have been amazed at how much can be
achieved by seizing opportunity, often for
what are tiny amounts of money in the
scheme of Defence.

heritage and to be celebrated. They must
not be allowed to divide us. The Corps
has gone from a peak of 135 or so regiments in 1944 to 14 regiments today. We
must cleave to a single RAC View if we
are to help shape the future.
Throughout our history, the RAC has also
been at the forefront of innovation, both
in tactics and technology, and must continue to be so. Whilst the chain of command can facilitate innovation, through
committed and focussed leadership, it is
best delivered by empowering our people to think and to experiment. Innovation
is the only way I know to break out of
the zero-sum game in which we often
feel trapped – between needing addi-

As I write, our country is in the midst of
a political crisis over Brexit, long-standing alliances are under the microscope,
and we face challenges from both state
and non-state actors, including from new
threat vectors such as cyber, information operations, and space. At times like
this in the past, the Armed Forces have
always stood up to the plate. We must
stand ready to do so again.
I shall be handing over as Colonel
Commandant RAC later this year, to
Major General Sir Edward SmythOsbourne, currently Deputy Commander
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps – Italy,
but appointed to command the Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps, on promotion to
Lieutenant General, in July 2019. In similar vein, the Deputy Colonel Commandant
RAC, Brigadier Angus Watson, who has
been a superb servant of the Corps, has
recently handed over to Brigadier Alex
Potts. You will be in very good hands. I
wish they, and you, well, and will follow
your progress with interest.
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Commanding Officer’s Foreword
2018 has been the year of individual
and Squadron activity, and I can safely
say that all ranks have continued to
uphold the QDG’s reputation. As you
will read throughout this year’s Journal
the Regiment has delivered against the
Army’s three core tasks: homeland resilience – on Op TEMPERER standby,
preventing conflict through persistent
engagement around the world – QDGs
have been deployed to 20 countries in
2018, and to being ready for contingent
operations – we have been held at high
readiness throughout the year.
Operation CABRIT has been the main
effort and has seen C and then A
Squadron deploy to Poland for 6 months
each as part of NATO’s enhanced
Forward Presence to deter a resurgent
Russia and reassure our allies. The
Squadron works to a US-led multi-national Battlegroup and must balance
readiness, training and the moral component throughout the deployment. Both
deployments have been fundamentally
different with C Squadron enjoying the
Polish Summer but having less time for
training as they were fixed conducting
various engagement activities across
Poland from Parades in Warsaw to
school visits, whereas A Squadron have
had more time for training but have had
to endure a Polish Winter where the temperature has been below freezing most of
the time. As is traditional, the weather on
both Squadrons’ pre-deployment training was less than ideal with C Squadron
being caught in ‘the Beast from the East’
and A Squadron who, despite most of
the UK basking in 30 degrees, found
themselves on exercise in Scotland in
torrential rain. Both situations tested the
Squadrons to the maximum and demonstrated the resilience of our soldiers.
Individually there have been some notable achievements throughout the year
and the number of honours and awards
are testament to this. The Regiment has
had small bands of determined men all
around the world: from the team that
deployed on Operation TURUS in Nigeria
under SSgt Griffiths; to Capt Cowen and
LCpls Knuckey and Parry in Malawi conducting counter-poaching; to the team
that took part in the Bataan Memorial
March, a marathon across the desert
carrying 20kgs. No mean feat for anyone
but most impressive was Sgt Davies 067
finishing 16th out of over 500 competitors, an exceptional performance.
There has also been significant success
in the sporting arena. Capt Will Simpson
played Rugby at Twickenham in the
Army v Navy game and became the
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first winner of the ‘Gomer Lloyd’ Trophy,
with Cpl De Jonge and LCpl Lewis both
being selected for the Army U23 Rugby
League and Union teams respectively.
Tpr Mahoney has barely been seen
since his triumph in the summer when
he won the Army Lightweight Boxing
Championships as he has been with the
Army Development Squad ever since.
Tpr Donnachie is in the Army Football
U23s and the Development Squad,
the RAC Basketball Team consisted
of five QDGs under Cpl French who
also represented the Army, and finally
Tpr Parker came second in the Army
Golf Championships followed by being
selected for the Army Team who won the
Inter-Services competition. Not bad for a
Trooper who only arrived in June! This is
before you mention the QDGs involved in
coaching across the Army but most significantly in various Rugby teams.
The Regiment has also renewed its
contact with the Hapsburg family, and
several us were also kindly invited by
HRH The Prince of Wales to celebrate
his 70th Birthday Party at Buckingham
Palace. This proved to be an incredible day as The Worshipful Company of
Leathersellers kindly provided us with a
tour of their hall and lunch beforehand,
for which we were hugely grateful.
2019 will see a return to Regimental
level activities with an emphasis on
training to provide a Reconnaissance
Battlegroup for warfighting at scale. The
QDG BG has not trained as a complete
entity since 2013 so there is much to do
in preparing the HQ and echelon. The
focus is very much on being prepared
for Ex WESSEX STORM in early 2020
when the Regiment will be validated as a

2019 will see a return to
Regimental level activities
with an emphasis on
training…
Reconnaissance Battlegroup for the first
time since converting to Light Cavalry.
To meet this target, we have a challenging year: providing the opposition
force (OPFOR) for Ex ASKARI STORM
in Kenya, a Regimental Range package, and OPFOR for WESSEX STORM.
This final exercise allows us to do our
reconnaissance of Salisbury Plain to see
what might be in store for us! We are
also providing one squadron throughout
the year at high readiness as part of the
Light Dragoon Battlegroup in the Light
Brigade and a squadron as part of the
UK Standby Battalion at 24 hours’ notice
to move.
The Regiment continues to have remarkable soldiers who keep on doing extraordinary things and it remains a great
privilege to be part of it. We remain well
manned and highly relevant as we balance the multiple competing demands
placed upon us. Delivering against UK
operations, conflict prevention through
persistent engagement, and being prepared to fight the nation’s enemies concurrently places significant pressure on
our soldiers and you should be proud of
what they have done in 2018 – I am. The
Regiment is well set and ready for whatever challenges lie ahead, both at home
and overseas.
JGES
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HONOURS AND
AWARDS
State Awards

Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire – Lt Col Stenhouse DSO MBE
Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire – WO1 Pawlin-Gardner MBE
Member of the Royal Victorian Order – Maj Pilcher MVO
Queen’s Commendation for Bravery – Tpr Woodward

Operational Awards

General Service Medal East Africa – LCpl Siddall (RAMC)
OSM Afghanistan – LCpl Mcintyre (RAMC)

Commanders’ Awards

Chief of the General Staff’s Commendation: LCpl May, LCpl Priestly, Tpr Astbury, Tpr Finlay
Commander Field Army’s Commendation: Capt McKechnie, Sgt Pollard (REME)
7th Infantry Brigade Commander’s Commendation: Maj Nicholas, Lt Russell, SSgt Hopkins, SSgt Llama (RLC), Sgt Davies 067,
Sgt Jones, Sgt Subba (RE), Cpl Prior, LCpl Critchlow, LCpl Siddall

Training Awards

Light Cavalry Troop Leaders Course Top Student: 2Lt Groome
Light Cavalry Crew Commanders Course Top Student: Cpl Griffiths

REGIMENTAL AWARDS
Queen Elizabeth Trophy
Sgt Hazelwood

Leathersellers Trophy
Cpl Edwards

Mann Trophy
LCpl Bould

Diary of Events
Jan 18
2 – 9:
11:
15:
15 – 26:
16:
18:
22:
23:
26:
30:
30:
31:

Feb 18
3:
5:
6:
10 – 25:
12:
12 – 16:
14:
18-20:
22:
24:
28:
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Ex WHITE KNIGHT Race Week
CGS Conference
QDG LEA
PNCO Cadre
7 Bde Health Committee
Visit from CGS’ Briefing Team
Leadership Short Term Training Team Deploys
7 Bde Comd visit to QDG
7 Bde Deputy Comd visit to QDG
7 Bde O Group
Election Monitoring Short Term Training Team
deploy to Sierra Leone
Formation Reconnaissance Wargame
Officers’ Mess Fathers’ Dinner Night
RMAS Expression of Interest
Royal Yeomanry Influence Evening
Winter Warfare Course Norway
C Sqn Annual Crew Tests
7 Bde Battlefield Study to Montecasino
RAC Drinks – RMAS
Potential Officers Visit
Leathersellers Armed Services Dinner
C Sqn Deploy on Wessex Storm
BGHQ Deploy on Wessex Storm

March 18
1:
5:

Annual Norfolk Welsh Society Lunch
Thanksgiving service in memory of Brigadier
Charles Bond
5 – 23:
Cold Weather Warfare Course Norway
9:
Grand Military Cup Sandown
12:
RMAS Potential Officer Supper
15:
Swanton Morley Litter Sweep
18:
ABF Curry Lunch in the Officers’ Mess
18-20:
Potential Officers visit
20:
7 Bde Commanding Officers’ Visit
21:
Director Resources Visit
24:
Officers’ Mess Ball
25:
Bataan Death March
27:
Norfolk County Forum
31 – 15 April: Easter Leave

April 18
16 – 20:
19:
19:
20 – 23:
21:

QDG Surveillance Course
Presentation of the Gomer Lloyd Trophy
Leathersellers Young Liveryman Quiz
Bde Shooting Competition & Nijmegen
Qualifying March
C Sqn Deploy on OP CABRIT 3
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May 18:
1-3:
3:
8 – 11:

CO and RSM visit to OP CABRIT 3
A Sqn CoC deploy on Ex DIAMOND BACK
Operational Shooting Competition & RAC
Regatta
11:
QDG Trust Meeting
11 – 13:
Cavalry Memorial Weekend
13 – 15:
Potential Officers Visit
14 – 15:
RSM inspection of Caldicot and Pembroke
Dock Cadets
15:
7 Bde O Group
16 – 18:
CO visit to Poland
21 – 24:
A Sqn Exercise
22:
HRH Prince of Wales Patronage Reception
25:
CO and RSM visit to ATR Pirbright Pass out
Parade
28 – 10 Jun: PNCO Cadre
29:
CSS Study Day
31:
Warrior Fitness East Midlands Finals

June 18:
4:
4:
4 – 6:
11-15:
11:
13:
18 – 21:
25 – 6 Jul:
27 – 28:
30:

Jul 18:

4:
9:
12:
13:
14 – 22:
15 – 17:
18:
16 – 20:
23 – 3 Aug:
30:

Aug 18
8:
11 – 31:
15:
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Lt Cavalry Forum
RMAS Expression of Interest
Senior Leadership Course
Junior Leadership Course and Battle Field Study
Assistant Chaplin General Visit to QDG
Armed Forces Covenant Board Meeting
Army Operational Shooting Competition
A Sqn Live Fire Tactical Training Ranges
Royal Norfolk Show
Armed Forces Day
Chief Of Staff Field Army Visit
RMAS Potential Officer Supper
GOC 1 UK Div Visit
Norfolk Council Annual Reception
Nijmegen march
Potential Officers Visit
7 Bde Leadership Study Day
A Sqn Annual Crew Tests
OP CABRIT Mission Readiness Exercise
7 Bde Comd visit
Diversity and Inclusivity Day
Summer Leave
Cromer Carnival

Sep 18
3:
4:
5-7:
10-11:
10-14:
12:

12-13:
15:
15-5 Oct:
16-18:
18:
18:
19:
22:

7

CSS Study Day
QDG LAD TECH EVAL
7 Bde Comd visit to OP CABRIT
7 Bde O Group
Pre-deployment Families Briefs
Visit of Leader and Deputy Leader of Norfolk
County Council
OC B deployed on Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE
Officers’ Mess Ladies Dinner Night
Op CABRIT 4 Pre-deployment Leave
Potential Officers Visit
Norfolk County Forum
Norfolk Royal British Legion Reception
Regimental Families Sports Day
Gurkha Welfare Trust Dinner

Oct 18:
1:
8:
13:
15:
16:
21:
21-23:
22-31:
27:
30:

Nov 18:
3:
5-6:
5-1:
7-8:
8:
13:
18-20:
18-24:
21:
22/23:
27/28:
29:

Op CABRIT 4 Advance Party depart
Op CABRIT 4 Main Body depart
Edith Cavell Annual Commemorative Service
A and C Sqn HOTO of Op CABRIT
RSM inspection of the Attleborough Cadets
Detachment
C Sqn Return from Op CABRIT 3
Potential Officers Visit
Post Deployment Leave
Investiture of the Order of Franz Joseph
Welsh MPs’ Parliamentary Tea Party
British Legion Wales Remembrance Festival
7 Bde Comd visit
Ex BUBBLING EAGLE – Scuba Diving
CO visit to Op CABRIT 4
Regimental Remembrance Service
7 Bde Brigade Health Committee
Potential Officers Visit
Ex DRAGONS DEN – Rock Climbing
Officer Alumni Drinks Party
QDG Trustees Visit
CO visit to Ex WESSEX STORM
RAC Command Group

Dec 18

3: Light Cavalry Forum
4: Regimental Christmas Day
13: Sun Millies Awards – Hero Individual Overseas winner
15: Regimental Christmas Leave
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A Squadron

After a year of supporting others and
enabling wider Regimental activity, 2018
has seen A Squadron re-form in full and
work towards deploying to Poland on the
fourth rotation of NATO’s contribution to
enhanced Forward Presence (known as
Operation Cabrit). There’s nothing like a
deployment to focus minds and effort,
particularly when the Regiment has had
to supply two squadrons to this task in
the same year. Our thanks go to Major
Brian Nicholas for his care and attention over the last couple of years. He
helped keep the A Squadron flame alive
while others were off gallivanting around
Californian deserts and ensured that we
could rise again when called upon.
The early part of 2018 was spent spannering on the tank park and getting very
familiar with the inner workings of the
Regimental vehicle fleet. This has stood
us in good stead, making sure that every
man and woman is now far more accustomed to maintaining vehicles than they
have been for years. In a change from
the halcyon days of CVR(T) there is a limit
to how much maintenance the crews

With a deployment in our
sights much time was spent
on ensuring that drivers
were trained…

OC and SSM the first ones in the water
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One is laughing because he knows,
the other because he doesn’t

can do themselves so far more onus is
placed on the Fitter Section and Light Aid
Detachment to keep the wheels turning.
SSgt Stokes and his team have supported the Squadron superbly throughout, keeping Squadron Leaders honest
and people employed through some
long hours of maintenance.
With a deployment in our sights much
time was spent on ensuring that drivers were trained, gunners could shoot
straight and that we had enough of all
the various qualifications required to
deploy a sub-unit independently from
the wider Regiment. This gave many

the chance to get away and do other
courses. Most notable were the eleven
who attended the Cold Weather Survival
Course with the Royal Marines in both
Wales and Norway. It’s a long time since
the Regiment operated in extreme cold,
this course gave a selection of junior
Troopers up to Troop Leaders the chance
to get very wet, very cold and ultimately
survive. Skills that would be put to good
use in Poland later in the year.
As summer approached we shook out for
the first time in over a year as a squadron
for some low level training on Salisbury
Plain. This week let us get back to the

OC contemplates how he got here…
and how he will get out
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Pre-deployment kit check

Who would be the first to cross the dancefloor?

basics of recce soldiering; manoeuvring
with vehicles, conducting close target
recces and attempting to set up meetings with local pizza providers at various
tank crossings around the Plain without
SHQ finding out. Some had more success than others. Sgt Speed manned the
defences for the target locations and had
great success in compromising a succession of Troop Leaders despite their
protestations at how open the ground
was. All in all it was a thoroughly worthwhile week blowing away the cobwebs
of the tank park.

winter driving brief felt somewhat distant
whilst we sweltered in the summer sunshine. That said we then embarked on
dismounted ranges in Thetford which
allowed everyone to progress rapidly
from completing their Annual Combat
Marksmanship Tests towards fire and
manoeuvre shoots, finishing with section attacks. Particular kudos must go
to Cpl Siddall, the Squadron medic, who
achieved the top score in all individual
shooting. LCpls Bould and Kniveton
were deemed to have commanded the
best section attack, no mean feat as the
competition was stiff.

Just prior to this we had bid a sad farewell to the 2ic, Capt McKechnie, who
morphed from an outgoing and decisive
Second-in-Command into the depths of
RHQ and a tour as Adjutant. The main
difference now being that very few of the
soldiers will ever want to cross his path
while he resides behind that desk.
June marked a shift in focus as attachments started to arrive and we embarked
upon four months of training for the
deployment. The Squadron slowly grew
as we welcomed representatives from
ten other units who would all bring their
own specialist capabilities to the operation. Initial briefings set the scene for
those present, even if Sgt ‘Sonic’ Davies’

From there it was a quick turnaround to
get the vehicles ready to head north for a
final exercise in south west Scotland. The
summer heat and lack of rain prevented
us from completing a heavy weapons
live fire package, even Dumfries was
enjoying a hot spell and there was a real
concern that we would simply add to the
raft of other soldiers fighting fires around

The Operations Officer then
had to go into a flat spin to
rearrange everything for
us…
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Cpl Williams 488 needs to
swap his axe for a razor

the country. The Operations Officer then
had to go into a flat spin to rearrange
everything for us, thankfully the squadron
enjoyed another week of exercise preparation in camp without having to worry
about all the challenges others were facing. But as we arrived in Kirkudbright, the
clouds were gathering ominously on the
horizon.
Tales of driving rain, clouds of midges and
the harshness of the Scottish terrain were
abundant but initially seemed distant as
we deployed into the Galloway Forest.
For four days we worked as a Squadron
in blissful weather, trying to work out how
to get through the impenetrable trees, hide
vehicles on roads and tracks and communicate with each other. The midges stayed
away, the sun shone and all seemed well.
Battle Group HQ then arrived, the clouds
rolled in and the midges descended. So
began our Mission Rehearsal Exercise,
Exercise Polish Eagle, where we were subject to the eagle eye of the Commanding
Officer and the devious mind of the
Intelligence Officer who spent the next few
days dreaming up different scenarios to
test us against. No sooner had we begun
than our numbers reduced. After a period
of operating under radio silence it became
apparent that one troop could not be
accounted for. 2nd Troop had decided to

It’s like Google Maps – but
printed out on paper

Glastonbury, Reading, Bemowo Piskie
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Because we have to drive with headlights on

The Galloway Forest had
the last laugh as it literally
swallowed them up…
prove that there wasn’t a need to actually
stay on the tracks and instead opted to go
cross country. The Galloway Forest had
the last laugh as it literally swallowed them
up, for the best part of a week. A mammoth recovery effort began as the recovery
vehicle could not reach them. Perhaps the
most concerning part of the episode was
that they had managed to get stuck in an
area with plenty of midges and no mobile
phone signal, four days without access to
social media certainly took its toll.
With 2nd Tp becoming budding archaeologists the remainder of the squadron

The US turned up in their pyjamas

worked its way around the Galloway
Forest in regular conflict with the enemy
forces of B Squadron’s finest. SHQ were
under Sgt Speed’s cosh with Cpl Searle
and LCpl Murphy working night and day
to maintain comms, whilst everyone
else was put through their paces protecting the 2ic. Rain and midges were
abundant, even the Padre’s deployment
didn’t signal any divine intervention to
keep him, or anyone else, dry or comfortable. 1st Tp managed to cut down
enough trees to hide their vehicles, Sgt
Doolan happily ignoring the Scottish
Forestry Commission’s plea to not cause
too much damage. Support Troop created such a good Observation Post they
almost couldn’t find it again to show it
off to the Brigade Commander, thankfully
Cpl Casey was able to subtly whistle Lt
Hind back in and stave off any embarrassment. Lt Oakley decided to improvise (always dangerous) and used a portaloo as a means of concealing vehicles,

Sports day winners. 1st place SHQ, 2nd place Support Tp, 3rd place Romania
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it didn’t work despite long protestations
to the contrary. As the exercise drew to
a close many lessons had been learned
and we were in good shape to deploy.
Even 2nd Tp, with a rather sheepish Lt Layzell-Payne, decided to rejoin
the remainder as we amassed back at
Kirkudbright and move back south. Sgt
Pitt remained adamant that they were
now world leaders at Troop Level recovery and therefore would have inadvertently done everyone a favour. Time will
tell.
Throughout this period we had been
joined by a few of the many attachments
that would deploy with us. Most notable
were representatives from 4th Regiment,
Royal Artillery, who comprised the Fire
Support Team. Also fully integrated were
our three representatives from the Royal
Yeomanry, Sgt Astridge, Cpl Searle and
LCpl Eggleton. Once again pairing came
to the fore and bolstered our numbers
with keen and willing individuals. For
some reason all three have a particular penchant for delivering testing PT
sessions and take great pride in ensuring that we understand what Regular/
Reserve integration should actually look
like.
After a good period of summer leave
September was upon us. Even more
attachments arrived and further range
packages took place. The Squadron
moved down to deepest Pembrokeshire
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at Castlemartin to conduct the mounted
firing package that had been cancelled
in the summer. Familiar faces of QDG’s
past and present appeared to see the
squadron firing, not before the OC had
managed to delay the start to proceedings by inadvertently driving his Panther
down range (‘for a recce’) whereupon
a wheel fell off. A good test for the recy
mech again. Live firing is steadily returning into the DNA of the Regiment and the
improvements over the course of a week
were huge. The Squadron’s thanks must
go to the Training Wing, in particular
SSgt Beal, for all his work over the summer to plan, run and educate everyone
on all aspects of our ranges. Without the
work to support us it would have been
hard to deploy. LCpl Pine began the
week conducting anti-aircraft shoots and
finished the week able to put both HMG
and GMG exactly where it was required.
2nd Troop bagged the prestigious award
for top score with Support Troop being
singled out for exceptional GPMG gunnery. Those who started the week unable
to hit the target from a static point finished the week working as a crew, firing
multiple engagements and knocking targets down routinely. A great boost for all
and fantastic to see such a high level of
teamwork and competition.
So in a final flourish we were into our last
few days in camp before some pre-deployment leave. With vehicles and kit
handed back over to the Regiment we
were set to go. From late September the
flights began and the transition between
C and A Sqns took place. With A Sqn
providing the bulk of the manpower we
morphed into Sabre Troop and fitted into
the US Battlegroup in Poland as their primary reconnaissance force. Thanks to a
few trips to the US the OC and various
others had been able to establish some
good relationships in advance and we
arrived with enthusiasm.

No sooner had we arrived than a gruelling period of exercise, readiness tests
and training commenced.
3rd Tp were the first to take the plunge of
training with the Polish recce only to realise that they had inadvertently stumbled
upon a survival exercise. They quickly
demonstrated their ability to adapt and
within no time were setting traps, finding
food and fighting through the language
barriers. Many of these small events
have begun with one focus and very
quickly changed as it becomes apparent that other nations are even happier
with changing a plan in contact than we
are. With a large part of our mission in
Poland being to act as good NATO allies
we have found ourselves called upon to
support a wide variety of different events;
from showing off kit and equipment, to
patrol competitions, to planting trees in
the forests.
The other side of the mission is to provide
a credible deterrence on behalf of NATO.
This allows us to conduct a large variety
of training both internally and with our
multi-national partners. Our American
colleagues hail from the Tennessee
National Guard (2nd Squadron of the
278th Armored Cavalry Regiment) and
certainly livened the place up when they
arrived. In no time their recon unit was
joining our PT sessions, mostly then
regretting the decision. A fierce sense
of competition and camaraderie built up
very quickly and every Friday morning’s
competitive PT is now approached with
a sense of fear and trepidation.
After the first few weeks we had to bid
another farewell, this time to the SSM,
WO2 Pete Cubitt, who had held the reins
for the best part of two years. He had
overseen the Squadron through days
when manpower was split around the
world on a number of different tasks,

11

through the reforming and onto the
deployment. In the mysterious way that
the SSM plot works he was replaced
by a shorter and only marginally balder
version of himself. WO2 Dai Chant set
straight to work at getting to know everyone, taking over the excellent relationships with the other nations and ensuring
that everyone felt part of the A Squadron
family.
As this is written we are hurtling towards
Christmas and have completed a large
multi-national exercise which ended up
being a case of ‘spot the OPFOR’, who
only graced us with their presence for 30
minutes in 5 days. We have also survived
the rigours of the Royal Marines’ Cold
Weather training package; more survival,
more ice and some freezing lakes to swim
in. LCpl Branston enjoyed some special
attention from the instructors and managed to get a few goes in the water. Tpr
Parker took the prize for the most junior member of the Squadron to immerse
herself whilst the remainder of her team
had to go through the full rewarming drill
to allow them to continue. There is great
scope out here for some excellent training, balanced against numerous chances
to get out and see Poland. Despite only
being a few months in, by the time you
read this we should be home and will be
able to recount tales of operations in the
depths of winter. The Squadron will be
looking forward to getting back into the
routine of UK life and all that is planned
for the remainder of 2019.
It wouldn’t be right not to include the fact
that ‘it’s been a very busy year’. Every
year is and no more so than for the men
and women of A Squadron who have had
to come together, train for and succeed
at a number of tests prior to flying the UK
flag on the cutting edge of NATO’s deterrence mission in Eastern Europe.
CER-B

Officers and Seniors
Vs JNCOs and Tprs
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B Squadron

2018 has been a disrupted year for B
Squadron, during which the patient, forward leaning attitude of the soldiers and
officers has been pleasing and much
appreciated. With the two other Sabre
Squadrons set to deploy on Operation
Cabrit in Poland (details of which are
elsewhere in this journal) and take with
them considerably more soldiers than
they possessed, B Squadron knew we
would be losing a considerable amount
of our manpower to backfill the gaps and
support those Squadrons in their tasks.
There has also been a fair amount of
churn in the Squadron’s hierarchy, Major
Ollie Braithwaite on his retirement handed
over command to Major Duncan Wiggins
in June. WO2 Dai Chant, who was set
to deploy to Op Cabrit as Squadron
Sergeant Major A Squadron handed over
to WO2 Dale Thomas in September. We
also bid farewell to some long serving
soldiers and NCOs whose experience
and skills will be missed, but which will
no doubt serve them well in civilian life.
We wish them all, every success.

B Squadron knew we would
be losing a considerable
amount of our
manpower…

Tpr (now LCpl McCarthy) wins best
in class – Downhill skiing
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A Band of Brothers – the PNCO cadre

At the beginning of the year, it was once
again heartening to see, the Squadron
was well represented on the Alpine and
Nordic Ski teams. Tpr Brewster, LCpl
McCarthy and LCpl Knuckey impressed
on the slopes. Fantastic to see young
soldiers and JNCOs taking full advantage of this golden opportunity to travel
and, in some cases excel at a new and
novel sport. January also saw Lt Russell
deployed to Sierra Leone, to act as the
7 Infantry Brigade (7X) Liaison Officer, a
job in which he excelled and from which
he returned with new skills and a great
base of knowledge of that troubled West

African nation. Most of the Squadron who
returned to camp from Christmas leave in
the second week of January were immediately busy, those designated as backfill or battlefield casualty replacements
went straight onto small arms and heavy
weapons ranges, to hone their skills prior
to joining C Squadron on Op Cabrit.
Simultaneously Lts Byrd and Simpson
along with Cpls Casey, Petre and Warner
ran a highly successful Potential NonCommissioned Officer (PNCO) course
which included some gruelling physical
training sessions, as well as conceptual and leadership development and

Lts Simpson and Byrd with “The Survivors” – PNCO course photo
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Mud Mud Glorious Mud – Nothing quite like it!

a short exercise. The well-deserved
Leathersellers Top student award was
won by Tpr (now LCpl Branston).
March saw more pre-deployment training for those going to Operation Cabrit
as well as for those shadow generated as replacements. This brought the
Squadron’s available manpower to a
very low level. Nonetheless, Capt Fraser
along with Sgt Hill set about generating
and training a team for the upcoming
brigade operational shooting competition which tests field marksmanship
at a range of distances and against a
variety of targetry. Given the somewhat
rushed nature of the preparation for this
competition, Capt Fraser and the team
performed admirably at the meeting in
mid-April, qualifying for the Divisional
level of the competition. Combat skills
of another sort were also being developed, with Major Braithwaite using his
professional qualifications, and passion for unarmed combat to run a very
successful two-day course of practical
instruction. Over 20 B Sqn soldiers took
part, learning how to defend against both
armed and unarmed attackers using a
series of blocks, throws and holds to
disable an enemy. This is not something

Section attacks from the PNCO cadre
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This would have baffled the Officers…

regularly taught in the British Army today
(much to Major Braithwaite’s chagrin) so
it proved both fun and interesting to all
involved. This identified some in the Sqn
as particularly dangerous individuals to
tussle with, they should under no circumstances be approached from behind
at night! During this period, LCpl Marais
and LCpl Pine also organised a charity
litter pick in Swanton Morley. A shocking 50+ bags of rubbish were collected
from the hedgerows and roadsides in the
village and several hundreds of pounds
raised for the local nursery, a good deed
for the community and a worthwhile
endeavour – thank you to both LCpls for
their organisational efforts.
In late May a number of the Squadron
were invited to a Royal Garden Party at
Buckingham Palace. This wonderful event
was held to celebrate the 70th birthday of
our Colonel-in-Chief, His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales. As a bonus, the
party were also treated to a tour of
the Leathersellers’ Hall, home of
our affiliated worshipful company.
The Clerk, Brigadier Santa-Olalla
MC DSO gave an excellent talk on
the history of the Company as well
as showing off the fine build-

Show me your Log Race face!

Tpr (now LCpl) Branston is awarded
the Leathersellers Trophy and top
student from PNCO by 7X Deputy
Commander Colonel Stuart
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Tpr (Now LCpl) Rees is awarded top
student on Jav operators course
– his prize – Firing a live Jav!

ing. This excellent morning was topped
off with a delicious lunch in the banqueting
room. From there, to Buckingham Palace,
the immaculate gardens of which looked
at their best in the summer weather. Major
Harry Pilcher, at that stage still Equerry to
HRH, was able to arrange for some of the
soldiers to meet the Prince whilst he processed through the gardens and he was a
pleased as ever to see soldiers from HIS
Regiment smartly turned out and clearly
enjoying their day out to the capital. The
following day more B Sqn troops were
on parade, this time Tprs Priestley and
Dawson joined by the other members of
the “Vegas Six”, those QDG soldiers who
went to the aid of those injured in 2017’s
Las Vegas mass shooting incident. His
Royal Highness had requested a meeting
with these brave representatives of the
Regiment, to congratulate them in person.
His Royal Highness was warm, welcoming
and genuinely proud of those six young
soldiers.
In early June, Captain Fraser, Sgt Comley
and Cpl Cullen were all deployed to the
Czech Republic on Exercise Yellowcross,

LCpl Priestly speaks to the BBC
about his bravery in Las Vegas
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GPMG provides fire support

a Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear exercise run by NATO. Their
support for the Czech Army as it exercised its emergency response measure
was highly praised. They demonstrated
the flexibility of thought and wide skill set
key in Lt Cavalry soldiers and prized in
B Sqn and should be pleased with their
contribution to strong relations within
NATO. Elsewhere in Europe, JNCOs
from across QDG were exploring the battlefields of Rimini and Coriano in eastern
Italy as part of the Regiment’s junior leadership development programme headed
by the RSM. Maj Tom McIlwaine, an
expert on the Italian campaign was the
able battlefield guide whilst the JNCOs
presented their thoughts on the difficulties commanders were presented with in
the summer of 1944. Particularly poignant for these junior leaders were areas
in which our antecedent Regiment, the
Bays, had fought bravely, facing down
well emplaced anti-tank guns and hardened lines of defences with élan but at no
small cost to the Regiment.
It should be becoming clear that there
was little opportunity for collective training for B Sqn, and that small groups of
the Sqn were doing good work, conducting activity all over the globe in support of a variety of exercises and operations. To continue in this vein, two junior
soldiers, Tpr Knuckey and LCpl Parry
landed nicely on their feet, when they
were selected, as well as Maj Jimmy
Cowen, to train for and deploy on counter-poaching duties in Malawi. There they
would help train local counter-poaching
rangers in infantry skills and teaching
them how to apprehend criminals, or
mentoring them on patrols in the bush.
Potentially dangerous work, but of huge

This is the very essence
of adventurous training
purpose and value to the
Army.
benefit to the Malawian government, and
great experience in the training of indigenous forces for these young soldiers.
In mid-June, a sky-diving adventurous
training expedition was mounted, again
many members of the Squadron, led by
Sgt Comley and LCpl Marais took part,
some having never skydived before. This
is the very essence of adventurous training purpose and value to the Army. Young
soldiers, taking part in exciting but challenging activities, willing to make themselves feel uncomfortable and make decisions under pressure. Brilliant work from
all that were brave enough to volunteer.
Also in June, the last major serial before
summer leave was the support to A Sqn’s
Exercise Polish Eagle, where a very small
determined band of B Sqn fought tooth
and nail against the A Sqn horde.
But it was not leave for all, a recruiting
surge targeted at southern Wales saw
Tpr (now LCpl) Lewis and LCpl McCarthy
flying the flag for QDG in one of our core
recruiting areas. There are more events
in Wales in the offing with the 60th
Anniversary of the Regiment’s formation
in 2019 providing the perfect opportunity
for a series of events at “home”. These
will include the laying up of one of our
old standards at the Regiment’s spiritual
home, Llandaff Cathedral. All are wel-
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Tpr Preston looks on as Capt Jackson
attempts to out “chin” HRH the Prince
of Wales at Buckingham Palace

come and encouraged to come out and
show their support.
As the long summer of football and sun
drew to an end and A Sqn’s deployment
to Op CABRIT loomed it was B Sqn’s
turn to take over the Regiments fleet of
fighting vehicles. With our low manpower
and gaps in key positions, particularly Cpl
crew commanders and Sgts, the majority of the administration for this complex
handover-takeover fell on a few sets of
shoulders. SQMS Davies, Cpl Roberts,
Sgts Comley and Davies 109 all did
long hours in the tank park office, whilst
the Troopers and LCpls often under
Cpl Canning’s direction beavered away
with the vehicles, ably supported by the
REME who had also provided the bulk of
their manpower to Op CABRIT. Despite
the post exercise/pre-leave rush, A Sqn
handed the vehicles over in good order
and the Sqn, to a man, dug out to ensure
success. Thanks to all of those that made
this possible. Special mention goes to
Tpr Preston who has emerged as the
Squadron’s mechanical expert, and go-to
man when the vehicle demons strike.
With control of the vehicle fleet, came
the opportunity to conduct some muchneeded mounted training. Cpl Smith and
LCpl Casey led some excellent theory

Oranges aren’t just for half time
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sessions before getting the Squadron
around the model in the training wing
to talk through tactical movement. This
was fresh ground for many of the brandnew troopers and as such was of real
training benefit, as well as being a useful
remind and revise for those more experienced. This was followed by the practical
application of these skills on the backdoor training area. Despite a couple of
breakdowns (“Tpr Preston on me!”), a
successful day was spent conducting
daytime movement alongside cam and
concealment lesson. All basic skills, but
things we have not practised regularly
and so hugely useful. As we move forwards I hope to run more such events
which are easy to organise and I think
well received as a day out of camp, off
the tank park and in the fresh air.
As we approached remembrance, in
this special centenary year, one individual stood out displaying his industrious nature and organisational prowess.
Sgt Bob Comley took it upon himself
to organise two special charity football
games in support of the Royal British
Legion’s poppy appeal. The “Games of
Remembrance” saw the QDG first XI
take on a mixed team of Swansea town
Veterans and All-stars at home in Wales,
and a similarly mixed Norwich City team
from our adopted East Anglian home
from home. To co-ordinate and organise
these games in his own time and in the
name of such a worthy cause shows a
great deal of personal drive and passion,
huge congratulations to Sgt Comley for a
sterling effort.
As the year drew to a close, we began
to look forward to our busy start to
2019. Happily, some collective training
was finally in the FOE. We are set for a
deployment to the British Army’s Training
Unit in Kenya, to act as enemy for an
Infantry battlegroup as a largely dismounted enemy. Not our core business,
but the training environment will provide
an opportunity to test physical and men-

WO2 Chant, Tprs Rogers and
Rogers at Buckingham Palace

tal robustness alongside basic soldiering
skills. To prepare for this deployment
we spent the back end of November
honing our dismounted shooting on the
ranges at Thetford. Alongside this, LCpl
Pritchard, ever keen to instruct on his
favourite weapons system ran a Javelin
anti-tank missile operators course, further qualifying the Squadron in this key
piece of equipment.
In sporting news, congratulations are
due to LCpl Lewis, who was picked for
the Army Under-23 first XV and was
instrumental in their defeat of the Navy
(for the first time in five years) in late
November. B Sqn looks set to once
again provide the core of the Regiment’s
winter sports teams, with some novice
skiers joining others with one or two seasons experience. We wish them luck in
all competitions.
As you have probably picked up, it has
been a bits and pieces kind of year for B
Squadron. Not on the tour rotation, we
have naturally and rightly lent help and
personnel to support those with critical
operational requirements. There have
nonetheless been a multitude of opportunities for those who were willing to try
new things and push themselves forward. You will have no doubt noticed the
same names cropping up several times
in this article, to those who have willingly
volunteered and to those who have been
directed to take part in activity I pass on
my thanks for their unstintingly professional attitude. And to all of those who
have beavered away in the background,
in the SQMS’s, in the guardroom and on
the tank park with unrecognised but no
less vital work my sincere thanks also.
Please keep it up as we move into what
will hopefully be an exciting and more
cohesive 2019.
DMW
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C Squadron

The main theme of this year, for the
Squadron as for the Regiment, was the
six-month deployment to Poland for
Op CABRIT as part of NATO’s deterrence measures against Russian military interference. This was a rather different kind of operation from those in
the Squadron’s corporate memory in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and in ways echoed the QDG stationing in Wolfenbuttel
– but in the Information Age. There were
still the manning and readiness states
to be maintained, familiarisation of the
potential battleground to be done and
actual battle planning to be conducted
alongside NATO allies. There was also
the opportunity for fun along the way –
but more of that later.
The year began as usual with several of
the Squadron away on Winter Sports.
When Lt Chaplin was ordered back from
the Army Alpine Skiing Champs to attend
the Crypto Custodian course it understandably came as something of a shock
to him and signified the serious turn training was taking under OC Maj Ben Parkyn.
A compressed Pre-Deployment Training
cycle meant they were going to be very
busy indeed. It started with ranges,
both mounted and dismounted, as the
Squadron ground their way through the
various qualifications required to deploy.
Next came the All Ranks Brief which
worryingly had half the presentations
about Estonia…but not to worry, it would
all make sense when you got there!
The next serial was Ex WESSEX STORM
on Salisbury Plain. Normally this is an
entirely figurative name, but then again
this was no normal March. The ‘Beast
from the East’ hit as the Squadron was

deploying onto the Plain and after a few
hours (possibly just as the main exercising troops were faced with rolling out into
the snowstorms) the exercise was called
to a halt. This lasted for days and eventually they just managed to squeeze in one
training cycle lasting three days – enough
time, however, for C Sqn to impress
the training staff sufficiently to gain the
thumbs up to proceed to Poland, where
it would ironically turn out to be hot and
sunny almost all the time.
After some last minute Easter leave the
Sqn headed east and took over from
a Light Dragoons squadron who had
only just thawed out from the depths
of winter. But spring doesn’t last long
in Poland and within a few weeks temperatures were heading into the 30s.
This had its own issues as the Polish
Forestry Commission is very cautious
about range fires, but that was only one
of a range of challenges. First there was
the Battlegroup to get familiar with, and
then the ground. With the majority of
the unit being American, we thought we
spoke the same language, but it turns
out it is a very different mindset that runs
slowly around camp at 0530 for PT, yelling loudly in unison. After a few choice
words from a scarily scantily-dressed
LCpl ‘Cheesy’ McCann (and a quiet

…we thought we spoke the
same language, but it turns
out it is a very different
mindset…

word from SSM to CSM), thankfully this
habit was confined to the other side of
camp and the Sqn were left to slumber
until a more civilised hour. The other two
nationalities represented were Romanian
and Croatian, and we formed friendships
with them right away. One could not fail
to be impressed by their pragmatism
and good humour, nor by their intimate
knowledge of how to get the best out of
their aging equipment.
There was something familiar about
Bemowo Piskie camp though, at least
to anyone who had served in Dempsey
Barracks in Sennelager – it too was an
early 19th century Prussian cavalry barracks, with the same long steep roofed
buildings, rings set into the sides for tethering horses. The countryside was similar
to Norfolk in fact – mainly flat with lots of
lakes, and beautiful. The Mazurian region
is a well-known holiday destination for
many Poles and southern Germans and
the Sqn enjoyed getting to know some
of the resort towns around about, especially Elk with its lakeside charms. They
had plenty of opportunities to explore, as
the Sqn was soon faced with a multitude
of invitations – or instructions – to attend
civic events and military competitions
across the area. These ranged from taking a Jackal to a country show to a long
range sniper competition or a parade in
full webbing, body armour, cam cream,
eyepro, the lot!
There was some tactical exercising to do
as well, with a couple of ‘ALERTEXes’ to
practise crashing out to fighting positions
should the Russians really come over the
border, and the largest serial of the tour,
Ex SABRE STRIKE. This was a massive

Eagle Troop
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Tpr Wilcocks attempts to win new recruits

multinational exercise, involving navies
and air forces over the Baltic Sea and
Scandinavia as well as troops in Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania and Poland. As all old
soldiers know, the larger an exercise, the
slower it goes for those at the bottom, but
the interest was sustained by the opportunity to trial a new piece of kit destined
to be on wider release in 2019. This is the
Dismounted Situational Awareness module, essentially a smart phone kept on
the chest that you can flip down and use
to navigate and communicate – ideal for
reconnaissance soldiers in the modern
age. This coincided with an Army media
team visiting and many of the Sqn got
their first exposure to the camera – old
hat to Cpl Tom Warner of course, whose
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Polish Armed Forces Day, Warsaw

smooth delivery of a guide to his vehicle
was watched by hundreds of thousands
on the Army Instagram channel.
It wasn’t all hard work, of course, as an
enlightened chain of command granted
not only R&R but two long weekends in country but away from base as
‘Operational Stand Down’, with family
and sweethearts encouraged to visit. This
offered not only a chance to find out the
many superb Airbnb bargains Poland
has but to explore a bit more around
the country as well, with many heading to sample the delights of Gdansk,
Warsaw or Krakow. Many also embarked
on troop-led cultural trips to these cities
as well, sneaking in a bit of education

under the guise of the promise of a night
out. The sobering stories on offer at the
Solidarity Museum or Auschwitz gave an
idea of just what it meant to our hosts to
have allies standing by them when under
threat. A large contingent also spent time
in Warsaw, first to meet the Defence and
Foreign Secretaries on their joint visit
to the country, and second to take part
in the Polish Armed Forces Day parade.
This was an enormous event, with over
2,000 troops, 200 vehicles and 150 aircraft marching, driving and flying past a

A large contingent also spent
time in Warsaw…
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The colour of the smoke is
some kind of metaphor

grandstand filled with the great and good,
including the President and many generals and ambassadors. Coming immediately after our US Army brethren mooching along in their drab combats, our smart
blue belts and marching ‘arms shoulder
high!’ drew the eye extremely favourably.
The team was known as Eagle Troop,
a troop being the same as our squadron in US Army parlance. The large
majority came from C Sqn, of course,

Another metaphor
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but we were bolstered by soldiers from
many other units. First of all, the Royal
Yeomanry, who supplied ten soldiers and
officers who worked hard and fitted in
right from the start. Some were familiar
from previous attachments such as on
Ex DIAMONDBACK last year. Then there
were the normal attachments from the
Artillery, REME, Logistics, Medics and
RMP, each providing their niche skills
as well as a fair quantity of characters
to add extra character to the mix. As
the troops cycled through readiness,
it was often these attachments who
helped shoulder the burden of vehicle
displays and snap parades, provoking
much curiosity about the different colour
stable belts. There was a fair amount of
churn of QDG personnel too, with B Sqn
sending out much-appreciated replacements for those who returned to the
UK for postings or injuries. The SQMS
SSgt ‘Hoppy’ Hopkins handed over to
SSgt ‘Stevie’ Walker and headed off to
become Officers’ Mess manager, while

In between all this there was
a large fleet to manage and
an operation to keep
running.

Tpr Whistlecraft

OC Maj Ben Parkyn passed the baton to
Maj David Hoey and headed off to Army
HQ (officers don’t have nicknames).
In between all this there was a large fleet
to manage and an operation to keep running. The Light Dragoons had made great
progress in their two rotations, but there
remain many more improvements possible in terms of efficiency, effectiveness
and comfort. The G4 hierarchy, especially
the SQMS and NSE Comd, worked hard
to identify and prioritise what was needed
and navigate the system to get whatever
resources were required. This remains a
work in progress and we handed over
many lines of effort to A Sqn who will
hopefully reap the benefit in the same
way as we did from our predecessors. A
special mention must go to Sgt Flint and
his team of chefs who not only grafted on
our days off to provide BBQ, roast dinner
or cooked breakfast tastes of home but
worked tirelessly to improve the standard
of food in the cookhouse. At the start this
was a serious danger to morale but they
made such a difference that by the end of
tour even the most cynical were forced to
admit it was really quite acceptable.
Living and working in a multinational
team requires some measure of integration and, despite the PT timing discrepancy, it was a pleasure to get to know our

Driving through puddles
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allies, including our Polish Army hosts.
There were numerous battlegroup sports
days (they gave up the fitness tests as
we won them all, and concentrated on
volleyball instead which was a Croatian
speciality) and we exchanged places on
the various training events. Most notable
of these was our PNCO cadre, where
we broke a number of the toughest our
allies could supply, but from those who
survived were some real quality. It was
even won by an American, SPC Smith,
as we grudgingly had to admit he had
performed brilliantly. We were honoured
by the British Ambassador’s presence at
the parade and the US CO gave Smith
and Tpr Gutteridge (top UK student)
medals. A few weeks later it was our turn
to be guests on their Spur Ride. This is
a rite of passage for US Cavalry soldiers
and consists of a Cambrian Patrol-like
thrashing round the countryside. Smith
took advantage of his position running
the CBRN stand to get his own back on
us Brits for Cpl Petre’s bayonet range, but
we all survived and were awarded spurs
and Stetsons as we hobbled across the
finish line up with their best.
The imminent end of tour was signalled
by a hand over from 1st Squadron,
2nd Cavalry Regiment, US Army to
2nd Squadron, 278th Armored Cavalry
Regiment, Tennessee National Guard
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(more southern twang but surprisingly
less tobacco chewing) and before we
knew it departure was upon us. The Tp
Sgts and LAD led heroic shifts to hand
over the vehicle fleet to A Sqn in a state
to be proud of and when their advance
party turned up we were ready to go.
The HOTO period of ‘area familiarisation’
gave an opportunity for one more ‘Best
Burger in Poland’ or Gizycko steakhouse
experience and then we were on the tarmac of Warsaw airport military terminal
on the final sunny day of the year, watching as the RAF’s finest taxied up to deliver
A Sqn’s main body and take us home.
Decompression followed, as with all
tours, and the initial burst of administration gave way to Adventurous Training
trips, scuba diving in Malta and walking
and climbing in Germany, as you can read
about elsewhere in this journal. Some
were plunged straight back into it with
courses to attend or run, and our junior
troopers were put through their Part 2
Signals before the Regiment embarked
on ‘silly week’ and we broke up for
Christmas, enjoying four weeks of leave
to tack onto our two weeks in October
thanks to the post-tour allowance. Some
even headed back to Europe to pick
up where they left off on tour… Before
we broke up we were pleased to see
Sgt Hazelwood awarded the Elizabeth
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Having a great time

Trophy, a great achievement especially
considering he was Acting for most of
the year. We said goodbye to Capt Max
Carter, who handed over 2ic to Lt Charlie
Layzell-Payne, and 3rd Tp complete who
moved across to B Sqn as part of regimental rebalancing.
Another year and another tour for C Sqn,
albeit the first for a while and of a different
flavour. But valuable time nonetheless,
not just out in Poland but in the build
up to and recovery after tour with all the
training and other accompanying activity it brings. Many will have gained useful experience and have performed well,
borne out by the round of promotions
that this season always brings. We look
forward to new challenges in 2019 playing OPFOR and then working towards
getting tested ourselves in 2020.
DCMH
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HQ Squadron

In HQ Sqn this year we have supported A
and C Sqns’ deployments to Op CABRIT,
supplied manpower to a security team in
Northern Nigeria as part of Op TURUS,
conducted our own BattleCraft Syllabus
Training (BCS – CT1/2 in old money) and
assisted unit training and ranges – all
while managing the real-life support of
the Regiment.
In early March we deployed on BCS with
Major Tyson at the helm to train the echelon
in particularly cold conditions at Stanford
Training Area in the Thetford Forest. All
departments deployed with Sgt McKinnon
(Comd Tp Sgt) in charge of admin… This
was the first time for many within HQ Sqn
to roll out as a Regimental Ech and allowed
them to experience some high quality low
level tactical training within their roles.
Perhaps too high quality for some, with the
first non-play casualties trickling back into
camp from the very start, whereas others
demanded more from themselves – as
the lead callsign decided to dynamically
change the insertion route (without consulting either the Sqn or perhaps his own
vehicle) and took everyone through the
largest bog in East Anglia.

Amidst BCIP 5.6 Uplift the RSO shows HQ
Sqn a drawing of what a radio might look like

As it has steadily since 1915, the pendulum of CBRN interest swung back
home in the Summer to everyone’s great
enthusiasm. This time spearheaded
by WO2 Ananins, the Regiment’s new
CBRN expert (it is rumoured he went
to the Defence CBRN Centre for a 7
Bde study day and couldn’t find the
exit, emerging three weeks later with
a bad cough, a pocket full of Salisbury
Cathedral guides and a brace of qualifications that would shame Chemical Ali).
Immediately a CBRN training exercise
was thrown in the path of HQ Sqn –
managed by Cpls Watson and Halpin…
midweek 4 Romeo on the airfield! While
you could be forgiven for assuming that
all 136 keen soldiers would have been
lined up and ready to put their (I’m sure
recently) tested respirators through their

Immediately a CBRN training
exercise was thrown in the
path of HQ Sqn…

paces, there turned out to be no-one
to be seen! Even WO2 Ananins’s loudest ‘Gas! Gas! Gas!’ could not have
drowned out the ensuing bellows of Maj
Tyson cycling around camp calling out
those hard-working HQ soldiers to drop
tools and get in their ‘Noddy’ suits.
The time came for A Sqn to embark on
their MRX for Op Cabrit 4. This pre-Poland training would focus on Fighting in
Woods and Forests and therefore the
Commanding Officer had his eyes on the
Galloway Forest, a treacherous mix of
high inclines, thick forest, surprise water
features and gravel quarries. This saw
the echelons working as they should, but
in an unfamiliar environment (outside of
Wales/East Anglia) and with Command
Troop acting as a free thinking, agile
enemy. RHQ took a keen eye on the
Sabre Sqn and Tps’ TTPs; with the CO
himself checking that individuals down to
vehicle level were ready for their deployment. This was indeed the case and the
CO was assured A Sqn’s recce skills
were second to none as he and Comd
Tp Sgt even observed one Tp Ldr, so
concerned with ground sign while bug-

HQ Sqn Ldr and Seniors in the Mess,
seconds before Sgt McKinnon is rushed
to hospital for self-amputation

During BCS, the QM
dept carry out a normal
working day just without
walls and chairs
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Day out in Snow Zone, Having snuck onto the trip Lt Oakley is
mortified to find there are no cinnamon buns to be had

ging out of a defence that he consumed
a frosted cinnamon bun during the affray
lest it fall into the hands of the enemy and
sustain their attack.
While your image of a battle hardened,
conflict minded Sqn is only reinforced
by these tales of valour, I must shatter
this illusion with some light vignettes
of the more enjoyable side of military
life. Despite never having done it himself, self-declared expert SSgt Lama
organised a ‘Doko Race’ – one of the
fitness tests the Nepalese recruits must
undertake to join the Gurkha Rifles. This
involves running 4km carrying a weighted
basket suspended from the head, coincidentally held while Capt Flitcroft REME
our Health and Safety Advisor (among
other many talents) had the day off. HQ
Sqn fielded a team of four warriors: WO1
(RSM) Brown, WO2 (SSM) Thomas,
WO2 Ananins and SSgt (SQMS) Griffiths.
Were combined age a factor in the race
then they would have won by leaps and
bounds, but in time alone they were not
successful. Nonetheless a valiant effort,
drummed on by the steady catastrophic
cracks and contortions of the then RSM
(now Capt) Brown’s spine.
MT driver training took a new angle in
July, as Cpl Rees (SQMS) of HQ Sqn
attempted to lower our Trimble statistics
by exhausting ourselves on the Go-Kart
circuit. It was more a Mario Kart circuit
as adults became teenage racers again.
The SSM must have been misinformed
that it was in fact dodgems. To get into
the spirit, he rammed into the flank of
WO2 Ananins’s vehicle (some say the
wind carried the shout of, “How do you
like this Gas, Scouse?”). A scene straight
out of Wacky Races, both of Scouse’s
trainers flew off in the impact and he had
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to be recovered from the scene by the
race marshals – miraculously unhurt. The
race was of course won by MT Tp Sgt,
‘Sonic’ Davies – presented with a medal
(from the SSA’s cabinet) and a bottle of
champagne (from the Mess Manager’s).
No HQ Sqn event would be complete
without a hearty meal and this came out
of Sqn funds, kindly authorised by Maj
Tyson.

sual yet appropriate break from tradition
he handed over HQ Sqn to Maj Dumont,
a DE. “A new dawn,” some whispered
in the departments as they came out of
hiding amidst the smoke of their MPARs
– no such luck; Maj Dumont would only
stand in for 10 months before going on
an OCE staff job in Chad, allowing the
return of ex-RSM/ QM Maj Paul ‘Pecs’
Jones.

At the end of July, a BBQ was held outside
the community centre (now selling miniature windmill lawn decorations), primarily
to thank the soldiers’ families for all their
hard work supporting the Regiment but
also to mark another significant event. As
Franklin D Roosevelt once said, “When
you come to the end of your rope, tie a
knot and hang on.” Wise words for Maj
Tyson who handed over HQ Sqn at the
end of Summer to the honour of becoming Regimental 2IC. To continue the unu-

Majs Tyson, Williams, Capt Carter and
Mr Ananins decided (presumably in the
face of strong drink) to compete in an
event known as the ‘Red Bull Time Laps
Challenge’. This was a 25-hour endurance race, requiring the individuals to
ride consecutively in a relay fashion for
the entire duration. Mr Ananins, QDG to
the core, decided to complete the entire
event wearing his Regimental PT kit, a
strip not normally known for its endurance properties. Against the better warn-

If we sit on the logs they can’t make us carry and race with them
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ings of their bodies, they completed this
event successfully – a true achievement.
To avoid mis-selling events by referring to them as ‘Jollies’, the Squadron
conducted two ‘Study and Cohesion’
days out. The first was fittingly at the
site of the old Bedlam Insane Asylum,
now the Imperial War Museum. Run by
LCpl Brown (RAP), 21 individuals went
to London and took a tour around the
Museum. A journey through time, it was
a strong reminder of the cost and nature
of conflict over the past 100 years to the
present. Light relief was found looking for
some of the LEs in the fantastic ‘WW1 in
photos’ exhibit.
Secondly, LCpls Roberts and Gurung
(SQMS dept) organised two days out at
‘Snow Zone’ an artificial indoor alpine ski
resort in Milton Keynes (with real snow!).
Verbier move over, both trips allowed
participants to build on previously gained
experience on skis and lesser disciplines
(snowboards). Those who hadn’t been
on snow before were able to have lessons in the facility – providing access to
the hill for all members of the Sqn. As
is the risk for ‘Winter Sports’, there can
occasionally be times when an individual
loses control. Our Go Karting champion,
Sonic, showed his thirst for speed once
more and was not put off by such controls as ‘the end of the piste’. With skill
few possess he neatly slalomed between
the observing Sqn and came to a stop
through the embankment into the netting. It would be amiss to then not mention the SSM and the SQMS, caught red-

I knew this modelling job was
too good to be true

handed in the sinful pursuit of boarding,
colliding at high speed (some say the
tremors were felt in Norfolk). Both very
successful trips in the eyes of the wider
Regiment, these will continue in the new
year with guests from all Squadrons –
certainly the Alpine ski team can do with
the added practice.
While most of Norfolk enjoyed a mild start
to Winter at the end of 2018, a much
colder snap was felt in the Training Wing,
indeed as if hell had frozen over. The
Training WO, Mr Ananins, was awarded
his Long Service and Good Conduct
medal in December (presumably his
report from BATUK still lost in the postal
system). I am sure he will be generous in

the Mess as soon as he finds a way out
of his Desert DPM CBRN suit.
The next year ahead offers its own
challenges; supporting the Regiment
as OPFOR in Kenya and on Wessex
Storm, another change of Sqn command and SSM. Indeed, the opening of
HQ SQMS’s project ‘The Sabre Club,’ an
‘all ranks mess’ as a place to blow off
steam is imminent and should keep the
population of Dereham happy (until closing hours). As always HQ Sqn will continue to command, train and support the
Regiment in its future successes, home
and abroad.
AAD

Behind me you’ll see some trees, this
indicates you are no longer in your office
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Supporting officers and
their families for life
Employment
The aim of any career transition is to achieve a fulﬁlling and
sustainable career in a role that feels right and takes into
account career aspirations and skills.
We help you to make this happen by providing:
•

One to One career
consultations

•

Executive jobs board

•

Workshops and webinars

•

Networking events

•

Professional development

Call us on 020 7808 4160.
Grants and Welfare
Life can be tough. We are here for former ofﬁcers and their
families during those challenging times to provide ﬁnancial
support and advice, no matter where they live.
Last year we supported over 1,000 beneﬁciaries with:
•

Advice on statutory beneﬁts
and adult social care

•

Grants towards
domiciliary care

•

Annual allowances

•

Care home top fees

•

One off payments for speciﬁc
household or disability items

•

Help with loneliness

•

Legal questions

Call us on 020 7808 4175.

officersassociation.org.uk
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Quartermaster Department
2018 has been a busy year for the QMs
Department, just like every other. It has
seen the Department supporting C Sqn
and A Sqn Deploy to Poland. It has had
staff deployed all over the place; from
supporting Sqn Exercises in Scotland to
Cpl Rai deploying to the Falklands and
plenty of places in between. All this whilst
the department has changed over most
of the key appointments starting with the
RQMS Main changing from WO2 Mike
Watson to WO2 Trev Homer in Jan. This
was quickly followed by the RQMS Tech
handing over from WO2 Dez O’Connor to
WO2 Matt Hansen in the April. Both the
outgoing RQs ending up in Bovington.
Next to go from the department was
SSgt Scouse Ananins who had been
managing the Regiment’s JAMES system. He went over to the Training Wing
as the TWWO which put a bit of a gap in
feed before SSgt Dil Hughes came in to
manage JAMES.
The deployment to Poland for C Sqn saw
the QM Tech Capt Rob Mansel deploy
as the NSE Commander for the first 2
Months. When he came back instead
of getting back into his office he packed
up, left a Post-It note on his desk saying, “good luck Bongo” and headed
out to Bovington with his family. Capt
Bongo Davies then escaped the RDGs in
Catterick and took over as QM Tech with
a close eye on the QDG Rugby team. His
top two Main Efforts for his time back at
the Regiment are Equipment Care and
the Rugby team but he’s not clear which
one is top…
Unlike 2017 we managed to keep the
QM Capt Steve Thomas in camp a bit
longer. When nobody was looking however he did manage to escape and head
to Scotland for 3 weeks and then get on
the rotation of LEs supporting the NSE
commander of Op CABRIT. He learnt
his lesson however. When he got out
there he was quickly into the NSE first
external inspection. Once he got back it
was also his time to leave the Regiment
and he has gone off to join the QOY as
their QM. Good luck to them… sorry…I
mean “him”. In his place the new QM is
Capt Chris Homewood from the Light
Dragoons. He liked the QDG so much as
RCMO he’s decided to stay for another
3 years.

He liked the QDG so much as
RCMO he’s decided to stay
for another 3 years.
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Tpr Kemp moving the ever-moving sports store

Last to swap over was the RQMS Main
role again. WO2 Trev Homer moved onto
RSM and we welcomed in WO2 Pete
Cubitt who has been A Sqn SSM for the
previous two years.
All the movement could miss the
Department’s constant members. With
Sgt Kev Young, Sgt John Hinton, Cpl
Richy Powell all dealing with the turbulence of an ever changing hierarchy with
their new ideas and constantly reminding
us all “new ideas aren’t always new and
new doesn’t always mean good”. They
have seen most of it before. The moving of stores and offices to suit people.
Throughout it all they have managed to
keep the Department moving in the right
direction.

The QM’s desk empty as normal

There were two other absentees from
the Department over 2018. Cpl Rai went
for a Falklands winter tour during the UK
summer. Most would have done it the
other way around but each to their own.
His reward on return was to take on the
Post Bunk. Cpl Ben Wilkinson was also
away for most of 2018. His main job was
the BOWMAN management, but he got
taken away to do his Crew Commanders
and his reward for passing that was to
leave us for promotion and a Tp Sgt job
in A Sqn.
One of the busiest parts of the Department
is the LSD headed up by SSgt Jigmi
Lama with Cpl Meg MacKay, LCpl Holly
Scarfe-Moore and Pte Qumivutia. They
are the hub that sends everything out
and brings everything into the Regiment.
They spend their days locked in the QMs
hangar, in a dark office in the corner only
being let out for Thursday QM consolidation and PT. They don’t complain…
much.

Capt Bongo Davies doing his
Army Rugby expenses
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The other unofficial members of the
department are Capt Martyn Flitcroft
who spends his time asking for the Risk
Assessments trying to keep us conforming. Ms Lin Law the tailoress who keeps
the Regiment looking smart on Parade
and who is gearing up for a busy year
with the Regiment’s 60th coming up in
2019. There is also Mel and Rob, known
as “bodge-it-and-scarper”. They officially

do the fire checks but do a lot more for
us.
The turbulence of personality changes
and losing people to trawls and courses
was managed, and the slack taken
by those left behind. As a Department
that is poorly understood by the
wider Regiment it works hard. It is a
Department that always strives to make
what the Sqns ask for work. Whether

that’s fighting to get hold of equipment
to exercise with, educating everyone on
Equipment Care or trying to get hold of
money so the accommodation is kept
acceptable. Everything the Department
does is for the Regiment and the Soldiers
in it. Just as a side note, if you need anything above and beyond, we like coffee
in the G4 world!
MTH

Motor Transport Department
The MT department, still recovering from
the fall out of Ex Diamond Back the previous year, looked at the already full year
ahead and swallowed deeply, its manning numbers already dwindling (sometimes only two people available at work)
and its fleet growing steadily (59 vehicles at one stage), MT hoped that with
the birth of Project ‘Ulysses’, the Whole
Fleet Management approach, our prayers
would be answered. Cpl Symons with his
bottom lip quivering took over the majority of the B vehicles held by the Regiment
and was swiftly overwhelmed when the
extra personnel arrived for him to manage.
Unfortunately with Op Cabrit approaching
the manning again began to reduce along
with Cpl Symon’s morale, this was further
exacerbated by LCpl Ward (his 2i/c) being
trawled at short notice to go to BATUK
sunbathing leaving him ‘on his tod’.
Over the course of the year the MT
department has seen some new faces,
LCpl ‘Booker T’ Booker was particularly
overjoyed to be part of the team, taking
over the details desk a week before our
assurance visit! Cpl Yard was pleased
with the new ORBAT as it gave him a
2i/c for the driver training cell, however
this was short-lived when in reality LCpl
Pusey saw more of the year away with
the Corps Football team or out teaching
people to drive than anything else.

Booker T displaying what life is like in MT
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With qualified coach drivers in the department doing their best to avoid having to
drive by bumping them here and there
(destruction derby style) but then trying
to deny all knowledge of it happening
e.g when the driver gets a ‘Mac Attack’
on the way to drop off at Grantham. The
MTWO has however managed to smooth
over these issues, on bended knee, so
that we can now borrow them again and
fulfil our transportation requirements.
As well as supporting the numerous
deployments, the personnel within MT
did manage to get back to basics when
HQ Sqn staged their dismounted exercise, clearly for some it had been a while
since they had been ‘under poncho’ but
JNCOs amongst us had the chance give
vehicle concealment lessons which were
well delivered, just a shame that when
deployed on Ex Polish Eagle the A1
Ech had to improvise using deadfall and
whatever else they could find, with mixed

This has been a very
challenging year for the MT
Department…

Capt Grundy ‘doesn’t do bogged in’

The MTWO seeing the year out right

success, until their cam kits arrived in
Scotland.
This has been a very challenging year
for the MT Department, one which I’m
sure they will look back on and wonder
how they got through it, but they can be
proud of what they have achieved in support of the Regiment knowing they gave
their all through some very testing times,
and can look forward to next year (again
looking very busy already) with positivity.
JM

A1 being sneaky in Scotland
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Training Wing
The year started off as always with a fast
pace. WO2 Hanson was covering both
the Training WO and Training Officer, but
with a strong team at his side the tasks
that lay ahead were achievable. Starting
off with support to C Sqn in their build-up
to the Op Cabrit deployment, the TW
delivered a live fire range package on
Warcop along with BCS and Fighting In
Woods And Forests training on the Back
Door Training Area for B Sqn.
As the weeks pushed on Capt “Butch”
Davies swooped in to take the reins of
Trg Officer and all that comes with it. Not
long after he was joined by WO2 Ananins
and the TW said farewell and thank you
for all the hard work Mr Hansen had done.
As midyear approached the needs of a
revamp and an injection of a new direction saw the team concentrate its efforts
on improving areas around the TW, one
being the Model Room. Focusing on
current affairs and more to scale replica
models the Trg Officer standing proud
took the lead as he would say “trust me
boys, I know a bloke” ordered an entire
expensive cast iron fleet only to find
they were too small a scale, this leaving
SSgt Beal a week to source models for
the CO’s back brief. A task he achieved
with reclaimed wood and the use of the
on-camp carpenters FOR FREE!

Courses ran as normal from Jackal driver
to RWS, Jav Det commanders to CBRN
Advisers even a cheeky PWO course or
two was thrown in.
July kicked off with Dismounted ranges
in Kirkcudbright and an MRX in Galloway
Forest Scotland, that had SSgt Beal off
again on range recces and what not.
After the recces and planning were all
taken care of and completed in good military fashion the ranges where cancelled.
Back on camp the Trg WO was left dealing with the TSG assurance team looking in to all manners of policy, recording,
archiving and the general running of the
Training Wing from course loading and
allocation, graciously achieving a green
across the board (nothing to do with the
fact the inspection team are all QDG).
Motoring on, the team said another farewell this time to the Training Officer who
has moved on to more daunting pastures, leaving Mr Ananins to take up the
slack while we wait for Capt Brown to
take his place on return from Op Cabrit
in February 19.
After a well-deserved summer leave,
support was once again given for dismounted sweep up ranges and PWO, this
time for A Sqn in Lydd and Castlemartin

Proud modellers

seeing the Sqn achieve ACT in their run
up to deployment. Finishing off the year
with TLFTT and IBSR ranges the team
can now try and wind down closing off
mandated course requests and planning
for Ex Askari Storm starting in the new
year, we can get ready for Christmas
leave and return fully charged to tackle
all that 2019 has to offer.
GMA

Ranges at Castlemartin
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The Welfare Office
In a year when C and A Sqn deployed
to Poland the Welfare Team have had
plenty to get their teeth into. At the start
of the year preparations were under way
to apply for funding that would benefit the families of those deployed. The
first major success was the award of
£28,000 which allowed a skate park area
to be built and keep children from “grinding” along the kerb next to the bus stop.
The Dereham retail community, through
charitable donations helped establish
a community garden at the back of the
Dragon’s Den café with donations of
seeds, soil and spades. The garden is
hopefully an area that will improve with
time and allow families to “grow together”.
The departure of Sgt Glen Cartwright to
civvy street saw the arrival of Sgt Louise
Green; Sgt Green arrived with a depth of
knowledge and experience from her previous role in Welfare and she has been
instrumental in organising regular days
out for families with loved ones deployed
to Poland. Cpl Watson has put his carpenter skills to good effect on a number of occasions but also found himself
deployed on exercise as Ammo NCO
and CBRN advisor multiple times due to
his newly acquired CBRN skillset – whoever said Welfare wasn’t Warfare needs
an update.
The appointment of a Community
Support Development Worker (Miss
Sarah Coote) into what was to be an
unfunded closed position will ensure
that the Youth of the QDG have a club
to attend on weekday evenings and have
fun in the future.

There have been numerous
fund raisers for differing
events throughout the
year…

Pleased as Punch with the new kit

L to R: Capt Jason Davies, Capt Jason Davies

There have been numerous fund raisers
for differing events throughout the year:
BBQs, BFBS ice cream van and bouncy
castle have ensured that those attending and donating generously were well
entertained. The Halloween party with
a film provided by SSVC, food and then
a fun party ensured all the children had
the chance to dress up. Bonfire night is
proving to be a major attraction for the
Community fund but more importantly a
superb opportunity for families and locals
to mix and enjoy a spectacular display. A
further £20,000 from the Armed Forces

Covenant Fund has been secured for
improvements to the pre-school and
café play area.
At the end of the year Captain Alan (Chud)
Ruddock moved to MT and handed over
the reins of Welfare Officer to Capt Jason
(Butch) Davies who had finished his time
as Training Officer. As ever, the work that
goes on in the department will continue
and improvements for the benefit of all
will be the aim of the team.
AR

Light Aid Detachment
Another year in QDG LAD has
brought new challenges, most notably, Empowerment, Op Cabrit and
Readiness. These challenges have been
taken in our stride and we continued to
prove ourselves to be a strong, capable
team providing Equipment Support to
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards.

are all ready to make an impact in the
future; SSgt Wright, SSgt Lunn, Sgt
Crick, Cpl Brown, LCpl Mumsami, Cfn
Nimmo, Cfn Mackenzie, Cfn Skinner, Cfn
Fenton and Cfn Cheetham. We have also
said goodbye to a few posted-out; SSgt
Ashton, LCpl Davies, LCpl Bigmore, Cfn
Bellis, Cfn Cordingly and Cfn Hunter.

We have had several changes to the
manning in the LAD this year and they

The Empowerment project at the beginning of the year, across the Army, there
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has been a drive to increase efficiency
and sustainability of vital assets, a key
factor being man hours and how best
to utiuselise the working day. The LAD
have been lucky enough to have a great
team in from the McKinsey group to visit
us and educate us on how to best manage the time we spend in work. Whilst
they were here, they took various members of the LAD out to do the infamous
“lemonade making” exercise where they
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The birthday cake Tiffy Stokes
had always dreamed of

A Sqn LAD with poppies knitted
by Cfn Gibson’s Nan

gave us the scenario of being in a factory
with ingredients, gave us man power and
set targets to see how we work and the
methods we use. They then implanted
changes to our process and showed us
handy little tips and tricks to better our
production line. After, we went into the
LAD and implemented them on a more
realistic style around the workshop which
has helped a lot. We are still daily using a
SCRUM board they brought in.

the LAD a chance to serve with foreign
nations we wouldn’t normally work with:
for example, the American, Croatian,
Romanian and Polish Armed forces. We
undertook some vital exercises with three
crash-out practices and the multinational
Ex Sabre Strike which all ran smoothly
and gave some of the less experienced
LAD a chance to operate on a Jackal for
the first time.

This year we saw a team from 7 Brigade
come in to audit the processes of the
LAD in its first Technical Evaluation for 4
years. With hard work and preparation
and thanks to the commitment of the
soldiers in the LAD it went very well, with
significant green results across the board.

Cairngorms was the location for an AT
package which was enjoyed by all and
truly pushed some of our soldiers out of
their comfort zone. When mountain biking
through the mountains and being in awe
of some of the sights and high summits
of mountains, the LAD managed to fit in
some team bonding away from RBSM.

The C Sqn fitter section, after completing
a rigorous PDT (including being struck
by the “Beast from the East”), looked
forward to the upcoming operational
deployment to Poland where they were
reinforced by others from 2 REME and
1 SCOTS. While on Op Cabrit it gave

Even with most of the LAD being on
Op Cabrit, it didn’t stop the busy life of
the rest of the LAD. A major Exercise in
Kirkcudbright going, not so smoothly, with
an SVR almost being fully submerged in
mud but luckily thanks to the efforts of
two Class 2 Recovery Mechanics, Cfn
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A major Exercise in
Kirkcudbright going, not so
smoothly, with an SVR almost
being fully submerged…
Hambleton and Cfn Burrows and 1Bn
REME a crisis was adverted.
The LAD participated in the arduous
Nijmegen march, which saw a team comprised of mainly the attached arms, led
by Cpl Cook and SSgt Stokes embark on
the 100-mile endurance march across 4
days in Holland. The team comprised of
Capt Kenny, SSgt Stokes, SSgt Jigmi,
Sgt Akum, LCpl Rai, Cfn Cordingley,
Cfn Nimmo, Pte Limbu and Tpr Gurung.
They arrived 3 days before the march
and prepared themselves by taking part
in a festival put on by the locals. They
then did the four-day yomp which came
with many different challenges from fighting through blisters, aches and pains to
“Technically, a mountain bike is a vehicle”
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That’s not an axle

dealing with terrible music being played
at the many techno-festivals. During the
march, there were thousands of civilians
and military crowding the streets in celebration and our soldiers met some very
different people from the Canadian Army
to Dutch cadets. They all completed the
challenge and made the most of the celebrations at the finish line.

Prancing through Holland

We would also like to congratulate Sgt
Harvey and Cpl Mattin on their medallic
commendation as they received their
Long Service and Good Conduct medal
for having an exemplary service record,
as well as SSgt Anderson being awarded
a Clasp onto his medal.

Finally, 2018 has been an exceptional
year for all the members of the LAD, the
handover of fitter sections supporting Op
Cabrit went very smoothly and we look
forward to welcoming the soldiers of A
Squadron back in the new year.
DEF

Staff And Personnel Support Detachment
The Staff and Personnel Support
Detachment serving attached to the QDG
has really been put through its paces in
the 2018. The Forecast of Events has
been full with various deployments on UK
and Overseas Exercises, with trawls to the
other side of the world and of course with
both rotations of Op Cabrit. The role of the
SPS Det is to ensure that all of these run
smoothly in terms of deploying, personnel
movement, tracking and recovery.

ing sure this was correctly tracked and
managed. She assisted Cpl Andrews
and Cpl Harrison in the day-to-day
taskings and general G1 matters. She
also played a part in assisting the PTIs
after having completed the Endurance
Training Leader in theatre. The Soldier
First ethos expected from the SPS per-

These capabilities were highlighted by
LCpl Cronin’s account of her time in
Poland, on Op Cabrit. LCpl Cronin took
a leading role in accommodating over
140 personnel’s R&R flights and mak-

Proud to finish the Nijmegen March
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The Soldier First ethos
expected from the SPS
personnel was also
apparent…

sonnel was also apparent in LCpl Cronin
who deployed into the field on a number of exercises, the highlight being a
survival course where they were taught
the basics of survival, from how to start a
fire to capturing, killing and cooking their
own food.
It wasn’t all work and no play for the Det
this year though. In July this year Sgt
Akum and Pte Limbu took part in the
102nd Annual International Four Day
March Nijmegen 2018. They were both
selected for the Team representing the
Regiment after passing the strenuous
2-day, 50-mile march selection process
at RAF Cosford. The preparation for the
event would be time consuming but
prove crucial. The march itself, which is
held in Holland, consisted of over 40,000
civilian and military participants representing different factions from all over
the world. They are required to cover 25
miles each day within a 10-hour period
whilst carrying 15kg. At times the march
was challenging as sleep was limited and
blisters were very common in the later
stages. However, if the epic scenery of
the surrounding woods and the beautiful city weren’t enough to keep them
motivated then the thousands of singing,
dancing, cheering spectators certainly
were. Sgt Akum and Pte Limbu felt an
immense feeling of achievement having
completed the Nijmegen March, and
rightly so. It is one of the top multi-cultural events in the world and Pte Limbu
stated that it wasn’t just rewarding but
that it was also a real privilege to be a
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Sgt Akum questions the latest rifle procurement
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With grace and style

part of and would highly recommend the
experience to anyone in the future.
Another highlight of the year was the
Christmas function organized by Cpl
Bernard. The Det were split in to two
teams and both undertook separate
Escape Rooms. Unfortunately, the Sgts
and Cpls team could not reach the same
levels of cunning wit and escape their
respective room which the Officers and
Ptes team managed with time to spare.
Better luck next time!
As with every attached arm we must say
farewell and thank you to WO2 Pears,
Sgt Noy, Cpl Harrison, Cpl Gurung. At
the same time we welcome the arrival of
2Lt Rixson, WO2 Nichol, Sgt Berry, Cpl
Bernard, Pte Gurung and Pte Fisher.
NR

The other team are still in there

Catering Department
As Christmas leave comes to an end, the
QDG chefs return to RBSM fresh and raring to go, as SSgt Wright’s team prepare
for another busy year with numerous
exercises planned, a busy VIP function
calendar and ELIOR hand over the contract to ESS. Sgt Lacey was still away on
his six-month BATUK tour in Kenya.
January – February began with regimental bacon baps and packed meals all
round, as the squadrons rolled through
ACMTs on the ranges, and of course the
chefs were there to provide. Sgt Flint,
LCpl Gitau and Pte Britton had OP Cabrit
3 looming and the pre-deployment training came thick and fast with C Squadron.
After some leave, Sgt Flint, LCpl Gitau
and Pte Britton deployed to Poland,
wondering what the next six months had
in store, stepping into the unknown with
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Moving into June, it was all
about Waterloo…

C Squadron, but only time would tell! In
April we said goodbye to Pte Longdon
as he stepped into civilian life, and SSgt
Wright was posted to 17 RLC. So, with
the Catering Department thin on the
ground, Sgt Lacey returned from his
BATUK tour just in time to pick up the
slack, as the UCM position would be
gapped!
As we rolled into May, C Squadron had
settled into their new life within BTPA in
Poland, and Sgt Flint and his team had

discovered the challenges they would
face working alongside civilian contractors for a multinational catering facility, but with a sustained effort achieved
using sensitive diplomacy they began to
massage the day to day cuisine, to significantly improve the standards of food
being served, as well as develop the skill
set of the Polish chefs.
Moving into June, it was all about
Waterloo, with Sgt Lacey and the rear
party chefs producing a fine meal for
the Regiment, using the traditional horse
meat in the main course.
In July Sgt Lacey, Cpl Gurung, LCpl Pun
and Pte Sharpe deployed to Scotland
cooking on the OFCS, in support of
A Squadron ranges, however during
some manual handling issues, LCpl Pun
dropped a BBQ on Sgt Lacey’s hand,
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resulting in Capt Flitcroft having to provide some refresher training as an assurance check. However, with one hand
less, Sgt Lacey and his team produced
an excellent BBQ that was well received
by the Regiment. The end of July saw
SSgt Neal McDermont posted in as
the new UCM, with all the chefs either
in Poland or Scotland on exercise, he
spent the first week sat on his own twiddling his thumbs wondering why he left
his sunshine posting in Cyprus for the
less glamorous and cooler climate on the
east coast of England!
August saw the return of the chefs from
Scotland, followed by some well-earned
summer leave. Meanwhile in Poland,
BTPA finally opened its doors on the
new 6 million pound, 3 story DFAC, that
provided C Squadron with not only an
impressive dining facility that was only
a few steps from their accommodation,
but also much more scope and opportunity for further development, with
some of the less popular Polish dishes
being replaced with more western style
options.
During September, Sgt Lacey and Pte
Etherington-Hughes began their PDT in
readiness to take over on OP Cabrit 4,
so the focus for Sgt Flint was to provide
them with all the information they need,
the main one being to bring wellington
boots and a snow hat!
In October, Sgt Lacey and Pte
Etherington-Hughes
successfully
deployed, and Sgt Flint, LCpl Gitau and

Pte Britton returned to enjoy 2 weeks
POTL, before integrating back with the
chefs at RBSM.
So as we reach November, it’s time for
the chefs to take a deep breath and start
planning for the Brigade Commander’s
Dinner Night in the Officers’ Mess, the
RSM’s Dine Out, and the Christmas
festive period which kicks off with the
Wives’ Christmas Function on the 30th
November. LCpl Gitau took part in C
Squadron’s AT in Germany, and gained
high praise for his assistance, providing
calm assurance amongst chaos, whilst
the Sqn members took turns to cook
each day! This included the Officers’ Big

Breakfast on the final day that proved to
be the most interesting to watch!
December always brings a busy month
for the chefs, with the Regimental
Christmas Dinner a huge success yet
again with its more refined approach to
the Army’s most traditional meal of the
year. The Colonel hosted a cocktail party
at his house, with Cpl Reed & Pte Sharpe
ensuring it was of the highest standard
for the occasion. Leaving only the Cpls’
Mess & Sgts’ Mess Winter Balls to produce, before once again removing our
aprons, raising a glass, and heading off
on some deserved Christmas rest.
EF

Regimental Aid Post
Once again, the Regimental Aid Post
(RAP) has had a busy year supporting both the Regiment and the wider
Brigade both at home and notably on Op
Cabrit in Poland. The beginning of the
year saw the RAP bid farewell to another
Regimental Medical Officer (RMO), Maj
R Booker, on his promotion to Lt Col
becoming the Senior Medical Officer for
3 Medical Regiment. This gap was filled
by our resident Olympian and new RMO
Maj H Nwume who promptly deployed
on clinical duties in East Africa.
With the impending deployment to
Poland in the spring the UAP provided
the usual round of “press and hope”
hearing tests and “do I really need
another jab?” vaccinations. Around this
time Cpl Yeates from the Royal Yeomanry
joined the team deploying to Poland after
insisting she was in fact a CMT and not
a crewman. She instantly showing her
skill as an instructor from her civilian life
by conducting Team Medic training at
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Cpl Yeates’ make-up skills – the
next YouTube sensation?
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Mixing with the Yanks

Warcop – possibly the guys were just
happy to be warm? After a shortened
Wessex Storm due to the infantry not
wanting to play in the snow C Squadron,
now Eagle Troop, deployed to Poland to
be joined by Capt Colvin as GDMO.
Eagle Troop CMTs found themselves integrating with the 2nd Cavalry Regiment
(2CR) Medical Platoon. Cpl Newbury
earnt his Spurs whilst Cpl Yeates perfected her make up skills. The interoperability with 2CR culminated in Ex Sabre
Strike, shortly after 2CR departed to
be replaced by the Tennessee National
Guard, for whom North Carolina is foreign soil, let alone Poland!
After a successful summer tour C Sqn
CMTs and Capt Falconer-Hall as their
headmaster left Poland with a firm high
five to A Sqn CMTs Cpl Siddall and LCpl
Franks to embrace the Baltic winter that
was to come. And so, the Eagle Troop
cycle continues with a myriad of snow
covered ranges been tracked over by
the National Guard in the desert-painted
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Genie In a Bottle was a long time ago

We look forward to their
safe return in spring of 2019
when the snows melt.
Abrams and luxury cold weather retreat
provided by the cold weather training
team. We look forward to their safe return
in spring of 2019 when the snows melt.
All the while the RAP back in Robertson
Barracks has ticked over with Sgt Lee
finding her feet working hard to support
Ex Bubbling Eagle, a rare but well-deserved adventurous training expedition to
Malta early in November as well as completing her Defence Practice Manager
Course. As I mentioned to begin with the
RAP has supported the Brigade throughout the year, championing this is LCpl
McIntyre, deploying firstly to Nigeria and
currently Afghanistan in support of the
Royal Anglian Regiment.

Don’t worry, you can go home before it snows

Overall it has been another non-stop year
with nothing but the same on the horizon
with A Sqn in Poland and the remainder
departing for a BATUK safari in February.
And of course, the RMO will no doubt be
posted before the year is out – did someone mention Guma Sun again?
SN

Gymnasium
2018 has been very successful and
busy year for the all Physical Training
Instructors. As a department, we’ve had
some big influences in various areas
such as sport, physical development and
deployment whilst supporting and delivering various events for Brigade.
Our sporting success continued in 2018,
which saw Lance Corporals Critchlow,
Marais and Pine representing the unit
at the British Army Warrior Fitness competitions. The fifth and final event of the
Midlands Region was held at Robertson
Barracks where a second-place finish saw the team secure their place in
the final at the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst. The final took place in July
2018 and consisted of four events testing strength and endurance. An enduring and tough competition was fiercely
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Taking the powerbags out for some sun

Sgt Comley kneels by his hat

Sgt Comley gives it his all

contested, and with the team taking 5th
place overall.

specific to prepare the squadrons for the
unknown. The gymnasium conducted
Pre-Deployment Training ensuring that
the squadron was in paramount condition to enable them to achieve what
could be expected of them whilst on
deployment.

Lance Corporals Critchlow, Marais and
Pine have also represented the Regiment
at civilian competitions including the
Battle for Middle Ground. This competition consisted of four workouts testing all aspects of fitness. Competition
was fierce competing against seventy
teams but they managed to take fourth
place overall, narrowly missing out on a
podium spot.
The gymnasium continues its sporting
prowess with Staff Sergeant Taylor (SSI)
achieving success at the Army and Inter
Service Diving Championships. He took
first place in the Army Championships,
later going on to continue his success
placing 1st in springboard and platform at the Inter service.
With the focus being the deployment
to Poland during the year PT had to be

All too much for Tpr Newbold

With the focus being the
deployment to Poland during
the year…

October 2018 saw nine teams of three
team members battle it out in the QDG
British Army Warrior Fitness Event.
This was organised by the gymnasium
and consisted of four workouts which
included Rowing, Sandbag shuttles
and Casualty Extractions. Overall the
event went very well and everyone who
took part displayed a competitive spirit
throughout and a level of fitness that is
far above the standard.
LCpl Pine organised a charity litter pick
in Swanton Morley, raising a considerable amount of money for the Little Swans
pre-school. With help from the local businesses within the village over 25 bags of
rubbish were collected from the village as
well as larger items.
To mark the hundredth year of
Remembrance as a department we
conducted a 24-hour hero workout
challenge over a 24-hour period starting on Monday 5th November 1200hrs

Amazing what rubbish you can
find in Swanton Morley
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– Tuesday 6th November 1200hrs. Each
workout was dedicated to a service
member that has fallen in the line of duty.
A fantastic amount of £1,300 was raised
and donated to the Royal British Legion
in aid of the Poppy Appeal.
It has been yet again another successful
and rewarding year for the Gymnasium
and the staff on a whole. Rolling into
2019 with Pre-Deployment Training
commencing early in the new year to
prepare the Regiment for their deployment to Kenya on Ex Askari Storm.
Physical Development for the regiment
in 2019 will see the introduction of the
RFTS (Role Fitness Test Soldier) which
replaces the AFT and the SCR (Soldier
Conditioning Review) which replaces
the PFA. This will be a new, challenging
phase to which the regiment will easily
transition at the currently level of fitness.
The Department aims to ensure that
physical readiness of the unit remains to
the highest of standards.
CJT

Remembrance Hero Workout Challenge

Guardroom
As we pause to take a breath before the
Christmas stand down, it is time to look
back on some of what the MPGS and
Duty staff have achieved in 2018.
As far as departures and arrivals go, we
have said goodbye to the MPGS platoon
Sgt Bacon and welcomed Sgt Greig.
Since arriving Sgt Greig has ensured
that the security standards on RBSM
have been maintained. We said good-

bye to LCpl Bradshaw and Pte Watson,
who were swiftly replaced by Cpl Eastick
and Pte Gibbons. These have both been
made to feel welcome by the rest of the
Platoon.

Canary Islands. Pte Gibbons also took
part in a local charity fishing competition
which helped raise an immense £3500,
which was split between East Anglian
Children’s Hospice and Addenbrookes.

The MPGS privates in the Guardroom
have kept busy. Pte Clements completed
his ESADS course earlier in the year,
this has seen him lead dive expeditions
all over the world from Cyprus to the

Members of the MPGS and the Regiment
are regularly involved with community
engagement with the local game shoot.
This was previously led by Sgt Bacon
however, with his early termination saw

Armed Forces Day Launch
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Working together

Been on your holidays yet?

Pte Chandler stepped up and take lead,
keeping the Regiment in the local eye.
I’m sure 2019 will see more of the same
from the MPGS who continue in high
spirit.
With the loss of Sgt Jones at the beginning of the year with his Termination,
Sgt Grey was given the position of
Regimental Duty staff. It has been a busy
year for Sgt Grey who has been maintaining high standards and professionalism at the front of house, as well as
enforcing discipline around camp.
On the 30th June, Sgt Grey took eight
members of the Regiment to Llandudno
in order to take part in the Armed Forces
Day. Four of the members were in cere-

delivering capability and media displays
for the local community to engage with.

In addition, Sgt Grey and the Provo team
supported the Royal Welsh Agricultural
Show at the back end of July, yet again

With community engagement being a
priority for the Regiment Sgt Grey has
worked very closely with Norfolk Police
Fire Arms Unit. This elite unit use the facilities on Robertson Bks Swanton Morley
(RBSM) on a weekly basis. The soldiers
have also worked with the Police on
request, such as, to assist in their public
order training. The idea was to give the
training serial realism. However, after a
police officer was “really” hospitalised we
have not been invited back. Fortunately,
we have not seen a spike in QDG arrests
since this event, indicating that Norfolk
Police don’t hold a grudge.
LFG

cipline is the most important of all the
values. With discipline one can achieve
any of the rest of the values that the army
holds. I think he’s right to a certain extent.
With discipline one can achieve many
things, both personal and career goals.

I wouldn’t want to disagree with Captain
Brown. But can I suggest there is another
more important value, a value that helps
the British Army act with integrity and
good conscience in barracks, training,
exercise and operations. That value is

The soldiers have also
worked with the Police on
request…
monial kit, providing a Guard of Honour
for the Prime Minister Theresa May. This
event also included a QDG vehicle and
weapon stand to demonstrate the capabilities that the Regiment have to offer in
the modern battlespace.

Padre’s Notes
Sadly my time with 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards has come to an end.
There have been many highlights such
as a battlefield study in Italy, visiting C
Squadron and A Squadron in Poland,
debating the wrongs and rights of torture, and taking services with Squadrons
and the Regiment. As I depart let me
leave you with two thoughts related to
ethics and spirituality.
So, first, let’s think about ethics. Ethics
are how we decide what is wrong and
right. Captain Brown, the former RSM,
and I had a debate recently about which
was the most important of British Army’s
values. Captain Brown argued that dis-

Ethics are how we decide
what is wrong and right.
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respect for others. When we respect others, we will care for people because we
know they worthy of respect. When we
respect others, we are less likely to treat
people badly or cruelly.
This value of respect for others is
based on our Judeo-Christian heritage.
According to the Bible we have been
created by God, male and female, in the
image of God (Genesis 1:27). Because
each of us have been created by God,
we are valuable. We are not to damage,
mistreat, harm or murder others without
good reason.
The Bible would argue for only two cases
for taking life: in war to defend the United

Kingdom from aggression (for instance
in a Just War) and to punish those who
murdered someone else. Now, while the
death penalty no longer exists in the UK,
as soldiers you could be sent on operations and may have to kill someone in a
time of conflict. But you must do this with
good reason such as in self-defence, to
defend others or to defend the United
Kingdom. You don’t take life for fun or for
revenge. We don’t dehumanise the enemy
by calling them names or by torturing
them. They may have done bad things but
trying to exact revenge will not right the
wrong. It will instead damage us. That’s
why respect for others is so important. It
should be at the centre of our ethics.

37

My other thought is about spirituality.
Have you thought clearly and logically
about what you believe? What is the centre of your belief system? I would argue
that Christianity makes the most sense
of our lives, gives hope in this life and
the next, is a good way to live life and
is true. You may well disagree with me,
and that’s fine. But, if what we believe
has eternal significance, we should think
clearly about what we believe now and
not later.
I wish you all the best and continue to
pray for you.
JD

Officers’ Mess
2018 has seen the Officers’ Mess bereft
of many of its members due to the
ever-present requirement of CABRIT,
trawls, exercises etc and those that
remain, without the support of their
brother officers, seemed to be falling in
the face of relationships to the cowardly
pursuit of marriage. Whilst we congratulate (commiserate…) those who have
folded their hand in the game of CROP,
in true QDG form we have done our best
to ensure all opportunities are made the
most of and with some new blood in
the mess, we had to ensure they were
arriving at the Mess they may or may not
have remembered from previous visits.
After last year’s huge success
of Easy Jet Roulette, the mess

Andrew
Campbell…
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…we all arrived at Stansted
airport completely unaware
of where we were
heading …
decided that with building tensions in
Eastern Europe being addressed in our
work lives, we should also check the
social side is worth the effort. In usual
form we all arrived at Stansted airport
completely unaware of where we were
heading for the weekend. Only on our
tickets being handed to us did we find out
our destination was Timisoara. Yes, we all
had to check google maps as well, and
after some research found we were heading to Romania’s third biggest city. With
some Six Nations games in the timetable
we were hoping for cheap drinks and
lively company. We were not disappointed. We found a Romanian bar
with the only television showing
the England game – so we settled
in for the afternoon. After a few
hours, we were surprised that after
the multiple rounds of “15 random
beers”, lunch and fines – we were each
only £12 out of pocket! As Capt Grundy
was also vehemently denying it was an
Easy Jet Roulette to his home Chain of
Command and that it was in fact a battlefield tour, we felt we should acknowledge
the older looking buildings when moving
between bars.
Our next serial was the Spring Ball, our
final hurrah before we bid farewell to the
C Sqn Officers heading to defend our
Eastern Front. Without a third of the
mess we would not be able to do justice
to our normal Summer Ball decorations
(we can go twice as large in 2019!)
therefore a mess dress event with the

Charlie L-P shows off his ‘going-out’ trainers

All the chins of Chindu
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Team photo

We found a Romanian bar
with the only television
showing the England
game…

Taylor Swift fan squad

marquee, not quite the fancy dress levels
we are used to, however the QDG mess’s
ability to keep the party going for an entire
weekend ensured our guests left elated if
not a little worse for wear.

Cool t-shirts

The summer heralds the weekend of
Cavalry Memorial and in time honoured
fashion we mark the passing of another
year remembering our predecessors
and enjoying the company of our fellow officers. New arrivals Will Groome,
Hugo Martel, James Brockless, Seb
Maxwell and Ed Cooper all thoroughly
enjoyed their first “Cavalry Christmas”
– Seb and Ed even having to endure
leaving early after lunch at Boisdales on
Sunday and travelling back to the depths
of the Infantry’s playground, the Brecon
Beacons, to continue their training. They

“It doesn’t matter…”

Same again please Charlotte…
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Monty goes nowhere without
a pink fluffy unicorn

arrived back at the gate with a twang of
FOMO but properly attired.
With numbers in the mess dwindling,
courses and trawls were regularly keeping the mess numbers in single figures
– we had to make the most of the com-

Something was funny…
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pany we had both in and out of camp.
Cue the Royal Armoured Corp’s unofficial mascot, Taylor Swift. Very conveniently touring the UK when we most
needed her. Ensuring suitable merchandise was bought at the O2, Ed Hind,
Harry Russell, Bryn Williams and George
Jackson cheered her on alongside thousands of teenage girls and disinterested
fathers. Revelling in the fact the queue at
the bar was the shortest we would have
found it at any other event!
The Mess has had a tough year with a
noticeable absence of members – however we continued to prevail and make
the most of opportunities that were presented. The mess is not the building we
are in but the members we are with and
there is no shadow of doubt that once all
returned to Swanton Morley, with everyone returned, 2019 promises to be an
amazing year.
GESJ
Making infantry friends in Brecon

Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
The WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess kicked off
a busy year with a Valentine’s function
aimed at giving the neglected spouses
and partners the opportunity to get
dolled up to the nines in their posh
frocks, a change from the usual fancy
dress and themed evenings. This was
an intimate evening, staged in the anteroom which was expertly laid out by the
Mess Committee. Particular attention
was made to ensure there would be a
roaring fire throughout the evening as the
perfect back drop. However, the bushcraft skills of SSgt ‘Scouse’ Ananins
(now WO2) lacked in application which

The evening did however
prove a great success and
will be repeated next
year.

C Sqn Waterloo in Poland

resulted in the fire being more of a ‘candle in the wind’ as opposed to the blazing inferno he promised. The evening did
however prove a great success and will
be repeated next year.
The next big event on the calendar was
the Generations weekend. This event
was conceived to allow family members
and close friends the opportunity to see
life as a serving member of the Regiment.

A great deal of planning went into the
event to ensure the Mess delivered a full
package, including field sports, a rifle
and pistol shoot, a show of current military equipment and how it is employed
on the battlefield in the form of a demonstration exercise. When the results of
the various shooting activities came
in, it became obvious that the honed
marksmanship principles of our highly
trained deadly soldiers were no match

203rd Waterloo Anniversary
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PMC and the Survivors of Waterloo

Mitch and his scary guest at the Summer Ball

for the civilians amongst our guests who
swept the board for the trophies, even
though they had never had their hands
on a weapon before, well done them!
The guests were entertained throughout
the afternoon in the Mess with the ‘Six
Nations’ rugby final day on throughout.
The centre piece of the weekend was the
dinner night, based loosely around the
Waterloo format. This gave the guests a
look at our history and traditions through
educational readings of our historical
triumphs before retiring to the bar and
introducing them to the unconventional
tradition of ‘Nails’.
The highlight of our calendar year was
the 203rd anniversary of the battle of
Waterloo dinner night. This began with
the sports but with a change to the traditions of previous years. After much
discussion it was planned this way to
keep hold of all elements of the historic
anniversary celebrations but in a more
usable format and provide a better test
of the sporting prowess of the Officers’
and WOs’ and Sgts’ Messes. The first
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Generations weekend

Messyville

This gave the guests a
look at our history and
traditions…
event was the cricket, a T20 match with
the officers electing to bat first thinking they could set a target to outreach
the seniors’ ability. However, under the
exemplary captaincy of SSgt ‘Jigmi’
Lama, the expert fielding skills of the
well experienced WO2 ‘Mitch’ Mitchell
(PMC), and the relentless encouragement and involvement of WO2 ‘Paddy’
Nichol (a first timer), the seniors held their
nerve and a tight wicket, which forced
the errors from the public-school boys.
It was a game of personal battles, most
notably the ASM versus the EMLET,
resulting in a duck for the EMLET as the
ASM bowled him first ball. It was then
over to the seniors to take to the bat and
with a performance akin to the great Ian

Botham, SSgt Dale Thomas (now WO2)
knocked the officers all over the park
and victory was swift. After a break the
Rugby began, minus the traditional ‘frozen cabbage’ as a conventional ball was
employed. Touch Rugby was the name
of the game; however, we will now refer
to it as ‘Physical Touch’ given the passions of the players and the state of the
RAWO’s back. With the RSM sporting
some ‘Bobby Dazzler’ boots, the seniors
led from the off and maintained their lead
to the final victory.
After the photo the officers and seniors
made their way into the Mess for the
traditional dinner in good spirits and a
great evening ensued. The readings were
eloquent, the food was of the highest
standard, and the revelry of the evening
proved the new format to be a resounding success, one which will be continued
in new tradition from now on.
The Waterloo celebrations continued
in Poland with C Sqn deployed on Op
CABRIT. Thirty-two officers and seniors
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Christmas Function (Entrance)

Christmas Function (RSM & Members)

Scouse reaches despairingly after his dignity

across eleven capbadges, with ‘Polish
Nick’ as the guest of honour, dined
together in a quaint hotel in the town of
Elk. The function room was refurbished
with recycled wood from an old Prussian
barn making the evening very fitting. The
games were missed, but skits were on
point – a very successful evening.
The Summer function was much anticipated by the Mess, a deep south
American theme was the order of the
day and the commendable preparations
were made by SSgt ‘Boxer Dav’ Davies
(PEC). The Mess went all out for decorations to create ‘Messyville’ including
realistic swamp and matching crocodile. The attention to detail was secondto-none. Guests on the evening were
treated to some bootleg moonshine to
get the evening started, a host of ‘hillbilly’
themed games and some of the best
music delivered by an awesome local
band.
Over the course of the year the WOs’
and Sgts’ Mess has seen many improve-
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Sonic left it at the door

ments such as new furniture for the
‘Scruffs Bar’, including a new dartboard
which has now featured at all the background events throughout the year like
dine outs and impromptu gin-tasting sessions. This along with the game of ‘Nails’
have proved a particular favourite of the
officers who relish the opportunity to
visit for a pizza and games night. Further
improvements such as the introduction
of our new pool room and personalised
card table has given us yet more games
to beat them at.
The year culminated with the WOs’ &
Sgts’ Mess Winter Ball, a good way to sit
back and reflect on the year gone by. The
theme was that of a winter wonderland.
To many the lady within the table at the
entrance serving drinks and the eightfoot ice king marking the entrance did
come as a shock. The smiles and gasps
were testament to Sgt Maj Davies’s (PEC)
hard work and determination to deliver a
flawless entertainment package, in which
he was most successful.

The band were fantastic and
clearly knew how to draw a
crowd.
Wine flowed, food was plenty, as the
night drew on and the prizes were won
focus was switched to the dance floor.
The band were fantastic and clearly
knew how to draw a crowd. It wasn’t
long before Mess members and guests
were up throwing shapes, even WO1
(RSM) Homer showed off a couple of
interesting moves. However, sorry to say
it RSM but ‘Strictly’ won’t be knocking
on the door any time soon – the slutdrop
is sooo 2015. Festive cheer was still high
as the night ended and all felt merry as
hugs and best wishes were shared. We
now look forward to what the New Year
may bring.
GA
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Corporals’ Mess
It has been an incredibly busy year for the
Cpls’ Mess. With a large part of the Mess
members away, it was unfortunate that
we were unable to hold our traditional
formal function, the Lucknow dinner.
However, that did not stop the remaining mess members who held the fort well
organising the Summer Ball. This was a
pirate themed spectacle, held outdoors
at the pavilion, a first since moving to
Robertson Barracks. It was a successful
night, well organised by Cpl Wilkins and
Cpl ‘Chunk’ Davies.
As the tradition continues, the Regimental
Christmas Day was a successful day
hosting the troopers in our Mess. This
was fun filled, giving the troopers a good
insight to how the Cpls’ Mess functions. It is the highlight of the year and
the only time in the year we invite the
troopers in but not until they have sung
us a Christmas carol. Tpr Flight and his
merry men took the lead on this, successfully entering the Mess after a few
takes. Some remedial singing lessons
are needed after the terrible vocals. Once

Tprs sing for their supper

in the Mess LCpl Harrison organised a
series of events for the troopers to participate in. Overall an enjoyable day for all
who attended.
The Winter Ball was a pleasant welcome
back for C Squadron, and time for the
Mess members and their partners to
enjoy. Cpl Bernard took the lead as PEC
organising the event with the joys of the
Christmas spirit. We all came dressed in
Christmas jumpers. A Christmas buffet
was served along with the key entertainment for the night, which was a live band.
A competition for best jumper was won
by LCpl Foster who he had the Tesco
women’s clothing section to thank.

The RSM WO1 Homer, the ASM WO1
Pinner and all the Warrant Officers joined
the Mess enjoying the function. As
always, an extremely enjoyable evening
and even better for the lucky winners out
of the prize draw. Though it was sad not
to have the A Squadron complement of
the mess, as they continue their deployment in Poland.
We also had the pleasure of hosting the
past two PMCs and PEC, Sgts Chater,
Petre and Warner respectively. As a Mess
we have been sad to lose a few great
characters of the family as they move
onto civvy street, Cpl ‘Chunk’ Davies and
others come to mind, we wish them all
the best in their endeavours.

The Winter Ball was a
pleasant welcome back for
C Squadron

The PMC roles and responsibilities were
embraced by Cpl Mwamulima and Cpl
Brocklehurst has taken over as PEC. In
2019 we look forward to the return of A
Squadron and to an exciting year with all
Squadrons present. With a year which
sees most of the Mess in camp, we are
sure 2019 will see the Cpls’ Mess thrive.

The PMC invites the Tprs in

Variety is the spice of life

Normal for Norfolk
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Regimental Mascot – Tpr Jones
The year started off very steady for Tpr
Emrys Jones which he enjoyed grazing in the fields of Robertson Barracks.
The parade season was soon upon him
though with Jones in for a busy period
travelling over 14,000 miles to conduct
various parades.

Crime Watch as the BBC was attending the National Armed Forces Day in
Llandudno. Armed Forces Day was by
far the biggest and busiest parade he
has attended. As usual Jones was a
great hit with the public and he was welcomed with open arms.

Some of the parades have been unexpected and strange. Jones appeared on

Tpr Jones has attended several cadet
visits within Wales where he has been

welcomed by all the cadets as well as all
the instructors. Jones also attended the
Royal Welsh Show where he took part
in the closing parade for that day, leading all the prize winners on their grand
parade. At the Royal Welsh Show Tpr
Jones had the opportunity to parade with
King’s Troop RA as well as Kate Humble
where he was filmed and appeared on
Countryfile Wales.
Tpr Jones also made the top ten photos in the Horse and Hound magazine
where one of the photos was of him
standing with two 18 hand horses so he
stood out a lot. While at the Royal Welsh
Show Jones also had some fun showing
his athletic skills by having a go at show
jumping over a cross pole jump. After this
unusual exertion the Farrier Major had to
get the asthma pump out to restore his
breathing.
Tpr Jones will be starting his 2019 parading year at a PNCO pass-off, then he will
move on to his first Royal Gun Salute in
Cardiff. We hope this year will be just as
good as last and that we look forward
to the 2019 parades and keeping the
Regiment in the public eye.
MRH

Royal Welsh Show

Regimental Christmas Day
The Regimental Christmas Day 2018 was
held on Tuesday 4th December. This was
the fourth year that this was held at RBSM.
The day started off with the Commanding
Officer presenting several awards and
promotions. The Queen Elizabeth trophy
went to Sgt Hazelwood (HQ Sqn) for his
personal contribution the Regiment. This
was swiftly followed by LCpl Bould (A Sqn)
receiving the Mann trophy for his outstanding performance throughout the year.
The QMSI SSgt Taylor had prepared several potted sports to invigorate the troops
and generate a healthy appetite before
Christmas lunch. The CO addressed the
Regiment IOT give a “State of the Nation
Brief” covering the Regiment’s activities
over the past twelve months. Having
subunits working independently across
the globe, it is important to remind all of
the vast and various activities each SQN
has conducted. The CO gave an outline of the Regiment’s commitments for
2019, giving the troops a look forward to
the soldiering tasks ahead.
The RSM formed the Regiment up,
including Tpr Jones, and we marched
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through Swanton Morley Village, giving the locals a spectacle of the 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards style and
panache, whilst on the heel and hoof.

the Officers’ Mess, with both parties
exchanging humorous Christmas Carols.
Clearly, the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess had better
banter, hopefully nobody took it to heart.

Padre Durbin hosted his final service
with the Regiment in Swanton Morley
village church. This was an opportunity for the Welsh vocals to sing loud
and proud. On completion of the service the Commanding Officer presented
the unexpecting Padre with a framed
Regimental Collect. This was to highlight
the appreciation for his hard work, from
the Regiment, Soldiers and families alike.
“We wish you well, Padre Durbin.”

The CO welcomed the WOs’ & Sgts’
Mess with a toast reciprocated by the
RSM, followed by the presentation of
comical Christmas Gifts. These included
a wooden shovel for Lt Layzell-Payne
for managing to bog his entire Troop
in, whilst on MRX in Scotland. A never
ending gobstopper for Lt Charlie Byrd,
who loves to voice his opinion on
everything. A free haircut voucher for the
Commanding Officer to keep him looking
sharp and finally a golden trainer for Capt
“Big” Charlie Carter, for his physical performance (Lack of) throughout the year.

Regimental Christmas lunch was served
by the officers and seniors in the traditional manner. However, without the
usual flying Brussels Sprout! The food
and setup were a testament to the
Regimental catering staff, headed up by
the Unit Catering Manager (UCM) SSgt
McDermont & Sgt Flint.
Post lunch, the Tprs were hosted by the
JNCOs in the Cpls’ Mess to allow the festive celebrations to continue. Meanwhile
the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess descended onto

The evening continued with the Officers’
Mess moving to the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess
to carry on the celebrations. The trusty
game of Nails again featured heavy in the
centre of the bar, with the LEs educating
those around them. Overall a great day
of festive celebration by all.
TJH
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Regimental Sports Day and Families afternoon
Traditionally, sports days at QDG have
seen the Regiment broken down and
competing as squadrons. However,
due to Regimental commitments, this
year a change of format was required.
Consequently Tprs, JNCOs, SNCOs
and Officers all grouped together to produce teams for the tournament. This led
to a fun filled event which saw individuals at all levels taking part and a strong
sense of competition and friendly rivalry.
After the sports were completed the
day’s activities continued with the wider
Regimental family being invited to a barbecue, a great way to finish the day off.
Alongside the objective of all ranks competing against each other in a fun environment, there was a second motive
behind the event that is key to highlight.
The competition formed the basis for
a charity day in support of WO2 Dale
Thomas (B SSM) and SSgt Rhys Davies
(B SQMS) who have decided to run the
London Marathon 2019 in support of the
Anthony Nolan Cancer Trust and YMCA
Neath. To add a little flavour to this
endeavour and in true QDG style, they
will be completing the gruelling 26.2-mile
course carrying a weighted stretcher and
wearing uniform. This will be an extremely
testing challenge, but both are confident
that their physical courage and strong
friendship that has been cemented by 15
years under the same cap badge will get
them round. This will not be the first time
they’ve found themselves together in a
difficult situation!
The day started with a 5km charity “fun”
run around the airfield perimeter track.
There were a variety of costumes, from
penguins to cowboys and even one
individual on roller skates. Cpl Thurston
wins the prize for best individual costume, wearing as he was his Star Wars
“evening attire”. Mr Thomas and Sgt

Cpl Thurston dressed as a Trooper
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Next up, shirts v skins

Maj Davies completed the run with their
stretcher and surprisingly beat several
personnel around the course.
After a change into sports kit the
Regiment broke down into its rank related
teams and headed for the playing fields
to compete against each other for bragging rights in football and touch-rugby.

ing. Despite valiant efforts the table once
against saw the Officers and SNCOs
at the bottom whilst the Tprs took the
crown, picking off the JNCOs in the
dying moments of their game to howls of
despair and cheers of joy.

The rugby was more closely contested
but understrength Officers and SNCOs
teams struggled to hold back the junior
ranks’ energy and silky smooth pass-

After all the exercise of the morning, all
were keenly looking forward to the advertised BBQ. The wider Regimental family
was also invited for a fun packed evening.
Several stands, including a mini-assault course and bouncy castle and all
manned by very patient volunteers, were
set up for the kids to keep them entertained. The catering staff, as usual, provided a delicious BBQ for all present.
To finish the day Mr Thomas hosted a
charity raffle the prizes for which had
been generously donated by a variety of
local and Welsh businesses and individuals. The day was a massive success,
breaking normal routine, encouraging
healthy competition and raising a total of
£1364.00 for two charities. Thanks to all
that took part and gave money towards
these hugely worthy causes.
DT

To me… to you…

LCpl Hugo failed to fool the
Paralympic Committee

The football, unsurprisingly, became a
closely contested struggle between the
Tprs and JNCOs. Youthful speed and
basic skill were certainly on their side
against the lumbering SNCOs and frankly
clueless Officers. The best display of
anything approaching football was in the
JNCO vs Tpr match in which the JNCOs
narrowly came out victors. However,
the most amusing spectacle was possibly the SNCOs vs Officers, where both
teams lacked the skills needed to kick
the ball in the direction intended.
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Battlefield Study
Exercise OLIVE EAGLE was the threepart Battlefield Study undertaken by the
Regiment during the summer of 2018. It
examined the tactical and leadership lessons of the battles of the Gothic Line in
Italy during September 1944, with a focus
on the Battles of Gemmano, Coriano and
Montefiore (known more generally as Op
OLIVE) in which the Queen’s Bays were
intimately involved.
The Battlefield Study was broken down
into three parts. The first was the Senior
Leadership Week, run by the RSM and
B Sqn Ldr in RBSM, in which a group
of selected SNCOs received a series of
leadership lessons, tutorials on presentational techniques, and instruction in the
history of Op OLIVE.
The second part was the Junior
Leadership week, where twenty-odd
JNCOs were transported, under the
careful watch of the SNCOs to Italy,
where they conducted a Battlefield Study.
The students were based in a hotel in
Gemmano overlooking Montefiore Conca
and the Coriano Ridge. The hotel was a
family run place with all the basics plus a
swimming pool for a welcome dip at the
end of the hot days. During this phase
every stand was led by the SNCOs, with
B Sqn Ldr and the RSM providing careful
guidance and subject matter expertise
where needed. Each morning the students would travel around the different
stands where the seniors would take it in
turns to present about what happened in
that area. The JNCOs would then learn

The JNCOs would then learn
of the leadership challenges
the different Regiments
were faced with…

1944 – 2018

…and that’s why officers wear pink shorts

of the leadership challenges the different Regiments were faced with daily and
would be briefed on real WW2 scenarios.
They would then break off into syndicates
to discuss these scenarios and come up
with different solutions using both WW2
and 21st century tactics and technology.
The final part of the study was the more
traditional, BGHQ focused Study, which
looked at the same battlefields, but with

A fallen Bays trooper

a focus on planning and execution at the
battlegroup level.

No you can’t go to the bar yet
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Several interesting lessons were drawn
from Ex OLIVE EAGLE. The first was
that conceptual development is very
definitely not just an officer sport. There
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are numerous schemes afoot across
the Army to expand non-commissioned
education which we should seek to draw
on more in the future. Our experience
was that the JNCOs got a lot out of the
exercise and were significantly tested by
the need to think about their profession
and then speak, in a public forum, about
what they thought. They also certainly
learnt to appreciate the technology and
knowledge we have now, compared to
that of the 1940s.
The second lesson was that the essential challenges of warfighting – knowing
where you are and where your flanking formations are, understanding how
the enemy operate and what motivates
them, and the difficulties of doing the
basics well in times of great stress –
remain unchanging. The experience of
the Hussars, who got lost, harboured up
in a dry river bed and had a RHQ smoker,
suggests that other things remain
unchanging as well.
The final lesson was that individuals can
have a pivotal impact on the battlefield.
On a number of occasions during Op
OLIVE, the actions of individual soldiers,
often of very junior rank, was sufficient to
turn around an assault which had been
faltering. Given this lesson, it is hoped

5 stars on TripAdvisor

that we will continue to develop our junior
leaders through weeks like this.
TM/HM

HRH The Prince Of Wales’
70th Birthday Garden Party
To help celebrate HRH the Prince of
Wales’ 70th birthday, a cross section of
ranks were invited to attend a garden
party held at Buckingham Palace. As if
the trip to London wasn’t memorable
enough, it also coincided with an invitation from the Worshipful Company of
Leathersellers to take a guided tour of
their halls followed by lunch. For many,
this was the first time they had been
hosted by the Leathersellers and those
that had been before were telling stories of how good previous visits had
been. The Leathersellers didn’t disappoint, hosting us superbly with plenty of
‘refreshments’ and excellent food.

“And what do you do?”
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“And what do you do?”

After a quick change into service dress
we all headed to Buckingham Palace for
the garden party and were immediately
blown away by the sheer number of people in attendance. Along with QDG, the
Prince of Wales is also Colonel-in-Chief
to five other regular Army units as well
conducting a similar role across the other
two Services. He is also the president or
patron of a significant number of charitable and youth organisations demonstrating to the circa five thousand guests the
diversity of his interests.
A long line of people in different uniforms,
both military and civilian along with others in top hats and tails, ran from the

47

Is this thing on?

and walk around the palace gardens, all
of which were excellent.

After a quick change
into service dress we all
headed to Buckingham
Palace…
back of the palace onto the grass eagerly
waiting to be introduced to the Prince of
Wales. Luckily for us Maj Harry Pilcher
was serving as the equerry which meant
that QDG had more than their fair share
of ‘face time’ with HRH. Once the handshakes and pleasantries were completed
it was time to sample the free ice cream

The afternoon soon went and it was
time to head back to Swanton Morley.
Although a long day of travel, for many,
it was a day of firsts. Firstly, we were
treated to an excellent morning with the
Leathersellers and secondly but more
importantly, the privilege to be part of our
Colonel-in-Chief’s birthday celebrations
in an amazing setting with a wide-ranging and diverse group of people.
JDJT

Operational Shooting Competition
In May this year the QDG sent eight of
their finest men to Catterick, Yorkshire
to compete in the annual Divisional
Operational
Shooting
Competition
(DIVOSC).
Preparation began on Thetford Ranges
in April with zeroing of personal weapons followed by the rehearsal of the
many different shoots that encompass
DIVOSC. In this preparatory stage the
team looked to improve at the individual
level, reinforcing the marksmanship principles, so that it became second nature
to correctly mount and fire the weapons
systems we were shooting. Sgt Comley,
Cpl Thurston and LCpl Cripps were diligent with their tuition and all members of
the team noticed marked improvements
when comparing their start states to their
post build-up training results.
On 14th May we departed RBSM and
headed to a temperate Yorkshire. After
a relaxed evening getting kit and equipment sorted the team looked forward
to the challenge of the coming days.
The competition began with a testing
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pistol range and the QDG produced a
fantastic display, it was in this discipline
that we placed highest, LCpl Lewis with
some excellent shooting. From here we
progressed onto numerous rifle ranges;
the IBSR range and the long-range
shoot provided an excellent test in windy
conditions.
Throughout the competition we were
blessed with clear skies and high temperatures, in many ways a huge benefit
but in some respects such weather adds
a layer of difficulty. Day two marked the
start of the moving shoots. In warm and
windy conditions the team completed the
March and Shoot and two Section level
shoots. It was in these complex shoots

The competition began with
a testing pistol range and
the QDG produced a
fantastic display…

that the team underperformed; nearly all
were unable to match their pre-DIVOSC
levels of accuracy.
Although disappointed with day two the
team awoke on day three desperate to
climb back up the standings. The final
day of shooting involved the short and
long-range rural contacts and also the
LSW range. Two of the youngest members of the team competed as individuals in the LSW shoot, Tpr Tekin stood
out amongst his peers and deserved the
recognition he received in the prize ceremony at the end of the competition.
Prize giving came at the end of the competition and the QDG finished 10th.
Although not front-runners, this inexperienced team shot well throughout the
week and applied exceptional levels of
effort with everything they did. Particular
credit must be given to Captain Hugo
Fraser and Sgt Bob Comley for their hard
work in organising the team, all involved
enjoyed the challenge and made vast
improvements with their shooting.
WG
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Bataan Memorial Death March
On April 9th 1943, following bitter fighting over many weeks between American
and Japanese troops in the southern
Philippines the town of Bataan and up
to 40,000 US troops were surrendered
to the Imperial Japanese Army. The
numbers of surrendered troops by far
exceeded what the Japanese attackers
had anticipated putting enormous strain
on already taught supply lines. Over
the following weeks the captives would
endure one of the fiercest forced marches
of the war. The combined effects of sickness, exhaustion and summary executions would mean that almost half of
the 40,000 would perish en route to the
eventual prisoner of war camp. It became
one of the most devastating single losses
the US Army had ever suffered and when
news broke in the United States it shook
the entire country to the core.
Now, every year in early spring,
the Bataan Memorial Death March, a
42.2 km (26.2 mi) march/run is conducted at White Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico. It now attracts over
10,000 competitors who enter either the
weighted or non-weighted marathon or
half marathon. In 2018 the Regiment
entered a team of five in the Military
Heavy Division (carrying 20kg) and an
individual runner in the same category.
In the preceding months a much larger
training team had been excused the normal regimental PT regime to focus on
long distance running and tabbing. It paid
dividends as in the run up to the competition, Captain Cowen had a long list of
names from which to choose. Eventually
it would be Tprs Donnachie, Palmer,
Hawkins and Edmunds joining Cowen in
the team event and Sgt ‘Sonic’ Davies
who would compete solo. Funding was
secured from the Regimental Association
and with bags packed and the CO promised a first place finish the team flew out
to New Mexico to begin acclimatisation.
The team, whilst well prepared, had not
anticipated the altitude of White Sands

Being chased into the finish
by some dude in a hat
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On the start line: confident of first place

The team, whilst well
prepared, had not anticipated
the altitude of White
Sands Missile Range…
Missile Range which was immediately
felt in the lungs during the shake out jogs
conducted in the days running up to the
competition.
Come the day of the race, equipment
checked and weighed, feet taped and
carb loading complete, the team gathered on the base’s football pitch for
the opening ceremony. There was representation from across the US military,
thousands of civilian entrants and many
other foreign armies amassed in the
spirit of fraternity and competition. The
poignance of the event’s unifying theme
of remembrance was lost on no one as
the last post sounded and survivors of
the original march took their place on the
stage overlooking the start line. Shortly

after a flyby of F16s, a cannon marked
the start of the race.
Sonic immediately shot off fighting to be
in the leading pack, perhaps to his own
disadvantage as due to a marker error
he ended up doing an extra kilometre or
so until the leaders were steered back
on track. He maintains that had he not
been sent off course as he was then he
would have done even better than his
already impressive 16/521 runners in his
category.
The team meanwhile settled in to a steady
pace and began to gradually pound out
the miles, taking pride in our very British
ability to out tab almost any other nation.
The team would smile knowingly early on
as team after team would mockingly run
past us with friendly jibes about ‘meeting
us at the finish line’. They would almost
all be wound in over the course of the
26.2 miles, many being passed as they
tended to their feet at dressing station,
eyes averted from the ever jovial but persistent pace of the British team.
6 hours and 46 minutes after that starting gun the QDG team rounded the
final corner and came sprinting into the
finish to cheers and applause believing
whole-heartedly that they had come first.
It was a hard knock to learn shortly after
that they had in fact come fourth (admittedly only beaten by US Special Forces
teams). In spite of this disappointment
the entire team, including Sgt Davies,
who looked like he had broken a sweat,
flew home the following day extremely
proud of their achievements and fully
intent on tackling the Death March again
one day to improve on fourth place!
JPC
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There’s more
inside than you
might think...

With membership starting at just £50 for Young Officers, and excellent rates available for all
Serving Officers, Retired Officers and for their partners, there has never been a better time to
step inside London’s best located Club.
Situated a short walk from Piccadilly and the MOD, the Club has bedrooms from just £75 a
night which guests and family can benefit from, a sunny courtyard, gym facilities, a swimming
pool, sauna, jacuzzi, friendly bars, fine dining as well as a brasserie “The Goat”.
No. 4 St James’s Square London SW1Y 4JU Tel: 020 7827 5757
www.theinandout.co.uk
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Nijmegen Marches
When Cfn Hunter originally conceived the
idea that QDG should enter a team for
the 2018 Nijmegen Marches, little would
he have visualised that he was laying the
foundation for a journey that would lead
many a great man to a challenge like no
other they had ever encountered before.
Apart from the obvious fact that a summery week in the Netherlands with LSA
and LOA was likely to be an irresistible
offer to any soldier, the other great selling
point of his conception was that this was
going to be the first Nijmegen March the
Regiment would be represented at since
rebasing from Germany. Good intentions
written all over it but an assignment out
of QDG would not allow him see through
his vision. SSgt Stokes and Cpl Cook
816 selflessly took over the reins and
began work in earnest.

Waiting for the qualifier at RAF Cosford

By early February, the reality of the scale
of the challenge that lay ahead was
becoming obvious. Just putting together
a team of 12 soldiers to commence
beat-up training was looking like a herculean task. It initially looked like there
was never going to be a team at all, then
subsequently like there was going to be
a team of attached arms with no QDG
personnel involved, until Cpl Gurung,
Cpl Thapa and LCpl Gurung stepped up

Just putting together a team
of 12 soldiers to commence
beat-up training was looking
like a herculean task.
Walking down Canal St

Cheery faces all
round on day 2
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When you have lost the will to drink and all around you
seems to be upside down, then it is day 3 of Nijmegen

to the challenge and joined in. Trawls,
courses, pre-deployment training and
the lack of enough PTIs to assist with
training, are just some the constraints
that the team encountered. However,
training went on; albeit inconsistently
on occasions. Those determined were
not put off and made it all the way to the
mandatory 50-mile qualifier weekend
which was held at RAF Cosford from 19
to 22 April. The qualifier weekend was a
taster and at least gave everyone an indication of what level of fitness they should
be aiming for. A certain REME Armourer
emerged from the Cosford qualifier
weekend with a few hurts more than
just the blisters on his feet, but quickly
redeemed his confidence when he and
LCpl Ball successfully completed the
sweep-up qualifier that was held a few
weeks later in Northamptonshire.
On Fri 13 Jul, a final team made up of
Capt Kenny, SSgt Lama, Sgt Akum,
Cpl Cook 816, Cpl Thapa, LCpl Rai,
Cfn Cordingley and Cfn Nimmo set off
from RBSM for Camp Heumensoord,
Nijmegen in a 9-seater bus. They travelled on the overnight ferry from Harwich
to Hook of Holland and were joined
by SSgt Stokes who flew straight into
Amsterdam from Op Cabrit and got the
train to Nijmegen Central. Like the other
participating military contingents, the
QDG team moved into their basic accommodation at Heumensoord and spent
the first three days doing ‘admin’ and
exploring festival season in Nijmegen. Of
the two RAF personnel who had been
nominally added on by the organisers
to make the team complete, only one of

The unofficial blister clinic at

camp Heumensoord
them, Casper,
a seasoned marcher with
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five Nijmegen marches under his belt,
actually turned up.
By Mon 16 Jul, with pre-marching administration all in good order, the team were
packed and ready to commence the
100-mile 4-day march. SSgt Stokes as
team captain attended all the daily briefings and kept the team informed of every
detail from start timings to health & safety
points. Their latest start timing was 0400
hrs on the first day of the march, but this
gradually moved to the left as each day
went by and eventually became a 0230
hrs start on the fourth day. The total distance covered by all participating contingents was officially split as follows: 26.5
miles on day one, 23 miles on day two,
25 miles on day three, and 25.5 miles
on day four. Everything seemed okay by
the end of the first day of marching but
by day two, the Dutch summer began
to take its toll. Although pacing had significantly improved for the QDG team,
their blisters began to show and a few
nostrils literally bled on the move. No! In
case anyone ever wondered, Nijmegen is
not quite the same as a 15-mile march in
rural Norfolk.

51

Cpl Thapa flying the Regimental flag
with pride on the final march

In case anyone ever
wondered, Nijmegen is not
quite the same as a 15-mile
march in rural Norfolk.
The Nijmegen March culminated with
the traditional 5 km march-past from the
100-mile finish point to the central grandstand where the City’s mayor and other
dignitaries were waiting. With medals
already in hand, this was psychologically,
perhaps not physically for most, the easiest march of the week. It was also a befitting way to say thank you and good-bye
to the hospitable people of Nijmegen.
Having completed the marches without a single person dropping out, the
QDG team felt accomplished and the
Regimental flag rightly flew high as they
marched-past the grandstand to the
finish.
PA

At the John S Thompson monument by the
first bridge captured in Op Market Garden
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Royal Marines Cold Weather
Course – Ex Cold Enabler
The journey began with Ex WINTER
WALKER, twelve days of mountain training in Wales with the Royal Marines. This
was sold as an easy couple of weeks
conducting hillwalking AT but saw us
thrashed up and down Snowdonia’s
highest peaks with a 30kg bergen every
day.
Two months later ten of us from A Sqn
found ourselves crammed in the back
of an RAF ATLAS touching down in
Bardufoss, Norway for a month below
-10˚C in preparation for our upcoming
winter tour of Poland.

Another enthralling kit check

The course started with plenty of hoofing
acronyms, filling our flasks with “toppers
wets” and learning how to do contact
drills in snow shoes.
The most notable event of the first exercise was the survival night. We were
relieved of all warm kit save for a softie
jacket and a bivi bag as we worked
through the night building brushwood
shelters to keep ourselves warmer than
our -21˚C surroundings. A Sami, a traditional reindeer herdsman, provided sustenance for us in the form of one of his
reindeer which the group assisted him

in killing and butchering. The Northern
lights came out in all their magnificence
but failed to provide any tangible warmth
so the night was spent half running up
and down the track plan and half shivering dangerously close to the fire. The
final serial of the survival course was the
ice breaking drill. Each man clad in his
cam white suit was balanced on a pair of
skis, a bergen over his shoulder and ski
poles in his hand, waiting to launch himself through the hole in the frozen lake.
The -25˚C air temperature and defibrillator next to the hole only helped the situation. After shot-putting the bergen out
of the water, we each scrambled up the
bank, called out name, rank and number
and hoiked ourselves out before running
around, rolling in the snow and necking a
tot of rum to complete the ordeal.
Other serials on the course included
spending six hours digging a seven-man
quinzee (snow shelter) and being made
to duck walk up and down a hill for not
putting our tent up fast enough. Tprs
Foster and Smith got cold feet and made
a hasty escape to the tropical British Isles
while Sgt Davies 109 and Cpl Turner had
to endure Mr Campbell’s feet in their armpits. Only one or two soldiers managed
to set themselves on fire with the liquid
fuel cookers and there were no broken
bones following an unscheduled few
days of skiing thanks to an RAF delay.
AC

The happiest Sgt Davies 109 looked all trip
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Survival, Evasion, Resistance, Escape
For some time Light Cavalry have
acknowledged the issues with the ease
of resupply on the battlefield, and the
C Sqn deployment on Op Cabrit 3 only
highlighted this. As a result, the Sqn
looked to increase their capability to live
off the land and advance our ability to
fend for ourselves by increasing our competence in survival training – or as the
Army say SERE – Survive Evade Resist
Escape training. Whilst these courses,
run in the stunning countryside of St
Mawgan – Cornwall, are usually reserved
for Service Personnel on the prone to
capture list Lt Byrd & Cpl Warner were
successfully loaded on to the first of two
courses in a bid to become Unit SERE
Instructors.
After the long journey down to the far
west we were whisked in to a classroom
and quickly had the basic priorities of
survival (Protection, Location, Water,
Food) explained to us before being
stripped of all the usual equipment we
would carry in the field prior to deploying
in to a Cornish forestry woodblock with
not much more than a dhobi bag, pen
knife, small axe and a matchless fire kit
to survive the week.
The first two nights were spent working
as a group of five. We were taught how
to light fires using flint and steels, and
then constructed lean to’s big enough
for the whole team to shelter under. We
also had the crucial skills required to be
located by Search and Rescue teams
including signal fires, ground to air sig-

…our groups were split and
we were left to fend in our
survival scenario as
individuals.
nals and passive location techniques
explained to us. After two days of ‘surviving’ had passed and no food had been
consumed our groups were split and we
were left to fend in our survival scenario
as individuals.
Having now mastered the art of
Protection (managing our clothing, fire
building & shelter construction) and
Location (Passive and active noise making!!) we proceeded to the perhaps more
interesting and rewarding elements –
Water collection and Food sourcing.
This included fishing and setting different
types of traps and snares to catch small
game. The highlight to learning how to
catch your own food, meant you got to
eat your own food… but nothing came
easy. Before we could progress on to
dispatching, gutting and cooking small
fish, rabbits and chicken we had to
demonstrate an understanding of how to
forage for wild flowers and insects, and
that meant eating them… Cpl Warner
got particularly close to seeing his insect
twice, but having not eaten a thing for
three days we both managed to ‘enjoy’
our high protein cricket before we headed
back to our camp to thoroughly enjoy

fresh fish, rabbit loin & chicken breast
over the open fire, all hunted, gathered
and cooked by ourselves – very organic
and non-millennial!!
With the Permissive Land Survival qualification course successfully achieved, we
returned to St Mawgan a few weeks later
to undertake the Instructor course. This
was of a very similar structure to the PLS
course, but this time we were expected
to know the content in substantially more
detail and be able to teach the lessons
ourselves. With evening reading and
additional lessons to top up our knowledge gaps and bring our capability up to
the standard required we went in to testing phase and both successfully qualified
as Unit SERE Instructors. We returned
to Poland with a great knowledge of
numerous survival techniques and the
exciting prospect of being able to teach
the Squadron on our return during the
numerous SERE exercises we went on
to organise and run.
The increased survival capability has not
only added to our arsenal for the ‘worst
case’ scenario and improved our soldiering capability, it also provided a brilliant
alternative to the usual training regime
we undergo and provided an opportunity
for the Squadron to simply enjoy practising some of the most basic but timeless
skills known to mankind. Hopefully it is
something that will continue to develop
from strength to strength in the future.
CB

Rugby
Unfortunately, QDG RFC’s season can
only be likened to England’s recent international form, awfully hit and miss. Due to
the intensity of current deployments the
rugby team has not been able to build

on previous season’s successes and forfeited entry into Championship 1 (North).
However, rugby has assisted QDG to
integrate within the local community.

Many players have enjoyed playing at the
nearby Dereham RFC and their contribution helped Dereham to promote at the
end of last season. Now they currently
sit middle of Eastern Counties 2 (North).
More senior Regimental players, such as
Cpl Nick Sterry, have used this regular
rugby as a stepping stone to perfect their
game whilst new troopers such as Harri
Lewis, Tomos Edwards, Tyler Roberts
and Drew Murray have used it to highlight their promising talent.

However, rugby has assisted
QDG to integrate within the
local community.
QDG massive at RAC rugby in Aldershot
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Slightly further down the A47, recently
transferred Cpl ‘DJ’ De Jongh is having a
strong season playing at a more competitive level for North Walsham in London
1 (North). DJ often features in the postmatch reviews and on the score sheet.
QDG RFC players, when available, have
been instrumental in the Royal Armoured
Corps XV. They helped the RAC reach
and win the 17/18 Army Inter-Corps
Cup. Regrettably 5 players that would
have featured in the starting line up in
the final were not able to be released
due to Ex WESSEX STORM. The only
QDG player to compete in the final was
Lt Will Simpson. Because Will saw how
disappointed SSgt ‘Gaz’ Roberts was
because he couldn’t be released, he
gave him his winners medal – a true
rugby gentlemanly gesture.
With QDG players making up a third of
the RAC squad it is no surprise the RAC
are en route to the 18/19 final. This is
down to the ball carrying superiority of
Cpls Ian Hicks and Adam Humphreys,
the solid set piece of Sgt Kieran Welfoot
and reliable defence and finishing of Cpl
James Thomas. This season has also
seen the first game back after an injury
for LCpl Mathew Rees. His first game
back saw him produce an inspiring Man
of the Match performance, even if he did
spend 10 minutes in the sin bin!
In the background at Bovington, WO2
Andrew Smith is the RAC manager with
newly appointed Gaz Roberts as the
backs/skills coach.
LCpl Ronan Lewis has spent most of this
year representing the Army U23’s. He has
been the starting hooker and his good
arrows and work around the breakdown
helped secure a 37-24 win over the Royal
Navy followed by a 26-6 win over the

LCpl Matthew Rees MoM

These victories clinched
the U23 Inter Services
Championship for the
first time in four years.
Royal Air Force. These victories clinched
the U23 Inter Services Championship for
the first time in four years.
Captain ‘Bongo’ Davies and WO1 Rob
Jones have both been heavily influential
in coaching and developing players this
season. Bongo has now been appointed
as Head Coach for the Army U23’s and
Rob was congratulated by the Army
Rugby Union for the way he has shaped
the teams he has coached.
This season has seen Captain Grundy,
the Rugby Sports Officer, re-introduce
Regimental Sports Colours. For out-

Cpl ‘DJ’ De Jongh finds Cav rugby
is tougher than Infantry rugby

standing contribution to the game for
both Regiment and Corps these were
awarded to SSgt Roberts, Sgt Welfoot
and Cpl Thomas.
A final mention goes to Cpl ‘Chunk’
Davies who has recently left the Regiment
and moved to America to start a new life
with his partner and son. Representing
at all levels of rugby he was a stalwart of
the QDG 1st XV from his very first scrum.
Chunk was given a classic rugby-tour
style send off.
Even with the absence of regular QDG
XV rugby the morale and comradery of
the ‘rugby boys’ has not diminished.
With no let up on future Army tempo,
QDG RFC will still strive to commit to
producing quality rugby players who will
compete at club, Corps and higher levels
of rugby.
GR

Football
With at least one of C Squadron or
A Squadron being committed to OP
CABRIT at any given time throughout
the year, as well as all the other commitments, mustering a fully fit first team
has been challenging. However, this did
not hinder the Regiment from assembling a team for a very special occasion,
to mark the 100th year anniversary of
the First World War. This was possible largely thanks to the efforts of LCpl
Pritchard, who managed to organise
two Remembrance Football Games in
order to raise money for the Royal British
Legion Poppy Appeal.
The first game that was organised by
LCpl Pritchard, with the assistance of
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Wreaths of Remembrance for
Cpl Thomas and Cpl John
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Penalty attempt

Lining up for a minute’s silence

Playing Norwich All Stars at Dereham

Sgt Comley, was against Swansea City
All Stars. With just a few days’ training
as a team behind them, the football team
travelled down to Swansea in preparation
for the match. In the days leading up to
the game, everyone involved took part in
fundraising in the city centre of Swansea
for an afternoon. It was very clear to see
that everyone involved really enjoyed the
day fundraising and the reception the
team got from the locals was fantastic.
As a collective the team managed to
raise an amazing £1346.71.

Prior to the match, the QDG presented
a wreath to the wife and the sons of Cpl
Dean John REME, who served with the
Regiment in Afghanistan and sadly lost
his life, as well as another wreath to the
mother of Cpl Matthew Thomas, who
were asked to mark the event by placing
the wreaths in the centre circle before a
minute’s silence was observed.

The second game was against Norwich
All Stars and was held in Dereham,
where the team gave a very inspiring
performance to be robbed of a result by
a last-minute winner. Yet again the game
was played in great fashion and with a
remarkable turnout from the locals, no
one was quite as vocal however as the
Officers’ Mess in showing their support.
Thanks to the generosity of all those who
attended a further £2500 was raised for
The Royal British Legion.

The reason for organising a game
in Swansea was not just to pay our
respects to those that had served and
tragically lost their lives but to also show
the families of previous and current serving personnel that those who pay the ultimate sacrifice would never be forgotten.

The highlight for the team in this game
was that Simon John, the brother of Cpl
Dean John, put on the QDG strip and
played an outstanding half alongside us.
The game was played in great spirit by
both teams and although the Regiment
lost heavily, in part thanks to a masterclass by Swansea legend Lee Trundle, it
did not take away from the occasion or
the hard work that went in to organising
the event.

Although it has not been a particularly
busy season for the team, a few personal milestones were still reached. This
included Tpr Donnachie representing
the Army Under 23s and LCpl Pritchard
and LCpl Pusey both representing a very
successful RAC team who gained promotion from their league.
LP

Golf
2018 proved to be a relatively successful
year for Golf within the Regiment, with
more players entering events and taking
up the sport than in previous years. All
three Army Golf Association Regional
events were attended with varied success. LCpl Ronan Lewis endeavoured
his way to the Most Golf Played prize
in the year’s first event, held at Belton
Park. Then at Stowmarket Golf Club

Why won’t you go home?
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and Burghley Park, Cpl Ash Greenwood
and Sgt Jon Hinton came in 1st in their
divisions.
The biggest achievement, and of the
past decade at least, for 2018 goes to
Tpr Bethan Parker A Sqn for her outstanding performance, in her first Army
event, at the Ladies Army Matchplay
Championship held at Stanton Sands,

where she came in second place. She
has since been selected to play for the
Army Ladies Golf Team and Combined
Services Golf.
With luck we can build on this success
in 2019 and enter some of the national
Army events.

It’s all in the hips
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Cpl Newbury
makes like a fish

Swimming
This has been a disparate year for QDG
swimming. There is currently no team
as such but several members of the
Regiment take part in competitions and
there has been quite a bit of activity this
year.
Sgt Welfoot took advantage of C Sqn’s
location in Poland being right in the middle of their Lake District. He led Eagle
Troop teams to take part in both the Elk
Aqua Festival and the Gizycko Open.
Elk was 2.4km which Tpr Gutteridge
found the perfect distance. Gizycko
was slightly further at 4.5km which Sgt
Welfoot completed in a decent 1h30,
while Cpl Newbury RAMC and the other
attached arms drifted in slightly later –
fair effort for a first event though! In the
hot summer the warm lakes, all quite
shallow, were very pleasant to swim in,
whether for exercise or at a squadron
smoker. On sports afternoons Cpl So RY
also took a group to the pool in Elk for
lane swimming.
Capt Kenny competes at the excellent
open water swims organised by TriAnglia at Whitlingham Broad. They also
run triathlons, biathlons and duathlons
including the official Norfolk championships. Capt McKellar compensated for

Towels were limited

not making it to any events this year by
finding an alternative close by: whereas
most head to the cookhouse, a mess
or home for lunch, during the summer
months he was often to be found taking
a dip in the River Wensum with his dog.
Maj Hoey also joined the crew with his
first ever competition, the 4.5km Big Bala
Swim in Llyn Tegid, in which he breaststroked all the way but neither drowned

nor came last. He can now occasionally be seen in Dereham Leisure Centre
attempting to learn front crawl.
Hopefully this is a discipline that will grow
over the next year as more become aware
of the many opportunities available.
DCMH

Maj Hoey wishes
he was sailing

Tpr Gutteridge flaking out
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Basketball
The QDG basketball team continues to lead the way in the Royal
Armoured Corps. In February they competed in the Regional
Inter-Unit Cup and came a worthy second place, only losing in
the final to the usual winners from the Gurkha Signals. Five players – Cpl French, LCpl Old, Tprs Al-Ameri, George and Newbold
– have firm places the RAC team, but with the Corps unable
to enter a team in this year’s Inter-Corps Championships, they
travelled down anyway to act as officials. We also have higher

representation with Cpl French in the Army Men’s team and
LCpl Branston in the Army U23s.
Outside of competition, Cpl Gilliam has become a qualified
coach and LCpl Old is lined up to become the assistant coach
for the RAC team. There is an aspiration to set up a basketball
Cavalry Cup, and with our level of talent and clad in our smart
new kit, QDG should be firm favourites!
MAO

Blue Dragoon Netball Club
This is probably the first time that netball has ever made it into the Regimental
Journal. However, 2018 saw the start of
the Blue Dragoon Netball Club. As with
all new clubs there were some teething
problems: from finding a convenient time
and place to meet to buying new equipment and spreading the word. Although
one of our main challenges was to educate some people how to pronounce
netball and assure them, despite their
best wishes, it was not volleyball.

The team celebrate their first victory
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Regardless of all of this, the women
of QDG have stepped onto the netball court. A group of hardy wives and
most of the female serving personnel
meet weekly to train to take on the rest
of Norfolk! With regular matches in the
local league in Dereham, the Dragoons
have started to gain pace. It is fair to
say we have had varying success on the
court but with our new kit ready for the
new season the future can only be more
positive.

The real joy about the Blue Dragoons
is that once again despite deployments
and yet another busy Regimental calendar we meet come rain or shine on the
outdoor courts or in the gym and have
a chance to keep our independent and
competitive spirits alive, much to the joy
of the Welfare Officer. Hopefully this is the
start of getting netball firmly into the QDG
psyche and we look forward to big and
better things in the next year.
RR-B

Winter practice
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Field Sports
Setting off on a cold January, the Officers’
Mess shoot on the Keiths’ land is always
a highlight of the calendar. Having invited
wives/girlfriends for the weekend with
the promise of a Mess dinner, we headed
off in high spirits. Wet and windy conditions meant that the guns were put to the
test straight away – having to get out and
push the gun bus through the thicker
patches of the mud, the CO commanding the rescue operation from outside
the splash-zone. Despite the weather, it
proved once again to be a fantastic day
with plenty of birds to test all the guns.
The added pressure from fellow officers
in the line encouraged quick shooting at
your own birds and for the more confident, some snap attempts at the birds
over neighbouring pegs, but with other
halves and the CO in attendance, it was
a constant reminder that a miss would
not go unnoticed! The bag was more
than was expected at the end of wet
and windy day and the girls had certainly
earned their supper, heartfelt thanks is
once again due to James Keith and his
team for providing such a fun day for us
all.

crows and pigeons tearing up the rugby
pitch and taunting us from the airfield.
Capt Charlie Carter being a particularly ardent pest controller has regularly
been seen sneaking away from the Ops
Officer’s desk to redirect the frustrations
of everyday trawl management into
reducing the pigeon population!
We were once again lucky to have
secured six days up at Warcop for the
grouse season, however after an extraordinary summer heatwave, Warcop’s
grouse suffered much the same as most
of the UK and we were sadly denied a
grouse season this year. After the huge
successes of 2017 however, the opportunity to go grouse shooting remains
highly sought after and we are hopeful
2019 will make up for this year’s bad
luck.

Field sports is enjoyed by many in the
mess, however with a depleted number,
there remain the hardy few who will still
take on the never-ending population of

We do however continue to send a gun
to our local shoot on STANTA, an obvious
activity for the weekend Orderly Officer or
the perfect opportunity to give one of the
Mess’s new puppies a chance to dip their
toes into the world of gun dog retrieving.
Some puppies will require their owners
to have a busy shooting calendar! Whilst
never able to guarantee a high bag, most
would certainly agree that an armed
walkabout with a like-minded crowd is a

The CO commanding the recovery of
the gun bus, assisted by Maj Parkyn

Three cocks with two birds

great opportunity for new guns to learn
and enjoy the experience whilst the more
experienced guns can ease off the rust
of the off-season and enjoy getting their
eye back in.
On 5th December, Maj Hoey and
Capt Jackson joined the West Norfolk
Fox Hounds Hunt, the morning after
Regimental Christmas Day – both agreed
it had not been the wisest decision!
However, despite the cold conditions
and typical December damp, the Hunt
had an enjoyable time meeting at the
Officers’ Mess for a traditional canape
and sharpener before moving on to draw
the airfield and the Keiths’ land. Whilst
intruding on the sacrosanct timing of
wives’ coffee, a disappointing stab felt by
many a hungover member of the mess,
the Hunt were hugely appreciative of
the chance to visit the Mess once more
and our continued chance to do some
final community engagement before the
Christmas Holidays.
Field sports continues to thrive and anyone wishing to get involved with any of
these activities or organise their own are
encouraged to contact Capt Jackson.
GESJ

WNFH Hunt Meet

Mess Shoot Group Photo
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Team QDG inspecting a GS course

Alpine Skiing
Early December saw the Alpine Skiing
Team deploy to Verbier, Switzerland
to attend Ex White Knight. This is a
30-day Alpine Skiing Racing concentration, culminating in the inter-RAC/AAC
Championships, before selecting a team
to go on and compete at the Divisional
Championships, followed by the Army
Championships. The team was made
up of 10 QDGs in total: 3 Officers, captained by Lt Joe Kite who is now in his
second season of racing, and 7 soldiers,
4 of which were complete novices having never skied before! The first day saw
the team allocated into groups based on
ability by Ecole Suisse de Ski, a group of
highly experienced Swiss ski instructors
who have supported the exercise for the
last 35 years. They then spent up until
Christmas Day perfecting their skiing
technique before starting pole training
after Christmas. After a short break over
the New Year period, Race Week began
and the pressure was on to try and
beat the other regiments. Starting with
Grand Slalom (GS) Seeding, the teams
then raced every day until the end of
the exercise in; GS Individual and Team,
Slalom Individual and Team and Super G
Individual and Team. The QDG A Team
finished the exercise 7th of 19 teams,
with the QDG B Team managing an overall finish as 3rd in the B Team Cup.

Team QDG on Ex WK35

Lt Hugo Chaplin then took over the
reins and took 4 skiers to compete in
Serre Chevalier, France, in the Divisional
Championships. The competition saw all
skiers compete in 4 disciplines: Slalom,
Giant Slalom, Super G and Downhill.
The four disciplines challenge a skier in
very different ways ranging from technical skiing in the Slalom to skiing at over
70mph in the downhill! Both LCpl Clark
and Tpr Allen were novice skiers prior to
Ex WK 35. The determination to attempt
and succeed in the downhill after just a
few weeks of skiing hallmarks not only

LCpl Clark in the Super G at
Divisional Championships

Lt Chaplin on Slalom
at Div Champs

Lt Harry Russell
with adequate warm
kit for racing!
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Team Captain Lt Joe Kite on a GS race

LCpl Lewis on a GS race

LCpl Tomkins on a GS race

the quality of instruction they received
in Switzerland but also the physical and
moral courage from the pair of them!
Tpr Allen, one of our most promising novices managed to finish 2nd in the Novice
Slalom category and has now caught the
skiing bug so will be returning to race next
season! Lt Chaplin finished 18th overall in
a pool of high quality skiers from across
1 (UK) Div and qualified for the Army
Championships. As the rest of the team
departed France to head back to Norfolk,
he stayed behind in Serre Chevalier to
compete in the mixed RAC team against
the rest of the Corps and Services from
across the Army at Ex Lions Challenge
19. This sees the top 120 skiers in the
army compete on World Cup race pistes
in Chantemerle, France. Lt Chaplin qualified as an individual and teamed up with
members of the Light Dragoons and
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards to form
a Light Cavalry hors concours team for
the team events as well as representing
the RAC in the corps competition. The
Light Cavalry team managed to place

An excellent set of results for
the QDG this season…

Tpr Allen winning 2nd best novice in
Individual Slalom at the Div Champs
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LCpl Tomkins, Tpr Allen and Tpr Protheroe
braving the cold on a training day

3rd in Slalom, and 4th out of 21 teams in
the Giant Slalom, narrowly losing out to
the Infantry and 3rd place by 1 second.
Similarly, the RAC Team placed 4th in the
GS Corps event, a highly commendable
effort given the size of all other teams in
comparison to the RAC.
An excellent set of results for the QDG
this season, and with Lt Chaplin at the
helm next year we should see some even
better results from our Alpine Skiers. We

now have some keen novice skiers who
would never have had this chance without the continued support the Trustees
give the activity. This exercise has been
running for 35 years and would not be
possible without them. QDG have always
supported Ex WHITE KNIGHT since it
started 35 years ago, and it remains the
jewel in the crown of sports opportunities
the Regiment and the Army have to offer
to our soldiers.
JK

What a sight

Fulham lifejackets – for the upmarket ski bum
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Nordic Skiing
This year’s Nordic training camp saw Lt
Layzell-Payne, Lt Groome, Cpl Hatton,
LCpl Cowell, LCpl Kniveton, Tpr Keefe,
Tpr Rugen and Tpr Murray head off
to Sujusjoen in Norway in December.
Competition for selection to the team
was particularly fierce this year as those
not selected faced the alternative of
returning to Op Cabrit instead of spending a couple of months on skis.
Sujusjoen is stunning, what seems like
hundreds of miles of frozen wilderness,
although only a few hours of light and
temperatures as low as -25°C left us
with frozen eyelashes and eyebrows
at the end of the colder training sessions. A couple of hours of hard work
in these sessions was always followed
by pushing/pulling/fitting snow chains/

The team trained day and night

cajoling and cursing the van up the hill
before gratefully collapsing in front of a
roaring fire back at the chalet with a cup
of tea. The cups of tea were mainly for
LCpl Cowell’s benefit, for him tea is like
oxygen, I honestly have no idea how he
manages to sleep at night with that much
caffeine coursing through his system.

Too much snow in Austria

In the evenings a fierce ‘Come Dine with
Me’ competition raged. In an effort to
depart from boring and bland meals, the
team was split into pairs to cook. The
results were staggering and even the
once fish-shy Tpr Keefe was to be seen
one evening tentatively nibbling on a
smoked salmon canapé. The winners of
course were the officers, mainly because

Lt Groome had been a chalet girl in his
gap year and was therefore something of
a domestic goddess.
As our time in Norway drew to a close,
inter team races were held to determine
the final squad for the Corps and Div
championships. Sadly, Cpl Hatton was
required back in Poland. Tpr Murray,

In the evenings a fierce
‘Come Dine with Me’
competition raged.

At last, some hills…to ski up?
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despite very promising progress as a
novice, could not hold his own against
the more experienced team members
although I fully expect this to change if he
chooses to go back in future years!
Next, the Corps Championships out in
Hochfilzen, Austria. The headline here is
snow. Unprecedented and unrelenting
snow. Snow is fantastic if you are on a set
of fat downhill skis but for Nordic skiing
it’s like trying to run through soup, if soup
was somehow uphill. These were tricky
conditions indeed and created our biggest setback. Being no experts at which
grip wax to use, we made the mistake of
using a wax which seemed to glue a good
6 inches of snow to the bottom of our
skis in one of the classic races. The net
result of this was we were actually having
to run down the hills as well as up with
what seemed like stiletto skis on. Despite
this setback the team finished in the top
ten for that particular race, mainly through
sheer grizz and determination. That was
our lowest result: overall the team were
extremely successful, notably finishing in
fifth place in the individual cross country
which was a fantastic effort and ensured
an easy qualification to the Divisional
Championship in Serre Chevalier.

These were tricky conditions
indeed and created our
biggest setback.

If there was too much snow in Austria,
France was quite the opposite. It was a

relief not to have to fit snow chains for
every minor incline and the hard-packed
course was ideal for the races. The competition at Divs is much, much stiffer.
The top teams comprise of international
level skiers and many of the mid-range
teams are made of ‘tracksuit warriors’
who are handpicked and protected from
other duties to ensure they can train all
year round. All in all, formidable opponents for one of the smallest and most
operationally stretched units in the British
Army. Despite this, the team was improving every day and seemed to be going
from strength to strength. From the first
Biathlon race to the second we gained a
staggering four places, finishing in tenth
mainly due to some excellent shooting. Between Lt Layzell-Payne, LCpl
Kniveton and Tpr Keefe only two shots
were dropped out of thirty, no mean feat
when shooting with a very high heart rate
in the standing unsupported position.
The team continued to perform and the
cherry on the cake was the Military Patrol

First one home gets more pasta

Better weather in France
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An experienced waxer

Race. This consists of a twenty-kilometre
race, carrying forty kilograms total with
command tasks and two range shoots.
The QDGs beat all the odds and I’m
proud to say finished in eighth place out
of forty. Had we not unfortunately had
more pressing commitments this result
would have qualified the team for the
Army Championships, something that
has not happened in years.
CATL-P
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Army Navy Rugby Match
The 5th May saw the 101st Army vs Navy
match at Twickenham in front of another
sell-out crowd. At the culmination of a
hard season’s work and having narrowly
lost to the RAF two weeks previously,
we were extremely focused on ending
the season on a high. Matches against
the British Police, a Russian national side
in Portugal, Northampton Saints and a
strong Nottingham team meant that we
were very well prepared and confident
going into the match.
Again because of the occasion, the
crowd and to a certain extent the nerves,
details from the day remain patchy. Our
final team run through on the Friday
morning was one of the best of the season, and with the weather set to be in the
mid-20s (and no rain), this meant that we
went in to the match with a great deal of
confidence and excitement. We arrived
at the hotel the night before and were
presented with our jerseys. Knowing
what was in store from last year’s match
I didn’t get much. I woke to a gloriously
sunny May morning and the Twickenham
streets had already started to fill with
thousands of Army and Navy supporters. Following a rousing national anthem,
it didn’t seem long before we made the

Spinning it out

The team celebrates afterwards

first break through after the Navy’s star
back row was given a red card for a dubious headbutt on our prop. We made use
of the extra man advantage and built a
lead going into halftime. A good understanding of a game plan, along with the
hours of meticulous rehearsals meant
our inability to hear because of the noise
from the crowd counted for nothing. We
knew exactly how and what to execute
to maintain this lead. The Navy though
did not give up and there were periods
where they were on our line but to no

avail. The adrenaline that you get from
playing in a game like this is extremely
difficult to describe, and before I knew it
I was celebrating my second Army Navy
win. Something I will never forget. It was
great to have some support from the
Regiment there at the match, and again
a huge thank you to the QDG especially
B Sqn for all their support with allowing
me the time away to train and play for the
Army. A huge honour.
WLTS

Army Rugby Update
The Army Rugby season is split into
two parts. From September through
to November the focus is on the Army
Academy: those players that are under
23. With a lot of young soldiers from all
walks of life including Phase 2, it comprises a lot of weekend fixtures and training to allow for the soldiers who are still
in training. There are five fixtures before
the squad is whittled down to face the
RAF and the Navy. This year QDG were
represented on the coaching staff by
Capt Bongo Davies and the playing field
by LCpl Ronan Lewis. Ronan was steady
all the way through the season and was
competitive for a place. He thoroughly
earned his Inter Services Cap and was
selected to start against the Navy and
the RAF. These two fixtures were competitive, but the Army came out on top
as champions convincingly beating both
the Navy and the RAF 37-24 and 26-6
respectively. This is the first time the Army
have won this competition for 4 years.
Next on the horizon will be the Senior
Squad preparation to play the RAF at
Kingsholm and the Navy at Twickenham.
The QDG will be represented again on
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the coaching staff with Capt Bongo
Davies as the backs coach and WO1
Rob Jones as the head coach for the A
team. Rob will also slide across to the
Senior team as the scrummage coach.
The step up from Academy to Seniors
is very big but some of our young guns
have earned their spurs and will develop
further by having that opportunity with
the As and the Seniors.
Those at Academy level that don’t
make the Senior Inter Service
Squad have the opportunity to
play at Twickenham for UKAF 23’s
(Combined Services in old money)
against a combined Oxbridge team.
Rob and Bongo have coached that
team for the last two years beating
Oxbridge twice. Rugby is still strong
in the Regiment and the develop of
Regimental players can only get stronger
with quality coaching.
JND

LCpl Lewis and Capt Davies, having
beaten the RAF at Halton
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Tpr Mahoney
Earlier this year Tpr Conor Mahoney was
selected to box for the Army Development
Team. Having arrived at the Regiment in
Oct 17, he quickly caught the eye of SSgt
‘Boxer’ Davies. Having started boxing
age 10 at Fleur de Lys Boxing Club, the
young sportsman from the Valleys went
on to win the Welsh championships aged
only 13! Having completed Ex Wessex
Storm with Support Troop, he deployed
on Op Cabrit, expecting a 6-month tour
in Poland where boxing facilities were limited. Whisked away from Poland early in
the tour for a trial, he immediately started
training with the development team in
Leuchars Station and went on to fight in
the Army Lightweight Championships.
He has since been taking full advantage
of the excellent coaching and facilities
the Army has to offer.

SSgts Davies and Jones with their protégé

Mahoney went on to spend three months
training with the Army Development
Team in Aldershot, winning five out
of six fights and earning a National
Development Silver Medal for his efforts.
After a trial run with the Army Gold Team,

he was successful in earning a spot on
the team and is now due to enter the
Welsh Championships early next year.
Tpr Mahoney has been an excellent
ambassador for the Regiment this year,
representing not only the QDG, the

RAC, the Army, UK Armed Forces but
also now representing Wales, an inspiring achievement from such a promising
young Boxer!
JDK

Ex BUBBLING EAGLE
Early on the morning of Monday 5th
November, 20 members of C Sqn awoke
to a cold Norfolk morning. After severe
traffic en route to Heathrow we arrived
at the airport not fully knowing what to
expect of the coming week. We touched
down in a far more temperate Malta,
temperatures around 20 degrees C, and
proceeded to the accommodation.
Tuesday offered most in the group their
first insight into diving. First on the agenda
was diving theory. Much was made of
the necessity to equalise pressure in your
ears, make slow descents and ascents
and not to hold your breath! Afternoon
came and we got our first taste of diving.
Groups of four to six people descended
no more than 2 metres below the surface of a swimming pool to get used to
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Afternoon came and we got
our first taste of diving.
buoyancy and practise simple skills such
as removing your mask under water and
helping a stricken diver. Wednesday was
more of the same, theory lessons followed by experience in the pool.
Thursday offered the ‘real thing’ to the
group, the first of four dives in the sea.
Malta is renowned for its temperate climate and clear waters and its dives did
not disappoint. Diving to 7 metres and

Tpr Hopkins thinks he’s at a rock concert
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Which way up?

Lt Byrd wearing a smaller watch than usual

looking to the surface immediately captured the attention of all on the trip. On
that first day we experienced an array of
sea life and ocean colours in the various
types of coral. Diving in small groups
benefitted the learning environment in
that our instructors were able to gauge
the capability of the group and adapt
training to suit the individual.
Having now spent around three hours in
the water throughout the course of the
week, the group were starting to become
more comfortable under the surface.
Instead of having to think about things like
buoyancy and when to breathe (sounds
silly, I know), the diving becomes a more
relaxing experience. Friday was our final
day and by far the best. We moved away
from the enclosed bay of Thursday to a
new dive site on the Northern tip of the
island. This dive site offered open water,
a French wreck and even more sea life.
Barracudas and tuna regularly dashed by
in pursuit of smaller fish and octopuses
scuttled around on the reef. All in the
group dived to twenty metres, an outstanding achievement given that before
the week 95% had never dived before.

Our final day in Malta was spent in its
capital, Valetta. The city is full of history,
due to its geographical significance.
Valetta experienced some of the worst
bombing during WW2 with estimates of
1,500 civilians killed and 10,000 dwellings destroyed. For this, the island of
Malta was awarded the George Cross
which is now part of its flag. At the time
of the visit it was the 10th November and
so the spirit of remembrance was firmly
in the group’s head. Accordingly, we visited the Floriana War Memorial and paid
our respects to those that lost their lives
in Malta during WW2.
Dive Deep Blue’s excellent tuition and
kind hospitality has ensured that all in
the group gained the BSAC Ocean Diver
qualification and caught the ‘diving bug’.
The qualification allows us to dive with
a ‘buddy’ up to 20 metres in dive centres across the world and provides a firm
footing to move on to the next qualification, Sports Diver.
WG

At the Floriana War Memorial

Luckily there is no diving hand
signal for moaning
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Ex CLIMBING EAGLE
Ex Climbing Eagle started off with a long
drive from Robertson Barracks to South
Wales in early September, only 6 weeks
prior to the squadron deploying on Op
Cabrit in Poland. We were greeted at
Cwrt Y Gollen camp by some great food
put on by the chefs there before moving off right away to Llangorse indoor
climbing centre to get everyone familiarised with belaying and tying themselves
in. While at the indoor centre everyone
had a go at not only indoor climbing but
also a high ropes course where LCpl
Cowel tried very hard not to look down
fearing he might shake more than he
already was, just hanging there until help
arrived. Towards the end of the night the
instructors at the centre let everyone
loose in the black caving routes where
there is only enough room for one man
to crawl through but the geniuses in A
Squadron thought they’d pile in both
ends of the cave till all we could hear
was the screams coming from the walls
as they bumped into each other or got
themselves lost. The night was a great

success with everyone now able and
competent to safely attach themselves to
the rope as a climber and belayer ready
for the next day, climbing outside on the
beautiful hills of South Wales.

Sgt Sudlow informs him that is not a chin-up

The second day started early
with everyone eager to get to
the wall…

The second day started early with everyone eager to get to the wall with their
newly found skills. Little did we know
Tpr Protheroe was extremely scared of
heights, this only made the instructors
Sgt Sudlow, Cpl Hatton and LCpl Sims
more resolute to see him climb and get
over his fear. As everyone was still new
to climbing we started the day off with
relatively easy routes seeing everyone
complete them but not all with ease,
LCpl Clark does like to shake quite a bit
while climbing.

day before. Tpr Keefe did very well in
getting over some of the harder routes
but there were cases in which people
tried until they fell. LCpl Clark still shaking like a leaf, Tpr Protheroe battling his
fears to get to the top and LCpl Moon
only wanting to pose for photographs.
The instructors set up harder and harder
routes till the end of the day came and
everyone was ready to call it a day.

With Wednesday being the third and last
day of climbing everyone set off to just
above the town of Ferndale. The instructors thought it was best to get everyone
a little bit further out of their comfort zone
and set up a few harder routes than the

Everyone who joined in from A Squadron
enjoyed their time on AT prior to joining
the rest of the squadron in Castlemartin
and are looking forward to some more
climbing post tour.
JS

Stopping for a rest halfway

“I often think about rocks, like where they come
from and that. And where they’re going.”

How much fun are you having, out of 2?
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Ex DRAGON’S DEN
As part of C Sqn’s post Op Cabrit training
programme, Lts Kite and Chaplin organised a Summer Mountaineering and Rock
Climbing package for 32 members of C
Sqn to the Harz Mountains, Germany. It
started with an overnight coach ride from
Swanton Morley to ATFW Sonnenberg,
an AT Lodge situated in the heart of the
Harz Mountains, almost on top of the old
East-West German Border.
Day one saw the troops settle in, a recce
of the area by the exped leader and his
MLTs, as well as a big shop to get supplies for the week. With 32 hungry soldiers in tow, these quickly dwindled! LCpl
Gitau saved the day by designing a menu
to keep everyone happy, and each group
took a different day to cook breakfast or
dinner for everyone.
On the first night, a mountain classic of
Spaghetti Bolognese was lovingly prepared by the Sqn Leader and his group.
Capt Max Carter added value where he
could, but was resigned to the thankless task of chopping carrots. Day One
of walking took the groups down the
valley out of the bad weather to Bad
Lauterberg, where they embarked on the
‘Two Towers’ route, summiting Groβer
Knollen at 680m. Lt Kite and Capt Carter
helped the Tprs improve their navigational skills by designating legs to each
Tpr, however as only Officers do, even
they themselves got a bit lost on the forest tracks!
Day Two saw Cpl Warner and Sgt
Tamang take 2 groups to the top of the
Brocken, an old Soviet listening post
that has been left over from the Cold
War. At 1140m, conditions were starting to worsen so they came off the hill
in the early afternoon to enjoy a warming
glass of glüwein, before heading back for

“There should be a pub round here somewhere”
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C Sqn shade their eyes from Lt Kite’s jacket

Here they spent the mornings
teaching bouldering skills,
harness and rope
safety…
steak night! Meanwhile, newly arrival to
C Sqn 2Lt Cooper with the expert help of
LCpl Sims, took a group of 7 climbers to
nearby Göttingen to the university climbing wall. Here they spent the mornings
teaching bouldering skills, harness and
rope safety, before troops were let loose
on the top ropes.
On Day Three, walking groups split
themselves across 2 routes. Capt Carter
took his group around the Bruchberg, a

Striding off confidently

swampy peak in between Sonnenberg
and Torfhaus. Topping out at 918m, the
views were slightly spoilt by the claggy
fog, however they managed a long 16km
walk around the peak. Sgt Tamang took
his group to the summit of Wurmberg
(971m), before heading down out of
the clag to a warming hot chocolate in
Königskrug.
The sun finally came out on Day Four,
and Lt Kite took his group around the
Bruchberg, arriving at the scenic viewpoint of Wolfswarte, affording them some
great views across the old East/West
border. They then began the long journey
home after enjoying a successful week of
climbing and ‘summer’ mountaineering,
getting home just in time for the rugby!
JDK

Masterchef – the team event
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Ex DRAGON JADRA
Twelve hours away from Swanton Morley
in Norfolk lies the Cairngorms National
Park in the Highlands of Scotland, where
the Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers (REME) attached to QDG conducted a week of mountain biking and
hill walking.
The scenery is spectacular, as can be
expected from a National Park but that
didn’t mean the team was going to spend
hours perched up a mountain with a brew.
A week away with the REME while taking
part in Adventure Training also means letting off steam while simultaneously testing the team and its individual’s limits. The
C – S – P (comfort – stretch – panic) scale
came into the forefront of the days’ activities, especially when the EME devised
some unscheduled swimming sessions
in the majestically brisk Loch Morlich.
No Adventure Training would be complete without a healthy dose of evening
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entertainment, some of which stretched
certain individuals more than the AT itself.
For some, smashing out 80 miles on a
bike over dodgy terrain and through even
dodgier weather is a breeze, but cooking a heartily decent meal for 20 people
(Who’d have thought ‘star anise’ can
actually be used to cook anything? Turns
out it can’t) and orchestrating a few team
games is a minefield of epic proportions.
That is what it’s all about though – recognising strengths and weaknesses.
There’s nothing like a challenge against
the backdrop of a substantial change of
scenery to learn more about each other.
Besides the discipline of intense physical
exertion there were lighter moments, like
the impromptu karaoke ‘contest’ – “I will
survive” as we’d never heard it before.
And not to mention the odd mishap in
which for example one hapless cyclist
careered over the handlebars into the
shocking pleasures of an icy Scottish

Stacking it. Gnarly.

stream. In summary this was a brilliant highlight of the Army curriculum of
which all the team benefitted one way or
another, whether it was cooking chilli con
carne for our superiors or the positively
solid camaraderie at the end of the day, it
was a constructive week.
CN
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Parachuting
In the door…look up…GO! These were
the final words five members of HQ Sqn
heard before leaping out of a plane in
June 2018.
The Foundation Parachuting Course
consists of a five-day package run by the
Army Parachute Association at Upavon.
Designed for the complete beginner it
starts off with a day and a half of ground
school. This mainly focusses on the drills
you need to complete on exiting the aircraft and on the event of a malfunction.
Needless to say these drills are left well
and truly in the plane as your body tumbles earthwards on your first jump!
Once the drills and theory have been
mastered, it’s time to don a fetching
orange onesie, grab a suitable parachute
and waddle out to the waiting aircraft.
Once all checks have been completed by
the instructor the pilot climbs to 3,500ft
before circling the Drop Zone (DZ) whilst
the first two willing volunteers shuffle to
the door. Going in rank order on the first
sortie the officers went first. Whether this
was to lead from the front or to test the
windage is up for debate but off they both
went followed by the NCOs and soldiers.
Being a static line jump there is no need
to worry about pulling a rip-cord but mal-

Once all checks have been
completed by the instructor
the pilot climbs to
3,500ft…

Moments later he remembered he
was packing his own parachute

functions can and do still happen. This
was experienced by Tpr Whannel whose
entanglement and corrective drills now
take pride of place on the ‘what to do if’
video shown to all first-time jumpers.
Once the sight of a correctly deployed
main chute is visible you quickly remember the need to steer a correct approach
circuit to avoid other parachutists and
land safely. The instructor’s voice is audible from your radio and is a reassuring
presence amongst the chaos of beginner’s handling skills. Despite having the
largest dropzone of any airfield in western

Europe one student landed in a farmer’s
field whilst another almost collided with
the hangar and ended up in a heap by the
picnic tables. Luckily all the QDGs made
it down in one piece and some enjoyed
another jump the next day. Unfortunately,
the wind then picked up making the rest
of the week unsuitable for our course to
jump so more dummy jumps and other
activities were rolled out for us to fill the
time. Despite the weather constraints all
five of us thoroughly enjoyed it, testing our
courage and determination in the process.
RWM

Capt McKellar leaves Regimental Duty
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Ex DIAMOND ROCK
In 2017 the RAF Regiment celebrated its
75th anniversary, having been formed in
reaction to the German airborne invasion
of Crete in WW2. Ex DIAMOND ROCK
formed part of the celebrations and
took the form of some ambitious sailing,
cycling and climbing expeditions. They
were unable to find qualified personnel
for all of the sailing and so I was lucky
enough to be invited to join their Rio de
Janeiro to Cape Town leg as first mate.
Crossing the Atlantic has long been
an ambition of mine so I jumped at the
chance.
On arrival at Heathrow it was easy to spot
the rest of the crew next to a pile of issue
grips and North Face kitbags. The Rock
Apes were a friendly lot and we chatted a
bit before getting our heads down on the
long flight to Brazil. Once there we joined
the ship and skipper and set about pre-

There was plenty to be done
with buying provisions and
making repairs…
paring to set sail. There was plenty to be
done with buying provisions and making
repairs but we found time for a bit of sightseeing too including a game of volleyball
on the famous Copacabana Beach.
A few hours after setting off and waving
goodbye to Sugarloaf Mountain and the
statue of Christ the Redeemer, the wind
started to increase and before long we
were battening down the hatches to ride
out a storm. It was an early introduction
to the power of the ocean for some of
the crew who had not done much sailing
before, but it only lasted overnight and as
the next day dawned we could dry out
and check over the ship. The weather
settled down for the next two weeks and
we got into our routine, making good
progress across the South Atlantic and
dipping into the famous Roaring Forties.
This was interrupted briefly by the breakage of some of the gear attaching the
mainsail, meaning a trip up the mast
for yours truly. In the heavy swell of the
Southern Ocean, this was an interesting
experience, to say the least, but I got
away with only a few bruises and managed to make the repairs.
We saw hardly any other boats but a lot
of wildlife. A group of five sooty shearwaters followed us for days and we often
saw albatrosses and petrels. Blue Watch

A calm day in the Southern Ocean

claimed to have seen whales and sharks
aplenty but it was only on day ten that
the rest of the crew caught sight, as
three minke whales swam alongside us
for an hour or so. Towards the end of the
voyage we started to see much more
as the South African coast approached.
Dolphins, turtles and seabirds were constant escorts for the last few days and
finally we saw the looming mass of Table
Mountain on the horizon signalling the
end of the voyage.
Good weather had meant we were able
to do a lot of maintenance as we went
so there was a few days off to see Cape
Town. I hired a car and explored the
beautiful peninsula, walking the last bit
down to the Cape of Good Hope, a suitably dramatic outcrop for the last bit of
land before Antarctica. The nightlife and
restaurants did not disappoint, despite
the water shortage, and the climb up
Table Mountain was there to blow away
any cobwebs the next day. It had been
a superb trip, a chance to visit two great
cities with a challenging and rewarding
ocean crossing in between.
DCMH

They felt safe inside a wire fence

Sunset at sea
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We were established in 1944 to
ensure that soldiers returning
from World War Two were
cared for.
75 years on, our purpose has
not changed: we exist to ensure
that all soldiers, veterans and
their families are afforded the
independence and dignity they
deserve.
To find out more, visit
www.soldierscharity.org
Help us be here for their
tomorrow.
Contact us for information on how you can
apply for help, find out more, or get involved
in one of our fundraising challenges:
Tel: 020 7901 8900
Email: info@soldierscharity.org
ABF The Soldiers’ Charity is a registered
charity in England and Wales (1146420)
and Scotland (039189)
Registered Office:
Mountbarrow House, 12 Elizabeth Street,
London SW1W 9RB

Left to right: Brenda Hale, John Tyson, Mark Smith
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Op TURUS Force Protection
In November 2017 the opportunity for
five QDG soldiers to deploy to Maiduguri,
Borno State, Nigeria in support of Op
Turus became available. This was part
of the UK Liaison and Support Team
(LST) which is a PJHQ commitment in
West Africa. I occupied the role of Force
Protection commander and Sgt Panks
was employed as the SNCO in charge
of J6. At first I was slightly concerned
about Sgt Panks being associated with
J6 as for years he has taken great pride
in bragging about not even owning a
mobile phone. LCpls Hickmott, Johns
and Duthie-Thomas were employed as
drivers of the Civilian Armoured Vehicles
that we used to manoeuvre around
Maiduguri. The role of the LST was to
Influence and Train the Nigerian Armed
Forces to counter violent extremism in
the region.
To do this, the LST provide support to
Medical, Counter IED, Conceptual Force
Protection and CIMIC (Civil Agency and
Military Co-operation) engagement as
the main lines of effort. The conflict in the
region is both fierce and ever changing,

requiring the team to remain both vigilant and flexible in their bid to support
the Nigerians. This often ranged from
delivering bespoke lessons to escorting
building supplies to the city and co-ordinating the construction of C-IED lanes
on Maimalari Cantonment (the main
Barracks in the North East).
The LST were accommodated in a
three-bedroom bungalow in the officers’
patch located in Maimalari Cantonment.
The accommodation was tight and had
3-4 people sharing rooms. The living
room doubled up as the Ops Room
and the Garage housed our role 1 medical facility. The bungalow had a small
kitchen run by a locally employed chef
called Teddy, who was notorious for his
hot sauce and heavily seasoning most of
his dishes. One of his favourite seasonings were bay leaves which I caught LCpl
Hickmott on several occasions throwing
into the kitchen bin along with other
spices he disliked.
The daily routine for the QDG soldiers
would start with PT in the outdoor gym

The conflict in the region
is both fierce and ever
changing…
that was quite well equipped by the previous teams. A morning briefing followed
then any tasks that we had planned
for the day. They often consisted of
escorting either the LST commander,
2ic or doctor to various meetings within
the Cantonment or out in to the city.
Dropping off or picking up various visitors
from the airport such as senior officers or
civilian agencies such as the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office. Saturday mornings would change between either a team
workout or volleyball. Then team training
would take place which would consist of
Counter IED, Medical Training, Contact
Drills, Extraction plan etc. Sundays were
often a day off and an opportunity for the
team to play football with local children
who lived on the Cantonment. The foot-

Range safety brief Green Beret style
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Mexican stand-off

Senior officer visit

ball was led by Sgt Panks and a couple
of LECs that worked at our bungalow.
Everybody would get involved including
LCpl Johns who would sometimes need
a reminder of the difference between
football and rugby.
The bungalow opposite ours within the
Cantonment was occupied by American
Green Berets who were employed in
Nigeria as a small STTT. We were often
invited up to the range to conduct pistol shoots where the Americans would
give us some valuable tips and pointers.
Eventually a small shooting competition took place. LCpl Hickmott and Sgt
Panks didn’t disappoint, beating several
of the Green Berets. On several occasions LCpls Johns and Hickmott teamed
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So much to ponder

up with the Americans to assist in teaching the Nigerian Army CIED drills.
The four months that we spent in Nigeria
were an amazing experience. Every
individual on the team gained a huge
amount of knowledge during their time
on Op Turus. For some it was their first
time working in such an austere environment and they did so with confidence,
enthusiasm and professionalism. Nigeria
is an amazing country and the Nigerians
that we worked with were all professional
and accommodating people. I would
personally say that being in Nigeria was
one of the best times I have had in the
Army. I believe the individuals on the
team learnt valuable skills that they will
carry throughout their careers.
GG

SSgt Griffiths then tried to eat the leek
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Exercise MORLANCOURT
Royal Yeomanry, 12th/16th Hunter River Lancers
10th Light Horse, 2nd Cavalry Regiment
3 Royal Australian Regiment Battle Group
The deployment began with a weekend at Croydon reserve centre where
we completed all checks of documents
and personal kit. This was followed by
numerous briefs that explained to us that
most animals/reptiles in Australia were
better dealt with by giving a wide berth.
After the mandatory briefs a swim test
and a PFA was conducted and we were
then introduced to our orbatted Troops.
After a very long flight myself, (Tpr
McCarthy) Tpr Tucker and Gilberthorpe
arrived in Queensland. After a short trip
from the airport we were soon given our
accommodation and then started RSOI.
On the first day we started off with a
steady state run followed by a swimming
session, as the day then progressed we
were shown around Lavarack Barracks
and then met all the CoC that we would
be working to for the duration of the
exercise. All members of the host nation
were very welcoming and made us all feel
comfortable. The run/swim programme
continued and started to get increasingly
difficult, although very arduous due to the
heat, it certainly put us in a good position
for the exercise that would follow.

…and that’s why you always carry
sandpaper in your pocket

very short, the RSOI period put us in a
good place to deploy on exercise and set
us up with a good foundation of knowledge to go into ‘The Bush’.

Throughout the RSOI period we were
continually briefed about the spiders,
snakes and all other animals that wanted
to kill/injure us. For these periods we
were all on receive and consumed
all information given. Throughout the
deployment we had to use the F88 Styer
which is basically the Australian’s version
of the SA80, we were also taught how to
use the F89 Mini-Mi. This followed with a
weapon handling test and a day on the
range to complete an ACMT. Although

The exercise started on the eighth of
April, we deployed out at 0700 hrs and
made our two-hour move to Townsville
training area. On arrival all three of us
were split up and put into sections consisting of one British and one Australian
fire team. This provided an excellent
opportunity to exchange SOPs and learn
from each other. On the first day of the
exercise we focussed on low level drills
at a very slow pace, the emphasis was
on getting the drills correct rather than
rushing through. I felt that working at a
slow pace was very comforting, noth-

Apply the paper to the rough side like so

What do you mean you don’t like cricket?
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ing was rushed, and all information was
taught at a realistic pace. This helped the
Royal Yeomanry who had not worked
together in an exercise scenario before.
This slow pace also helped both nations
to understand each other tactics and
adapt if needed. All exercise personnel
learnt a great deal and it wasn’t long
before I was under my poncho sleeping
with one eye open.
The second day of exercise started off
with an early stand-to and a full set of
orders being delivered by 2nd Cavalry
Regiment. The day consisted of planning and preparation which put us in a
position to conduct defile drills on various obstacles that had been nominated.
The day’s activity created an environ-

Tpr Gilbethorpe having a great time
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ment that helped us to exchange a good
level of tactics. After the day’s scenarios
came to an end, we were all debriefed
on numerous low-level drills covering
everything from battlefield discipline
all the way up to the actual defile drills
themselves. Everyone learnt a great deal
over the initial two days.
As the exercise progressed we continued to learn from each other and started
to reinforce the friendships that had been
made on day one. We continued with
other exercise scenarios and were also
given non-exercise play time to rehearse
vehicle movement, contact drills and
CTR and OP lessons. Most of the information taught was only a slight tweak to
how we operate and all members of the
QDG took on the information very well.
Following these lessons, we were given
a set of orders which gave us named
areas of interest to conduct CTRs. We
conducted them that night and submitted patrol reports the following morning.
The exercise continued and we were
introduced to the M1 Abrams Main
Battle Tank. We were shown how to use
the vehicle to clear positions and put this

The exercise continued and
we were introduced to the
M1 Abrams Main Battle
Tank.

into practice when we conducted eight
platoon level attacks. It was interesting
to see how other nations use these vehicles at platoon level to support friendly
forces. On the last day of the exercise we
had a good picture of where the exercise was going and had built up a good
understanding of how to work alongside
our counterparts. This was important
because throughout the last 36 hours
we worked directly to the 2nd Cavalry
Regiment as their ‘Cav Scouts’. We were
employed to find and mark routes for the
armour to move through. It was our job
to make sure that the routes were protected throughout the most important
serials. Another tasking we had was to
deploy as a dismounted Infantry Platoon
to cover the ground that the heavy
armour couldn’t gain access. On the culmination of the exercise I remember looking back and remembering how enjoyable yet testing it was. We had all learnt a
lot and strengthened the friendships that
we made on day one. Furthermore, we
were better able to work alongside our
partners in the RY.
After handing in our kit and equipment
we again left Lavarack Bks. This time,
we were not going on exercise but heading to ‘Surfers Paradise’! However, first
we were invited to the ‘Returned and
Services Legion’ (RSL). Essentially, this is
the Australian version of the Royal British
Legion. The RSL welcomed us with open
arms and their hospitality was brilliant.
After one night here we headed off to the
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Inadequate cover

Gold Coast where we enjoyed the rest of
our R&R period fishing, surfing, and jet
skiing. The time spent on R&R was not
one that any of us will be forgetting in a
long time.
On completion of the exercise we were
all sad that our time in Australia was over.
But all the lads that deployed from the
Regiment felt very lucky to be part of a
trip that so many wanted to be on.
All members of the deployment would
like to thank the Regiment for sending
them on a very educational and sunny
exercise to Australia. It certainly beats
Salisbury Plain or any other training area
I have ever been on.
DC

FRES?
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Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE

The author admires the icicles

NATO’s Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE was
over four years in the planning, and the
scale of the multinational deployment
to Norway was much in evidence as I
arrived at the Haslemoen holding camp
and training area, two hours north of
Norway’s capital Oslo. Designed for
1200 Norwegian soldiers, the camp
was full to bursting with around 3000
troops, not only from the British Army
but also Danes, Poles, Germans and of
course Norwegians along with their own
kit and equipment. Despite the frenetic
activity and a certain sense of orderly
chaos one is struck on such exercises
by the healthy sense of co-operation
and friendliness that exists at the heart of
everything NATO do.

cise area. Norway’s laws allow for the
requisitioning of land for the purposes of
military training, every effort is made to
forewarn landowners and in areas key
to the exercise to agree on the use of
land, and Norway’s recent experience of
occupation means there is little opposition to such wide spread military activity.
Indeed, compensation is available for any
damage caused and every Norwegian
encountered was warm and welcoming.

South, with unmade logging and farming
tracks leading up into the hills and forests. It was in the centre of this brooding but beautiful landscape, in the village
of Unset, that I found myself forward
mounted.

Six multinational brigades would be facing off against one another, three to the
north and three to the south in a realtime force-on-force battle. A vast area of
Norway had been designated as exer-

An exercise area over 60km in length and
50km in width had been designated as
Area Centre. The terrain was harsh and
unforgiving. Steep mountains towered,
with densely wooded slopes leading
up to barren plateaux above the tree
line. Deep, fast flowing rivers, including Norway’s longest, the Gloma, cut
between areas of high ground and some
thin areas of farmland could be found
clinging to the banks of the rivers. Roads
were few, two main routes led North to

So what was I doing in Norway? QDG
were after all not involved in this massive exercise. I was there to act as an
umpire and exercise controller. Given
its huge scale and the variety of the
nations involved, no laser simulation
system could be used. Instead an analogue system of umpires would oversee
the combat and decide on outcomes
of engagements, giving out casualties
and destroying vehicles. I was assigned
as head umpire for the Light Cavalry
Squadron, in this case B Squadron, The
Light Dragoons, who would act as the
Brigade Reconnaissance troops for the
British Army’s 4th Infantry Brigade which
formed the core of the British contribu-

South Norway

North Norway

Norther Norway
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tion to the exercise. I was joined by an
officer and two drivers from our other
Light Cavalry sister Regiment, the Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards, and their cheeriness, driving skill and endless collection
of bagpipe music were hugely appreciated and kept morale high during some
long cold nights. Other umpires would
oversee the actions of 1st Battalion The
Royal Irish Regiment, a Company from
the Duke of Lancaster’s Regiment, as
well as all the normal attached troops
from Combat Support branches. Also
in the Brigade was a Danish Armoured
Battlegroup, equipped with Leopard 2
tanks bolstered by a Polish Mechanised
Company mounted in BMP 3.
The exercise concept followed a familiar
plan: the Light Dragoons would insert
2 days early and attempt to provide
the Brigade Commander with a picture
of the enemy forces forming up to the
north, while the heavier forces behind
moved up into the first of a series of
defensive positions. There would follow
a withdrawal in contact with the largely
armoured northern brigade as it pushed
hard south, down the two major axes in
the area (this included German infantry
swimming the by now ice floe-covered
River Gloma – rather them than me!). A
turning and blocking action by the Royal
Irish would force the northern brigade
to concentrate its forces on the route to
the western side of the area, where the
Danish Leopards lay in wait. All this rearward movement would see the worndown enemy drawn through various
obstacles, blown bridges and minefields
into a main defensive area and its associated killing area for its final destruction.
The Light Cavalry once again proved the
worth of ground mounted reconnaissance forces. Inserting unseen in and

Norwegian ferry on the icebound R. Gloma

Lakes and rivers were numerous

Yes it really was that cold

The high plateaux, beautiful but bleak
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The tracks were like bobsleigh runs

A familiar sight, stuck again

around the line of the River Gloma, with
eyes onto the strategic bridges that led
into the centre of the exercise area, the
troops from the Light Dragoons used
some novel and effective observation
posts to monitor enemy movements.
Some opted for traditional hides using
the dense forests and effective camouflage to mask their positions while others
took advantage of the unique opportunity
to operate amongst a real-life population
and to get out of the extreme weather,
temperatures at this stage were dipping
to -20 degrees’ Celsius overnight. Most
ended up in barns or chicken sheds but
one particularly adventurous troop leader
managed to sweet-talk a local farmer
into letting the troop’s vehicles and communication antenna to be secreted in an
outbuilding while the observation post
was set up in the farmhouse’s spare
bedroom. This room happened to overlook the troop’s target. Dressed in civilian clothing and being fed three square
meals a day by the farmer’s charming
wife (the farmer himself had gone out
and shot a deer specially for his guests),

was little need to dish out casualties to
the well-hidden Light Dragoons. Light
Cavalry’s utility in roles other than standard reconnaissance screens was proved
when they conducted a highly successful dawn raid on a poorly defended but
strategically important assembly area
which housed engineering equipment
including vital bridging assets. Taking
advantage of a previously recced gap in
the site’s defences, the Squadron came
screaming in with every heavy machine
gun firing. The dazed enemy were taken
totally by surprise and consequently took
heavy casualties as well as the bridging
assets falling victim to a Javelin missile
and being knocked out of play. Before
any response could be mounted or more
heavily armoured reinforcements could
arrive, the Squadron had disappeared
into the dense forests once again, leaving chaos behind them. The Norwegian
engineer unit that had fallen victim to the
raid when questioned had no idea that
there were any British forces left so far
behind the line of the main fighting and
were consequently totally unprepared –
the perfect target for such an action.

…they were unsurprisingly
reluctant to leave when given
orders to exfiltrate…
this troop remained undetected by the
numerous enemy units passing within 50
metres of their position and all the while
were able to build up a valuable picture
of the forces moving south. Indeed, they
were unsurprisingly reluctant to leave
when given orders to exfiltrate the town
under cover of darkness.
Stealth remained the best tool available
to the Light Dragoons. On the few occasions, they were sighted by the enemy,
the heavily armed and armoured forces
set against them took a heavy toll on
the relatively lightly armoured Jackals
and Coyotes. This emphasis on stealth
and its effective use meant a pleasantly quiet time for the author, as there

While 4 Brigade moved rearward under
pressure and the defensive battle raged,
the Light Dragoons withdrew for maintenance and rest. The Jackals and
Coyotes had proved remarkably reliable
in the harsh conditions, and breakdowns
had been rare. After fuelling and rest the
Squadron was ordered out again, hooking in through high mountainous terrain
behind the enemy frontline, to report on
armour moving to the front. Battling terrible driving conditions on and off road
which saw logging roads resembling
bobsleigh tracks the Squadron managed
to reinsert but restrictions on driving
without lights meant that a couple of the
troops were seen on their way into the
area and the next day found and rooted
out by the enemy with some loss.

Light Dragoon Jackal in the snow
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By this time, the battle to the south had
turned, with Danish Leopard 2 tanks and
Polish BMP 3s charging up the western
axis, in a rapid armoured thrust harrying
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the withdrawing remnants of the enemy’s armoured battalion. The Royal Irish
were meanwhile stoically fighting their
way through ambushes laid by German
mountain troops among the hilly country
on the eastern axis. The Light Dragoons
were by now sited nicely in the enemy’s
rear, perfectly positioned to watch his
bedraggled armour come flooding back
across the River Gloma and where an
appropriately High Value Target presented itself, halt its rearward progress
with the application of a Javelin anti-tank
guided missile. Soon after, 4 Brigade
forced a crossing of the Gloma, opposed
and under heavy fire and, mercifully for
the enemy, the exercise drew to a close.
So what had been achieved? 4 Brigade
had deployed complete from UK to
Norway conducting a complex road
move across six countries in over two
thousand armoured and unarmoured
vehicles. No mean feat of organisation.
UK forces had fully embedded with their

Much had been learnt along
the way about international
co-operation…
NATO Division and had successfully integrated a Danish Armoured Battlegroup
which included an attached Polish
Mechanised Company into the UK team.
Much had been learnt along the way
about international co-operation, interoperability down to the tactical level of
operations as well as at the strategic, and
the NATO spirit was proved to be very
much alive. Systems and vehicles were
tested to breaking point and the weather
added a dimension to the exercise that
I am sure no-one that suffered the long
Norwegian nights in a shell scrape will
quickly forget. The Light Dragoons had
been allowed, partly by the large exercise
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areas available and partly by the Brigade
Commander’s very appropriate set of
missions and tasks, the space to operate as reconnaissance troops should: far
in advance of friendly troops, identifying
enemy strengths and weaknesses and
where necessary disrupting their operations and destroying their cohesion. I
had been given an excellent opportunity
to observe at close hand how a Lt Cav
Sqn coped with the manifold difficulties
of operations in such challenging terrain
and against a thinking, breathing enemy,
intent on hunting out their OPs. A fascinating and informative experience from
which I have drawn much. I also had the
pleasure of meeting some fantastically
friendly and welcoming Norwegians and
seeing some of the most beautiful, rugged and remote parts of their country, far
from the tourist trail. I very much hope to
return someday.
DMW

Project BEEKEEPER
The Army’s contribution to the Counter Illegal Wildlife Trade
The global illegal wildlife trade is estimated to be worth between £17-23bn
per year. It is the 4th most lucrative funding stream for organised crime and much
of its proceeds end up in the hands of terrorist groups. The criminals running this
trade use networks of corrupt officials
and agencies to undermine sustainable
development and the rule of law, bringing misery to local communities. This in
turn threatens jobs, damages tourism
industries and undermines development
in some of the world’s poorest nations.
Before you even get to the emotive
issues surrounding the permanent damage to our global natural heritage that is
being inflicted, these figures alone justify UK involvement in tackling the illegal
wildlife trade.

national agreements to curtail the trade,
ivory is in higher demand than ever. Even
closer to the extinction precipice is the
Rhino. All sub species are in critical danger with figures suggesting that a wild
rhino is killed for its horn every seven
hours. This is an unsustainable loss and
as demand skyrockets (Many far eastern cultures erroneously believe that the
rhino horn has medicinal properties),
poachers are becoming more aggressive
and more militarised every day. The Lion,
the Cheetah, the Leopard and less well

known but equally precious animals such
as the Pangolin amongst innumerable
other species are being hunted to extinction. It is a completely plausible (and
sadly in some cases likely) truth that our
generation will be responsible for some
of these species disappearing in the wild.
This pressure on the remaining African
wild spaces is being felt most by the foot
soldiers in the fight against Illegal Wildlife
Crime: the Park Rangers. They are the
last line of defence between the relatively

Money aside let’s talk animals: The Great
Elephant Census conducted in 2014
showed that the number of elephants
in the wild had declined by 30% in the
period 2007-2014. This decline is directly
attributable to poaching and habitat loss
– in line with this massacre the illegal
ivory trade activity has more than doubled in the same period. Despite inter-

…the number of elephants in
the wild had declined by 30%
in the period 2007-2014.
Capt Cowen prepping his lesson on
looking camp and looking lost
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…both QDGs were chosen
to deploy on future counter
poaching tasks.
ered by the Tusk Trust in Kenya where
their ability to track both people and animals in the bush was taught and tested.
It is testament to the young generation in
the Regiment that of over 50 applicants,
and only 20 to complete the course both
QDGs were chosen to deploy on future
counter poaching tasks.
Captain Cowen joined the team as an
acting major following a trawl in early
2018 and set about organising the
deployment of ‘Malawi 2’ which would
take place Jun – Aug 18
The ‘no emotion’ training was paying off

blissful ignorance we live in today and
the looming reality of having to describe
an elephant to our grandchildren rather
than be able to show them one. In 2017
100 wildlife rangers were killed in the line
of duty, many at the hands of poachers who will stop at nothing to get their
hands on the high value animal products
they are after.
It is in this context that in 2016 the
Department for the Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) took the
lead in delivering a UK Government
Commitment to take action on the Illegal

Wildlife Trade. Part of their effort was to
fund the training and deployment of a
British Army STTT into the National Parks
of Malawi to train the ranger force there
in interception tracking with a view to
improving their ability to find and detain
poachers operating in their parks. During
the early rounds of selection for this project two young QDG troopers answered
the Army wide trawl for ‘A mature,
independent, robust and professionally
accomplished’ soldier to partner park
rangers in Africa. Tprs Parry and Knuckey
(now both LCpl) underwent an arduous
selection and training programme deliv-

Following a brief PDT package conducted
in Pirbright camp the team consisting of
18 assorted personnel including Medics,
RMP, Int Corps, Infantry and three fine
Dragoon Guards found themselves deep
in the African Bush in Liwonde National
Park. This would be the venue for our
RSOI training which would focus on
patrolling skills, med/CASEVAC, SOPs,
living near and amongst dangerous
game and meeting some of the rangers
we would partner in the coming months.
The package was fast paced, no one
could escape the fact that whilst we were
training the rangers were operational as
they are every day of the year. One of
the starkest realisations if you have the
privilege to fly over a national park any-

“We claim this land for the
Emperor Franz Joseph”
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where in Africa: the fence line of these
parks is where the wilderness ends.
Outside is a sea of humanity constantly
applying pressure on the resources (animal or otherwise) of the wild space they
engulf. RSOI progressed well in spite
of a close call with a lion: the team had
offered to help the park management
feed some of the captive lions that were
awaiting reintroduction into the park. As
they dragged the Waterbuck carcass off
the back of the Land Cruiser a large male
lion (familiar with the feeding routine having only recently been released himself)
had decided to try and score a cheap
feed. The Land Cruiser was forced to
lurch off into the early morning as the
lion chased them. All those in the back
of that Landcruiser tell the story bullishly
today which belies the terror on their
faces when they first got back to camp.

National Parks (with the HQ remaining in Liwonde). Here they would conduct alternating four days on, four days
off patrolling for the remainder of the 4
months. This would take the form of two
days pre-patrol training, a four-day patrol
covering up to 50km, a patrol recovery/
debrief day and a rest day. The rangers
proved to be an extremely willing training audience, hoovering up everything
we had to offer. They were particularly
keen to glean anything they could from
the medics who would ensure that every
patrol deployed with the ability to treat
and care for casualties until a CMT or
paramedic could get to their location.
Until our arrival many of the rangers had
only had rudimentary medical training
leaving them woefully unprepared for the
organised and well-armed poachers they
may encounter.

Following RSOI the team split into three
and deployed to Nkhotakota and Majete

As the deployment wore on it became
evident that we were making a lasting
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impression on the ranger force in Malawi.
We had drastically reduced the amount
they carry on patrol in turn increasing
their ability to patrol over much longer
distances. We had set the ball rolling
for a more focussed intelligence-led
patrolling matrix which through targeting
would allow the parks to preserve their
resources by narrowing the scope of
their activity. The CQMS had introduced
an issue and return system for storage of
equipment which would minimise waste
whilst ensuring that key equipment was
being issued out and not hoarded as had
been the custom. Most importantly however we had instilled a level of confidence
in those we had been partnering to execute their dangerous and often thankless
duties, we did so by making it clear that
we in the UK are grateful for the sacrifices they make every day to make sure
that natural world they protect does not
become a relic to history.
JPC

Equerry to HRH The Prince Of Wales
Due to unfortunate injuries, and fortunate extensions, QDG continued to have
representation in the office of HRH The
Prince of Wales in 2018. However, the
Equerry was not the only member of the
Regiment at Clarence House; Corporal
Eben Lardner joined HRH’s private staff
in a role with the excellently medieval-sounding title of ‘Travelling Yeoman’.
Corporal Lardner proved himself a very
popular and well regarded member of the
Household, travelling with HRH overseas
and across the Royal residences of the
UK. Alas, it wasn’t long before unforeseen realities of the Green Army once
more asserted themselves and Corporal
Lardner was recalled to Regimental Duty
to take part in a number of overseas
exercises.
2018 was not long underway before
HRH had the opportunity to enjoy the
company of Lieutenant Colonel Nick
Thomas, in his role as Commanding
Officer of the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps
(ARRC) Support Battalion. HRH visited
ARRC HQ on 29th February and Colonel
Nick hosted him, perfectly, around the
Officers’ Mess introducing members of
his unit and their families..

April 2018 was an immensely
busy time for HRH.
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April 2018 was an immensely busy time
for HRH. TRH departed the UK on Easter
Sunday in order to arrive in Australia to
open the Commonwealth Games on 4th
April. Unfortunately, since Australia is
Realm, despite protestations to the contrary by the author, an Australian Equerry
was provided for this arduous duty. The
tour of Australia was rapidly followed by
the historic Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting, in London, from
19th April. This saw the unanimously
agreed announcement that HRH would,
at some stage, succeed Her Majesty

The Queen as the next Head of The
Commonwealth.
Early May saw TRH again travelling overseas, this time to France and Greece. On
this occasion the Equerry was included
in the Royal party, and had direct responsibility for large chunks of TRH programme. The trip proved a sensational
and unforgettable final overseas adventure. While the firm focus of the tour
was the conduct of official Military and
Ceremonial duties, TRH programme in
Greece also involved a number of inter-
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The Equerry discourages the Senior
Service from sleeping on the job

HRH laying a wreath at Villers-Bretonneux

actions with high spirited locals keen
to share their local produce, while providing tutorials in their traditional music
and dancing. These joyous scenes
ensured that the final day’s programme
overran. Consequentially (and despite
a taxi from Brize Norton to the Cavalry
and Guards Club), I arrived late to the
annual Regimental Association Dinner, in
Tropical Service Dress, strangely dusty,
and smelling of olives.
Very few in the UK would have failed to
take note of the Royal Wedding on 19th
May. It was an indescribable honour to play
a very small role in ensuring that the day
went as smoothly as possible. As would
be expected, the endless rehearsals and
infinitesimal control measures ensured
that every element of the day unfolded
like clockwork. The result appeared that
for brief one moment the country seemed
united in hope, faith and celebration.

yet another extreme and unforgettable
honour to be attendance for this event.

The Service has been held in
its current form since 1725,
but its roots go back to
at least 1399.
On the 23rd May HRH hosted a 70th
Birthday event at Buckingham Palace
for 6,000 guests, representing HRH’s
386 Patronages and 20 Military associations. The QDG were represented and
HRH found the time to search them
out amongst the thronging crowds and
share a few words about the Regiment.
The following day saw the Order of the
Bath Service, at Westminster Abbey. The
Service has been held in its current form
since 1725, but its roots go back to at
least 1399. HRH, as Great Master of the
Order, attends every fourth year. It was

Before handing over to Commander
Iain Kearsley RN in July, one of my final
duties was to plan and run TRH visit to
Salisbury in the wake of the malign activities that had taken place there in March.
It was a wonderfully meaningful final act,
after nearly three and a half magnificent
years in post.
Despite not conducting a dedicated QDG
event in 2018, HRH was always keen to
hear the latest news from the Regiment
and, as our proud Colonel-in-Chief, is
very much looking forward to playing a
part in the 60th anniversary celebrations
due to take place in 2019.
HJP

QDGs at the Defence Academy
The Defence Academy is essentially a university for all Defence
people. It offers a fusion of military and academic education
with over 2000 different courses on offer from language training to nuclear propulsion. QDG have been lucky to have had
an almost permanent presence here over the last few years
with Stenhouse, Bond, Farebrother and Duff all in Directing
Staff roles educating the Majors and Lieutenant Colonels of
the future. We have also had lots of students over the last
year. Brigadiers De Quincey Adams and Richmond have visited for their 1* courses, Majors Jones (Tim & Paul) & Williams
on their Majors’ course. I am lucky enough to remain as a
student on the Advanced course so there are always plenty of
blue belts around! I know there will have been many others on
short courses who I have missed but who will have benefited
from their time here.
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It would be great to see more QDGs turning up for voluntary
courses, especially NCOs and WOs. If you are interested in
getting a degree (like the RSM and others recently completed)
do have a look at the Defence Academy website for what we
have to offer. There are excellent programmes on leadership
and management which will draw on the skills and experience
you all get from your day job. Other Regiments and Corps routinely send people to complete courses from a week residential to 3 years part-time. Those who have left service can also
benefit from the courses available to civilians and networking
opportunities afforded by symposia throughout the year. If you
want to know more, please do get in touch.
SF
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The Land Warfare Centre

Jackal shnurgling on Salisbury Plain

The Land Warfare Centre has been in
Warminster as a centre for training for
many years. Members of the Regiment
will have passed through its gates on
numerous occasions. This old organisation is now going through an evolution, with a new 2* Commander, and
the task of acting as Commander Field
Army’s agent for driving agile adaptation
of the Field Army. This is being delivered
through training for Force Elements at
Readiness (FE@R) and contributing to
the capability development of the fielded
force. In layman’s terms this means that
Warminster is now the centre for individual and collective training, lessons, and
doctrine development, emulating the US
Army’s TRADOC organisation.
The QDG has representation across
a number of the work strands taking place in Warminster. Lt Col Nick
Fenton is fulfilling his dream of owning a big estate to which he can invite
the Commanding Officer to train the
Regiment, and although said estate
has not been bequeathed from a dis-

Sgt Panks struggles to hide his excitement
during another set of troop leader’s orders
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tant relative, he has over 137,000 hectares available for use by the Regiment
from his position in the Training Estates
element of the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation. Maj Brian Nicholas is in the
Warfare Development team, with a focus
on Defence Engagement and Capacity
Building, although engagement has
only extended as far as a two-week trip
to New York. Finally, at the sharp end,
SSgt Navunisaravi is part of the Recce
team in the Field Training Unit, and Sgt
Panks is one of the instructors in Recce
Tactics Div, both of whom are conducting the hard work, putting in the miles on
Salisbury Plain.
Despite this evolution, Warminster
remains one of the bastions of the traditional Army. There are probably more
dogs in the office than there are people
and the working day generally finishes
before the Archers starts (unless you are
on exercise, SSgt Nav and Sgt Panks
may wish to comment). That said, this is
an organisation of growing importance, I
would encourage anyone who is asked to

Everyone was very impressed
with Sgt Panks’ latest hole

work with those in Warminster to actively
engage, whether it is on training or doctrine development, or preparing individuals for Crew Commanders’ course. In all
cases the more you put in, the more we
are able to deliver back to the Regiment
and wider Field Army. In return, if you
have any questions on any elements of
the activity in Warminster or for advice on
training do not hesitate to get in touch
with one of the team down here.
BN

The America’s
Response Monument
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PJHQ
2018 proved to be a fascinating time
to be in the UK’s Permanent Joint
Headquarters commanding UK overseas joint operations. Revanchist Russia
has focused the minds of NATO and the
complex command and control structures, not least in the Baltic and across
the Eastern Mediterranean. This is keenly
felt within PJHQ where we are re-educating ourselves in all things NATO and
how we fit into the C2 puzzle. QDG are
not the only ones figuring out where
they sit! As the Deputy Director of Staff,
I have the privilege to be at the heart of
the machine, focused on keeping it running smoothly, heading off any problems
before they arise and supporting the
Chief in his many engagements.
It is impressive to see the scope and
scale of activity undertaken by the various Armed Forces and the Royal Navy
and RAF are just as busy as the Army.
Largely maritime activity – enforcing UN
sanctions around the Korean peninsula
and patrolling the South China Sea –
has expanded UK operations yet further
across the globe, balancing a delicate
relationship with China with our international obligations. The continued counter-Daesh campaign in Syria and Iraq
has been made increasingly more complex by allies’ domestic politics, regional
actors and the need to be prepared to
conduct counter Chemical Weapons

strikes, all raising the potential for strategic miscalculation. The HQ planned and
executed the politically sensitive Kabul
Security Force Uplift, viewed as a great
success with reduction in high-profile
attacks over recent months, but coupled
of course with the challenges presented
by both the Taliban and ISKP which
mean the stakes are as high as ever.
As well as these high-profile operations
PJHQ has also been focused on Ebola in
the Congo, deployment of CH-47 to Mali,

two large exercises (Ex SAIF SAREEA 3
and Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE 18), hurricanes in the Caribbean and a Tsunami
in Indonesia amongst others. It’s been
busy for all, but the work is rewarding for
the Staff, and to watch the key decision
makers in action is inspiring and reassuring, particularly when knowing that,
at the time of writing, we as a Regiment
have troops deployed on Op CABRIT in
Poland under Chief of Joint Operations
command.
BCJM

of a new chapter for the Officer Cadets
of Commissioning Course 181. For me
this Ironing Board Sunday was in stark
contrast to the one I had experienced
merely four and a half years ago. Whilst
the newly formed 26 Platoon submitted
to the shock of capture and formed three

…I sipped coffee with their
proud mothers and fathers
in the safety of the
Wellington Room.

Sandhurst
On 6th January 2018 I walked up Old
College steps at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst to meet the parents
and loved ones of 26 Platoon Normandy
Company. Ironing Board Sunday
marked the first day of the Regular
Commissioning Course and the start

ranks, I sipped coffee with their proud
mothers and fathers in the safety of the
Wellington Room.

26 Platoon Normandy Coy
Ex Churchill’s Challenge
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During the 44 weeks that followed, alongside CSgt Shaun Coates of the Mercian
Regiment, we would have the challenge
and privilege of transforming 25 civilians
into young professional officers, including
the QDG’s newest officer, Felix Holland.
At RMAS OCdts complete in-depth
modules in Command, Leadership and
Management. They exercise leadership
within the offensive and defensive tactical environments and undertake enabling
and stabilising operations. Of note was
Exercise Long Reach, the 80 km naviga-
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Coming in out of the cold on Ex Templar’s Triumph

tional march in the Black Mountains, that
was cut short by the sub-zero temperatures of the ‘Beast from the East’ and
Exercise Templar’s Triumph, a COIN and
public order exercise that reduced my platoon’s combat effectiveness by half. The
training is supported by a variety of academic studies including Higher Education
assessments in Defence and International
Affairs, War Studies and Communication
and Applied Behavioural Sciences.
The Commissioning Courses are also
supported throughout by the Sandhurst

Support Unit, the 600-strong sub unit
who are responsible for providing and
executing the security, logistics and
administrational support to the Academy,
a monumental task. The Sandhurst
Support Unit is guided by the steady
hand of their RSM, our very own WO1
Rob Jones, who has been at the head
of every major RMAS event for the last
14 months. His greatest challenge being
several high-profile visits by members
of the Royal family and foreign heads of
state, such as His Royal Highness the
Duke of Cambridge and The President
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With Felix Holland, QDG’s newest
officer (© Tempest Photography)

of the United States of America, a visit
of strategic importance. Far from the
preconception of the Colour Sergeant
doing all the work for you, platoon commanding at RMAS has proved to be both
demanding and extremely rewarding.
With my first platoon now commissioned
I look forward to forming part of the team
that selects the next cadre of RMAS
Colour Sergeant instructors.
CRP

ATC Pirbright
I took over from Ed Owen at ATC(P) in
May 2018 after the best part of four glorious months playing rugby with the Army.
There was a sharp snap back to reality
when 32 eager eyed recruits looked at
me on Day 1 hoping for inspiration and
guidance before they embarked on a
career in the military. Thankfully a very
experienced, and mixed cap badge

training team including Cpls from the
Scots DG, SPS, RE and a Sgt from the
Veterinary Corps meant that all bases
were covered. I quickly learned that no
two days were the same, and probably
just like at RMAS, those who are in Phase
1 training are capable with coming up
with some absolute golden nuggets. For
some reason recruits developed a habit
of calling me anything but Sir. One morning I was saluted, (good start), and then
this individual asked, ‘LCpl can I speak
to you about changing Cap Badges’. On
the same day, I was promoted to Lt Col
by someone in his section.
Having a chance to influence the next
crop of soldiers is one of the most
rewarding things I have done in my very
short career. Attempting to snag a few of
the more promising ones to think about
Light Cav has also been a sub aim during my posting. The 14-week course
allows recruits a chance to experience
Adventure Training, a Battlefield Tour,
and a series of progressive exercises –
most of which is a novel experience for
them. The growth that you see in ability,
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attitude and confidence is visible almost
on a day to day basis, and by the end of
a 14-week intake there are most certainly
a handful that have progressed from zero
to hero. In a time where recruitment
numbers are not as high as they should
be, it is fantastically encouraging to see
that there are still bright, fit, motivated
and brilliant young men and woman who
chose to serve. A privilege to be part of
and I wish Lt Byrd the best of luck when
he takes over from me in April.
WLTS
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C Squadron, King’s Dragoon Guards
How a light wheeled vehicle supported 7th Armoured
Division in the WWII North African campaign
On 1 January 1941, while under canvas
at Tahag camp, Colonel McCorquodale
was told that the King’s Dragoon Guards
(KDG) were to re-role to become an
armoured car regiment operating out of
Marmon Harringtons. Typically armed
with an anti-tank rifle and a Bren gun,
the cars were significantly less armoured
and armed than the light tanks they had
previously utilised. The change in vehicle
and role meant that the KDG were then
used as a reconnaissance/screening
force, employed to enable the Division
as deep recce. The role the KDG played
in the North Africa campaign can be
likened to the modern-day Formation
Reconnaissance tasks that the QDG
trains for.
Based in El Agheila, the KDG operated
in isolation and at reach to enable the
remainder of 7th Armoured Division to
repair and refit their vehicles. 1st Troop
C Squadron can claim one of the most
important “finds” of the North African campaign. On 20 February 1941 Lt Williams
was commanding 1st Troop on a clearance patrol when the Troop encountered
three Italian armoured cars, an Italian
motorcycle combination and a truck
equipped with an AT gun. Overmatched,
3rd Troop, under Lt Weaver, were tasked
to move and support 1st Troop. As the
day was drawing to a close, Lt Williams
began heading back to SHQ when he
saw what he initially perceived to be
Lt Weaver and 3rd Troop, far closer to
their position than suspected. It was only
upon beeping his horn and subsequently
driving past the static vehicles that Lt
Williams realised he was in fact passing a
lead armoured car element of Rommel’s
Afrika Korps. There was a brief and frantic exchange of bullets but no casualties
were sustained. This engagement was
the first confirmation of German forces
in North Africa however the report by Lt
Williams was not initially believed by the
Divisional chain of command. Following
the engagement there was a stepped-up
intelligence effort focused on the identification of Rommel’s forces. This quest
was made possible by C Squadron’s
ability to operate in isolation from the
rest of the Brigade. Such independent
manoeuvre is an asset which resonates
closely with our doctrine today.
The mounted light reconnaissance forces
were also able to ‘strike’ and were often
a key component of Combined Arms
Manoeuvre at scale. One such example
is the C Squadron breakout from Tobruk
on 18 November 1941. At first light, in
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Marmon-Herrington armoured cars pictured
during the siege of Tobruk, November 1941

conjunction with a heavy artillery barrage, the Squadron led the breakthrough
in their fifteen Marmon Harringtons with
the engineers sitting on the outside of the
vehicles ready to disembark and begin
mine clearance. The actions of the KDG
and engineers enabled the creation of
channels through which the Black Watch
and 4th Royal Tank Regiment were able
to infiltrate, resulting in the Allies having
overwhelming firepower and forcing over
1000 German soldiers to surrender. The
Squadron lost thirteen of its fifteen vehicles but only one man was killed; survivability enabling the Squadron to continue
to man easily replaceable platforms.

mand, forming the foundations of the
intelligence picture, and playing a crucial
role in helping to sustain Allied pressure
on the Afrika Korps.

Late November 1941 saw the KDG, again
at depth and in relative isolation, working as the Divisional screen. From 24th
November, they acted as the screening force against Rommel’s advance to
Cairo. The Regiment’s intent was to facilitate the Divisional planning cycle and
enable the more powerful fighting components to prepare and organise themselves to interdict. The screening action
of the KDG was successful, generating decision making time for the commander and allowing the mass organisation of firepower to defeat Rommel’s
thrust to Cairo; exactly the same way
as QDG inform a formation commander’s Decision Support Matrix today and
facilitate Battlegroup action. By the 26th
November the main Axis threat had been
neutralised, the Regiment proceeded to
act as the Division’s forward recce and
relay all enemy activity and movement
back to Div HQ. This five-day period of
screening and conducting mounted long
range reconnaissance saw the KDG
continually reporting timely and accurate
information back up the chain of com-

The KDG played a very important role
in defeating Rommel in North Africa.
The Regiment saw active engagements
in conflicts right from Beda Fomm (9th
December 1940) to the final fighting
in Tunisia (May 1943), two accolades
being: the first to fire shots at Beda
Fomm and the first British unit to find
and engage with Rommel’s Afrika Korps.
Throughout the campaign the Regiment
predominantly operated in the Marmon
Herrington armoured cars serving to
facilitate 7th Armoured Division operations, performing tasks such as screening, striking and recceing. The responsibilities bestowed on the KDG are not
too dissimilar from the tasks of a Light
Cavalry unit in a modern-day combined
arms formation, often being asked to
operate in relative isolation at distance
from the Brigade’s main body. Much can
be learned from the actions undertaken
by the KDG in North Africa where a light
wheeled platform supported and enabled the actions of other units.
HGHC

Similar to today’s Jackal, the Marmon
Harringtons were also an extremely reliable platform. Their reliability meant that,
provided the equipment and supplies
could be organically carried, the vehicles
seldom needed to return to the rear echelon for repairs and maintenance. In the
North Africa campaign, C Squadron’s
ability to project was limited only by technological constraints in communication
capabilities.
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The Utility of Light Cavalry in
the Future Battle Space

A natural advantage of
wheels over tracks is the
ease of maintenance…
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more effectively knowing that fire support
and extraction is on hand.
Light Cavalry has strategic mobility and is
optimised to conduct reconnaissance and
security tasks in complex terrain. The open
plan of a Jackal in place of the armoured
box design of tracked vehicles offers
unparalleled situational awareness, allowing for every member of the crew to engage
in finding and understanding. A Jackal
lends itself to allowing its commander or
dismounts to easily move between the
ground and the platform, ideal for analysing ground sign, pushing out to positions
not accessible by vehicles or to engage in
influence tasks with locals. The latter may
become a staple of future reconnaissance
as the information and knowledge of local
people can vastly outweigh the use of the
British Army’s outsider’s eyes. This combined with the less intrusive, non “tanklike” silhouette of a Jackal allows for a
non-threatening posture to be maintained
when the situation dictates.
The open plan and softer silhouette
mean the Light Cavalry may not have the
protection of the larger armoured vehicles within the Armoured Cavalry. But
as before, a Light Cavalry troop is most
useful when not seen by the enemy and
the benefits its profile offers to reconnaissance take obvious precedence over its
use in deliberate or prolonged contact.

…reconnaissance troops
must be self-reliant with
organic recovery and
repair assets…
on the battlefield, in a hide indistinguishable from the terrain around it, but this
is useless if every few days trucks and
maintenance vehicles roll in and out of
the position. When operating at reach
for Brigade or Division, reconnaissance
troops must be self-reliant with organic
recovery and repair assets, something
that Light Cavalry has in the form of
its Coyote variants. Other armies have
proved the reliability and sustainability
of using wheeled vehicles for Divisional
Reconnaissance, from American Stryker
or Russian BTR variants – in both cases
offering low profile resilient platforms
from which to operate.

As the world changes, the way the army
does business must also change. Some
moderate capability investment in surveillance and target acquisition capability
as well as communications would bring
significant benefit to commanders at all
levels as Light Cavalry assumes a greater
role on the battlefield. With the threat of
conventional enemies increasing and the
massive expansion of urban areas in the
coming decades, reconnaissance troops
will need to move away from a hybrid role
with the potential to strike and destroy
enemy if the opportunity arises and
return to a more covert and long-range
force, something that the Light Cavalry
and their primary vehicles the Jackal
would be superb at. It has proven itself
in the latter days of Afghanistan, in Cabrit
and has been tested as a reconnaissance tool against conventional enemy
on exercise – the future may well see
Light Cavalry and wheeled vehicles take
over the traditional Armoured Cavalry
role of Divisional Reconnaissance.
TO

By utilising a lightweight, wheeled vehicle, with a machine gun rather than anything heavier as a main armament; Light
Cavalry does not require a hefty logistical chain that heavier tracked dependent troops would. The reduced support
and resupply offers freedom to Jackal
users as they spend less time waiting for
or providing protection for rear echelon
support which in turn means a smaller
footprint on the ground. A troop can after
all be the most secret and hidden unit
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The Royal Yeomanry
So, what is your paired regiment up to?
The Royal Yeomanry is rapidly developing its capability to support the QDG
throughout its continuingly busy forecast
of events and operational commitments.
A significant part of our requirements
to Defence are to provide the QDG
with three formed Troops, 24 Platform
Weapon Operators, and the Tactical
Information Activity & Outreach Team
(TIA&OT – an influence capability) at zero
notice.
Over the last year or two the Royal
Armoured Corps pairing mechanism
has seen an increasing amount of contact between the QDG and the RY.
Lieutenant Harry Pollock joined QDG for
a year on the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst’s Lead First programme, following with Troop Leading an RY Troop
in a QDG Squadron on a bleak February
Ex Wessex Storm. Building from the first
tentative touch points the following year
saw RY soldiers on QDG PNCO and
Javelin cadres, and also three officers
and eleven soldiers mobilising to support
QDG on Op Cabrit 3 and 4. This trend is
set to continue.
Converting to the Jackal platform has
been our Main Effort since the decision in
2018 to equip Yeomanry Light Cavalry (Lt
Cav) with the vehicle. Since then the RY
has been quick to train instructors and
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Proud graduates of the JACKAL driver course in Poland

qualify personnel as Jackal drivers, commanders, and platform weapon operators. As of February 2019, the equivalent
of 32 Jackal-qualified crews are now held
in the RY’s manning, projected out to 74
by the end of 2019 and 117 by the first
quarter of 2020. Clearly this is an aspirational forecast, and subject to the natural
flow of people in and out of the organisation, but is sensible. Several other
regimental efforts have also been identified upon which we continue to work.
These are centred around Command,
Staff, and Leadership training with a
particular focus on NCO and junior
officer development.

Clearly this is an aspirational
forecast, and subject to the
natural flow of people in
and out…

However, we all know that
merely holding the qualifications
and knowledge is not enough.
Experience must be developed
and currency maintained.
There is a constant drumbeat
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of Soldier First Syllabus and Light Cavalry
Battlecraft Syllabus training run by every
squadron throughout each training year.
Additionally, the RY is developing some
of its more specialist capabilities; the RY
Regimental Aid Post; with more than a
dozen combat medical technicians, and
the TIA&OT; with its close ties to the UK
Foreign & Commonwealth Office and 77
Brigade.
Alongside a host of trade courses and
battlecraft exercises, there are some
upcoming highlights of the training calendar that will continue to drive development of RY officers and soldiers.
Ex Yeoman Savant (junior officers’
development), Ex Creative Mind (conceptual development), Ex Yeoman
Overlord (SPTA CT3 exercise), D-Day 75

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

(Normandy), Yeo225 (the 225th anniversary of the Yeomanry regiments), and Ex
Cambrian Patrol are the RY’s conceptual
focus throughout 2019.
By way of illustration, it serves to follow
the expected arc of this story from 2017
to 2020: in 2017 we saw Mr Pollock’s RY
Troop in a QDG Squadron, followed by a
complete Royal Yeomanry Squadron on
Ex Wessex Storms, and RY individuals
supported B and C squadrons QDG on
Ex Diamondbacks. In 2018 three officers
and eleven soldiers deployed alongside
C and A squadrons QDG on Op Cabrit
3 and 4. Projecting forward into 2019
Ex Yeoman Overlord will see an RY
Battlegroup Headquarters command a
ten-day Lt Cav SPTA phase, with a wide
range of attached sub-units, followed

by deploying to Normandy to remember
the RY’s antecedent regiments’ roles in
D-Day as part of the official 75th anniversary commemorations. The Royal
Yeomanry will continue to draw from
our past as we look forward to another
Ex Wessex Storm in 2020, where the
RY will deploy a formed Squadron (plus
OPFOR), and Op Cabrit 8, for which the
QDG main body is expected to include
an RY Troop, for the return to BPTA in
Poland once more.
We will continue to hone our skills and
increase our capabilities so that we are
ready to support QDG throughout 2019
and beyond, as we write these chapters
of our history together.
RJH

HMS Monmouth
It has been another busy year for The
Black Duke. Following 2017’s 9-month
deployment to the Kipion JOA, the original intention was for HMS Monmouth
to join the Adaptive Force roster for
2018. Operational requirements however
meant that this year would turn out to be
as busy as the last, with a Baltic deployment, Fleet Escort Duties and Exercises,
culminating in Monmouth assuming the
responsibility as the escort for the Royal
Navy’s largest ever warship, HMS Queen
Elizabeth on her maiden deployment to
the United States whilst she conducted
her First of Class Flying Trials for the new
F-35B Lightning II.
In preparation for the year ahead,
Monmouth conducted Continuation
Operational Sea Training (COST) for three
weeks under the guidance of FOST staff
in the South Coast Exercise Areas. This
intensive training period ensured that the
Ship remained current and at her usual
high standard following a large changeover of personnel.
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Following COST, the Black Duke sailed
for the Baltic to take part in BALTOPS18.
Monmouth took the role as part of the
Red Forces for the annual NATO-led
exercise in company with the USS
Bainbridge, HDMS Iver Huidvelt and FS
Uusimaa. After 2 weeks of work with our
foreign partners, Monmouth sailed into
Kiel, Germany for Kielerwoche which
was a chance for the Ship’s Company
to relax and enjoy the German sailing
festival as well as to socialise and foster

closer ties with the Ships we had been
working with over BALTOPS.
Once the Ship’s Baltic deployment was
complete there was little time for respite
as Monmouth returned to UK waters and
straight into the duties of Fleet-Ready
Escort (FRE). This duty saw the Black
Duke at immediate notice to sail in order
to escort foreign warships through UK
waters. This was tied in with a weekend off Scotland assisting in this year’s
Submarine Command Course (SMCC)
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as Monmouth first played the role of a
neutral vessel for the SMCC students
to hone their skills with; and secondly
as an aggressor with Monmouth playing
to her strengths as an Anti-Submarine
Warfare frigate to force the students to
work under increasing pressure whilst
being hunted in confined waters. Once
the exercise was complete Monmouth
hosted her affiliates and our families on
board for a series of days at sea showcasing our capabilities and sharing our
home with those who would not normally get to see life on board a working
warship.
After a period of summer leave, it was
time for the Black Duke to sail for America
as escort to HMS Queen Elizabeth. This
was a new experience for many of the
Ship’s Company as the Royal Navy redevelops its Carrier Strike Group capability into the 21st Century. Whilst the key
focus of the deployment was obviously
the first deck trials of the F-35B, it was
a deployment of numerous other firsts
as well. The first landing on the Queen
Elizabeth class of a Wildcat maritime
attack helicopter, as Monmouth’s organic
air asset, call sign “Blackjack” made its
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presence known. The first landing ever
of a Commando Helicopter Force Merlin
on a small deck as Queen Elizabeth’s
embarked Merlin Mk4 flight worked with
Monmouth to expand their operational
capabilities to new levels. Monmouth
was also seconded to the US Navy for
a month of the deployment. Leaving
Queen Elizabeth to be escorted by the
USS Lassen, Monmouth joined in with
the C2X trials for USS Kearsarge and her
escorts as they prepare for their deployment to the Persian Gulf next year. As
with BALTOPS, Monmouth played the
role of the Red Forces, testing the reactions of the US task group as the scenario steadily built.

25th Birthday, with a cake cutting ceremony held at sea in honour of the Ship.

Other visits during WESTLANT included
Baltimore, for Maryland International Fleet
Week. The US answer to Kielerwoche,
the Black Duke found herself in the
prime location overlooking the harbour,
berthed alongside the Under Armour
global headquarters as we conducted
Open Days for the public to see a British
warship up close.

Following the successful completion
of HMS Queen Elizabeth’s flying trials,
the task group, now augmented by the
new tanker RFA Tidespring began its
journey home. The winter storms made
for uncomfortable sailing, but at long
last, the Black Duke returned home to
Plymouth ahead of a welcome period of
Christmas leave, ready to meet the challenges of 2019 with our characteristic
determination and positivity.

Whilst detached from the Queen
Elizabeth, Monmouth also celebrated her

During
November
Ceremonies,
Monmouth was alongside in Charleston,
South Carolina. The local expat community were invited to share in our
Remembrance Day Service as it had
been a long time since the last Royal
Navy warship had been there. A wreath
was also laid at the HMS Seraph memorial at the Citadel Military Academy.
This memorial is the only place in the
US where the White Ensign flies and
so it was an honour to be able to commemorate the WWII submarine and her
achievements.

Lt Russell and WO2 Chant visit HMS Monmouth
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The Leathersellers’ Company
To enable us to maintain the level of
philanthropic support we currently offer,
our main focus for 2019, will be looking
at re-developing our property No. 3 St
Helen’s Place so that we end up with all
our rentable office space being top of the
range, in an exclusive and unique location. Although surrounded by high rise
buildings, we will be offering something
more special and intimate, but at the
same time offering competitive rents.
We could not play such an increasingly
significant philanthropic role without our
valuable enlarged Estate and a sizable
investment portfolio, providing the platform to support the Company’s main
objectives: Charitable Giving, support to
Education, the Leather Trade, the Armed
Forces, the City and Fellowship.
Increased rental income from our properties, combined with the careful and successful management of our funds, have
enabled us to increase our Charitable
Giving to around £3.64m for 2018-19.
At this moment in time we are currently
supporting nearly 300 Charities, which
are looked after by some 50 Liverymen
and Freemen as Charity Liaisons.
We continue to support the education
of some 4,500 young children at our
Leathersellers’ schools in and around
the Lewisham area. At the Federation
of Schools, it is especially encouraging
to see the improving academic results
and the wonderful news of Ofsted’s ratings of Prendergast Vale, once a failing
School, to ‘Good’ in all categories and
‘Outstanding’ at the Primary level. This is
the recognition and testament to all the
hard work put in by the Company and
the Governors.

23 Scholars in the Sixth Form are funded
100% by the Leathersellers’.
Above all, our aim is to make a difference
to all the boys and girls from disadvantaged and deprived backgrounds and
provide them with the education they all
deserve.
We are also increasing the amount of
support we offer to the UK Leather
Trade and we are pleased to see the
new Waterside Campus at the University
of Northampton due for completion
in September, with exciting plans for
the new Institute of Creative Leather
Technology due to open in May 2019.
The Company is also assisting in the
plans for the collaboration between the
UK Leather Federation (UKLF), National
Leather Collection (NLC) (which currently holds a collection of over 10,000
leather artefacts), Leather Conservation
Centre (LCC) and one of our designer/
maker charities. These will all be co-located in Market Square in the centre of
Northampton.
Importantly, we also continue to engage
with and maintain our profile within
the wider City Livery and the City
Corporation. We are undoubtedly the
envy of many other Livery Companies
and highly regarded in the City and
beyond, especially owing to our unique
new Livery Hall at St Helen’s Place. The
Company is active across the board of
traditional livery activities.

Colfe’s, our independent co-educational
School since the 1650’s, achieved excellent academic results and many of the

With the scaffolding dismantled, new
windows and doors inserted, and the
hoarding removed, after many years, the
whole of St Helen’s Place has finally been
restored to its former glory. Members
of The Court, Leathersellers’ Staff
and some of our Tenants celebrated by
joining The Master and his Wardens in

Annual Go-Kart Grand Prix

QDG visit
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Master and Wardens singing carols

the traditional singing of Carols around
the Christmas Tree.
On the sporting front we have taken part
in many of the Inter-Livery events, which
have included Clay Pigeon Shooting,
Tennis, Sailing at Cowes Regatta (where
we had three boats competing) and last
but by no means least the Go-Karting,
where the Clerk was awarded the worst
or most dangerous driver.
There was also our annual Cricket match
against Colfe’s with the Master behind
the stumps and Major Harry Pilcher QDG
as team Captain.
The Master will be leading a strong
Leathersellers contingent to the InterLivery Skiing, which will be held in
Morzine, Portes Du Soleil, France
between 23rd – 25th January 2019.
We are immensely proud of our affiliation
with 1st The Queens’ Dragoon Guards
and look to enhance it whenever there is
an opportunity to do so, which was highlighted when a number of Soldiers and
Officers visited Leathersellers’ Hall, prior
to attending HRH the Prince of Wales’s
Birthday Garden Party.
Paul Jupp MBE
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Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF
Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF have two
cadet detachments associated with 1st
The Queen’s Dragoons Guards: Mold
and Porthmadog. Both detachments
proudly wear the QDG cap badge.
The Annual camp format changed this
year with a junior camp at Easter in
Nesscliff and a summer senior battle
camp in Norfolk. This was followed by
an Adventurous Training camp in North
Wales. Cadets were able to participate in
a wide range of training and other activities including climbing, canoeing, expeditions, shooting and exercises including
TIBUA training in advance of a village
clearance.
Armed Forces Day in Llandudno presented opportunities to meet up with
the Regimental team both in Llandudno
and back at Kinmel Park Camp where
a group of cadets from were able to
explore some of the Regiment’s vehicles.
It’s been a busy year for Mold & Buckley
Detachment. At the beginning of the year
we acquired 2 new detachment instructors. SI Roberts and PI Magrath.
The organisers of Mold Triathlon asked
us in April if we could assist marshalling
the transition areas during their event.
The cadets enjoyed helping and it looks
like it will be a regular fixture in our calendar. The event was also raising money for
the RNLI and we decided to waive our
fee to donate to them.
September saw an influx of new recruits
expressing an interest to join. We have
settled down and gladly have 15 recruits
in uniform wearing the QDG cap badge.
Flying the flags

September saw an influx of
new recruits expressing an
interest to join.

Aspiring RSMs!
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Exploring the Jackal

Remembrance

We proudly represented Clwyd &
Gwynedd ACF during Remembrance
weekend collecting for the RBL appeal
and parading through the town for
Remembrance Sunday. In the evening
we provided the honour guard for the
Mold Remembrance concert at the
Theatr Clwyd.

Porthmadog cadets played a key role
in a special memorial dedication by the
historic Festiniog Railway Company
travelling by special steam train from
Porthmadog to Tan y Bwlch where a
special memorial to the railways staff
who served and fell in the First World War
has been erected.

RQMS(T) WO2 Matthew Hansen visited
us in July for a detachment inspection
and a talk on the Regiment and the Army.
It was really great to see him and show
him more about what we do in the ACF.

Regimental representative WO2 Matthew
Hansen also completed the annual
inspection at Porthmadog where in addition to the formal requirements he presented certificates and awards.

Cadets from all over Wales were invited
down to watch the Wales v Tonga
rugby match in Cardiff including a group
from Mold who thoroughly enjoyed the
experience.
Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF welcome the
ongoing contacts with the QDG and
looks forward to further visits next year.
JB

E Squadron (1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards), Dyfed and Glamorgan ACF
Given the wide audience of the
Regimental Journal, I thought it useful to set some context around the
Squadron, and what it is that we do. E
Squadron, Dyfed and Glamorgan ACF
consists of 12 Detachments located
across Pembrokeshire and south

Carmarthenshire. Currently, there are
circa 180 cadets on strength, who are
guided and supported by some 35
Cadet Force Adult Volunteers (CFAVs).
The ACF delivers a wide range of activities to cadets aged 12 – 18 years of age,
which include, but are not limited to, mil-

As most readers will
appreciate, 2018 was a
significant year in terms
of Remembrance.
itary skills, community-based activities,
sports and adventure training. Further,
one of our Detachments is the Corps of
Drums, so we also offer the opportunity
for cadets and CFAVs to develop their
musical talents too. The aim of the ACF
is ‘to Inspire to Achieve’.
As usual, 2018 was a busy year for
members of the Squadron, with much
of the activity focused on ensuring that
the cadets progress through their Army
Proficiency Certificate (ACF) Syllabus.
This saw the Squadron undertake around
six Regional Weekend Training Camps,
and a two-week Annual Camp, which
this year was delivered on our doorstep
at Merion Camp, Castlemartin.
As most readers will appreciate, 2018
was a significant year in terms of
Remembrance. As such, Squadron mem-
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Army Cadet Armistice 2018, a unique
three-day experience which immersed
those who took part in the story about the
World War One battlefields.
A great highlight of the year for many in the
Squadron, was the visits to Detachments
by the Farrier Major and Trooper Jones.
There was great interaction between the
cadets (and CFAVs) and I am glad to say
that Trooper Jones maintained the most
impeccable behaviour.
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There have been some very notable
achievements by cadets within the
Squadron such as Cdt SSM Schoeman
and Cdt SSgt Rhys-Jones who both
achieved Master Cadet status, which is
about as high an achievement that any
cadet can make within the ACF. In terms
of notable achievements for CFAVs, we
have had two officers, Lt Measey and Lt
Millis, who have had their Commission
confirmed, following attendance at Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst. Suffice to
say, the whole Squadron is very proud of
their achievements.
As we look forward into the forthcoming year, I am very keen to see that the
Squadron grows in terms of its numbers,
that we look to expand the ‘wider cadet
experience’, and that we grow our links
with the Regiment and its wider family.

bers played a huge part in the Royal British
Legion Poppy Appeal, and all of the local
Remembrance Parades, services and
activities. This truly demonstrates that the
Squadron is the footprint of the Regiment
in West Wales. In addition to this local
presence, members of the Squadron had
a fantastic opportunity to take part in the
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In closing, we are always on the lookout
for new members of the Squadron, both
cadets and CFAVs, so if you feel that you
and/or a family member would benefit
from the fun and enjoyment that can be
achieved by being a member of the Army
Cadet Force, then please call Squadron
HQ on 01554 756777. We look forward
to inspiring the next generation.
JP
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160th Infantry Brigade and
Headquarters Wales
2018 has been a year packed with a vast
variety of activities and events as 160th
Infantry Brigade and HQ Wales delivers on all its many outputs. Thankfully
I have a wonderful staff as my time
spent in the HQ in Brecon is far less
than I ever imagined as I juggle training
my battalions for their multiple commitments; overseas engagement with 16
countries across Eastern Europe, the
Balkans, South Caucasus and Central
Asia; preparations for command of any
domestic operations as the Joint Military
Commander Wales and Firm Base
activity, such as engagement with society, support to recruitment, ceremonial,
commemorative events and liaison with
the Wales Office and Welsh Government.
With my Infantry Brigade commander
hat on, the priority was on training our
regular battalions for high readiness. So,
the year started in Kenya, where all eyes
were on us as the first brigade to put
one of our battlegroups, in this case 1
RIFLES, through a new ‘Training at the
Threshold of Failure’ era test exercise
against an enhanced live enemy force.
As it was extremely hot, most movement
and fighting was at night, so it was only
when I was able to get a bird’s-eye view
from a helicopter that I got to see much
at all!
After 2 weeks in the African heat it was
quite a shock to return to a chilly Brecon
and then on to a Battlefield Study of
the 53rd (Welsh) Division’s liberation of
the Dutch town of ‘s-Hertogenbosch in
October 1944, in which 160th (South
Wales) Infantry Brigade played a decisive role. The population there remain
extraordinarily grateful for their liberation
by the Welsh and the links between the
town and Wales continue to run deep.
My nights out of bed continued to rise
with several trips to Ukraine, visits to

PM at Armed Forces Day, Llandudno
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1 RIFLES on Exercise ASKARI STORM, Kenya

Georgia, Armenia, Serbia and Macedonia
as well as putting our Light Mechanised
Battalion, 1 R IRISH through their paces
on a test exercise on Salisbury Plain
(and a rail move back to their base in
Shropshire to highlight how much knowledge of rail deployment the Army has
lost since the Cold war) and visiting 2 R
IRISH on exercise in Northern Ireland and
6 RIFLES in Cyprus.
Brigade units have participated in exercises in Georgia, Romania, Australia,
Serbia and the US this year, which shows
that you can still “Join the Army and see
the World”! There have been some notable successes too, with the Kazakhs
deploying on their first UN peacekeeping
mission in Lebanon (the culmination of
years of work by this brigade to develop
their capabilities) and the first two exercises in Serbia alongside Serb troops
since the Kosovo War.
The autumn was focussed on getting 1 R
IRISH ready for the largest NATO exercise
in many years - Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE
18, which tested the NATO Response

Force. For the UK this involved the
deployment of a brigade with 250 vehicles over 2500 kms, principally by road
and rail, across 6 countries, to Norway.
It was a great success with the battalion
experiencing very few issues with their
fleet of wheeled armoured vehicles. As
per every year since 1959, the HQ ran
Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL, now seen as
the premier international patrolling event,
which saw a record number of 35 foreign
teams participate. Unfortunately QDG
were too busy to take part this year – I
hope they will build on their Silver in 2017
and take Gold in 2019!
With my Commander Wales hat on there
has been much to keep us busy. Routine
liaison with the Wales Office and Welsh
Government, ensuring as supportive an
environment for the Armed Forces community in Wales and maintaining a connection with society against a backdrop
of announced base closures and shrinking footprint, consume much time and
effort as do the running of major events.
This year we had the UK’s Armed Forces
Day National event in Llandudno, as well
as our routine events such as Cadet
Cambrian Patrol, The Royal Welsh Show
(where our pony mascot has established
himself as a firm favourite), World War
1 Centenary commemorations and the
annual Armed Forces In Wales Awards
(where it was great to see our Farrier
Major shortlisted for an award). It was
also great to welcome Maj Tim Moore
and LCpl Ethan Jones to the HQ team
this year and with WO2 Dave “Para”
Evans there are 4 QDG currently, with
plenty of space for more!
In 2019 160thInfantry Brigade is preparing to step up to be the Army’s most
operational brigade with two battalions
deploying to Kabul in the Spring.
ASR
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Regimental Comrades Association
President: Colonel of the Regiment, Lieutenant General Sir S V Mayall KBE CB
Chairman: Mr C T Gibbons
Welcome everyone to the 2018 Journal.
I trust that you all had a fantastic year
and were able to attend an Association
function somewhere, be it in the UK or
abroad. I’m pleased to inform you all
that subscriptions are steadily rising, but
we do however require more members
to join the RCA and become active in
a Branch near you. Please remember
that from Jan 2020 the Association will
become self-funding so it is extremely
important that we bolster our numbers.
If, however there are no Branches then
why not set one up yourself? Just drop

a line to either myself or Mark at HHQ
with your intentions. I shall not bore
you with too many details as individual Branches and members will fill you
in on what has been happening in and
around their areas. I would like however
to quickly mention the visit of their Royal
Highnesses Sandor and Herte Habsburg
in re-linking the ties to the Regiment and
Association by appointing certain individuals and the Association as whole to
the Royal Austrian Franz Joseph Order.
Also of course, the Hamper delivery to A
Squadron in Poland back in December

that Mark Ashley-Miller again initiated.
Having assisted in the driving it was certainly a worthy venture to undertake and
as you will read elsewhere a great time
was had by all. My heartfelt thanks go
out to the Squadron, particularly Major
Charlie Ruggles-Brise and WOII (SSM)
Dai Chant for their hospitality in looking
after Mark and me over the weekend. I
look forward to seeing many of you at an
event this year.
CTG

Regimental Home Headquarters
Mark Hawtin
Kate Cox
Catherine Symons
Sophie Poeton
Mark Evans
Hannah Searle

Regimental Secretary
Assistant Regimental Secretary
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
Regimental Archivist

My first full year as Regimental Secretary and second set of
Journal notes has seen the last twelve months fly by! I would
like to thank all members of the RCA and the serving Regiment
for all the support you have given me and the HHQ team over
2018. Kate and I are finally finding our feet and Sophie has
settled in well, luckily all under the gentle guidance and prodding of Catherine, who has now looked after four Regimental
Secretaries!
The RCA is growing in strength, we now have three new
branches to add to our existing four: East Anglia, The Border
Counties and Powys and The Home Counties, all of which have
organised social events this year and have more in the pipeline
for 2019. While the social side of the branches are outstanding they have also been instrumental in identifying comrades
or their immediate families who need support, enabling HHQ
to either signpost them to the relevant agency or to assist
with benevolence. There are still many QDGs who are not in
the Association as proved by the numbers on the Facebook
page! If you would like more information about the RCA or our
branches please contact HHQ or if you’re local pop in for a brew
and a chat. Overall attendance at our 2018 events and dinners
has been good, with many new, or should that be slightly older
faces being welcomed back into the fold. I hope you all enjoyed
yourselves, and any feedback or suggestions are always greatly
received, sadly however, the price of beer is out of HHQ control!
Like most of you, here at HHQ we all personally use different
forms of social media (SM) and find that it’s a great means of
keeping in touch and up to date with our friends and family. We
have also found that sometimes as a means of passing information, especially amongst the RCA, many of whom may not
use the same software or use SM at all, it can sometimes be a
little hit and miss. For example, one of our comrades had been
extremely ill and subsequently died. We only found out after the
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The RCA South Wales Branch form up with
Tpr Jones at the Cardiff Remembrance Parade

funeral, when a comrade asked why we hadn’t informed everyone. We can only work with the information we have. Please,
if you know of any of our members who need help, are ill or
who have sadly died, can I ask you to inform HHQ, so we can
assist or inform the entire Regimental family. When you have a
moment, I would also ask you to contact the team so that we
can check that the personal information you have given us is still
up to date and correct.
Finally, I would like to thank all those comrades, serving and
retired, who donate into the Regimental Benevolence Fund
either via the One Day’s Pay Scheme or privately. Your generos-
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ity has once again been crucial in enabling us to support those
of our Regimental family that find themselves in difficult times.
This year we have dealt with 14 general grants, ranging from
emergency accommodation to orthopaedic furniture, awarded
quarterly grants, annual fuel grants, Christmas grants and distributed Christmas Hampers. The total value of grants awarded
by the Regimental Benevolence Fund in 2018 was £14,431. I

receive many letters and messages of thanks from those that
you have helped, and they are always extremely appreciative for
the assistance received, however what has struck me the most
is how many of those are even more grateful that the Regiment
hasn’t forgotten them or their service, in some cases even after
six decades – extremely humbling on my part.
MH

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2018
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
On the evening of Friday 11th May 2018, the annual Officers’
Dinner took place in the Cavalry Club. The dinner was attended
by over 100 officers both past and serving. The food, wine,
company and service were once again outstanding with an
excellent regimental Port being served. The Waterloo Cup,
recently acquired by the Heritage Trust, took pride of place in
the dining room, only slightly upstaged by Major Harry Pilcher
who managed to arrive in time for pudding, hot off the plane
from the Mediterranean, in Number 3 dress with full accoutrements. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief and his
reply was read out by Brigadier Alan Richmond.

Please remember that 2019 is our 60th anniversary, the Officers
Dinner will be held in the Cavalry Club on the 10th May, it would
be great to have over two hundred sitting down to dine and celebrate this auspicious Regimental birthday. This will be followed
by the Combined Cavalry Memorial Parade on the 12th May,
where along with celebrating our birthday we will also be leading
the parade, followed by the traditional lunch in the club.
Those who attended are listed below:

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Ward
O’Brien
Johnston
Thompson
De Candole
Montgomery
Moreton
Stenhouse, E
Peacocke
De Courcy-Ireland

Mackenzie-Beevor
Stewart, SMP
Roe
Larminie
Beatson-Hird
Rosier
Roberts, RW
Hick
Hacker-Hughes

Richmond
Sugden
Warner
Davies, W
Botsford
Sheehan
Van Grutten
Lykke Dahn
Brooke

Barham
Browell
Ashley-Miller
Goldsburgh
Benham-Crosswell
Roxburgh
Parry
Parker

Waggett
Stewart, ME
Roberts, D
Wickham
Seymour
De Quincey-Adams
Hawtin
Davies, JP

Table 6

Table 7

Table 8

Table 9

Table 10

Table 11

Farebrother
Lloyd
Walker
Stenhouse, J
Coleridge
Martin
Ferguson
Whelan
Roberts, L

Garland
Gates
Carroll
Charlesworth
Taylor
McGinnity
Matthews
Beaver
Nicholas

Ruggles-Brise
Russell, WJK
Hoey
Pilcher
Hoenich
Jones
Corfield
Tyson
Homewood
Grundy

Martel, C
Machale
Williams
Lough
Wilks
Robinson
Woodhart
Dumont
Cowan
McKechnie

Woolland
Kenny
Coverdale
Owen
Jackson
McKellar
Poppleton
Fraser
Carter, C
Carter, CE

Hind
Layzell-Payne
Groome
Brockless
Martel, H
Rixson
Oakley
Russell, HP

Combined Cavalry Memorial
Parade and Service
The 95th Combined Cavalry Old
Comrades Associations Parade was held
on Sunday 13th May in Hyde Park. The
salute was taken by the Princess Royal,
Colonel of the Regiment, The Blues and
Royals. Once again, we were blessed
with good weather and a turnout of over
120 comrades, many with their families.
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Our thanks go to Dave Way, who led out
the Regiment carrying the banner for the
first time, and to John Pragnell and Rob
Chubb, our CCOCA Committee members. John made the decision to retire
last year but we have been extremely
fortunate that he offered to mentor Rob
for a year. It would be great for another
Regimental comrade to volunteer and

represent us on the Committee; the ideal
person would live reasonably close to
London and be able to spare an evening
every quarter. If you’re interested and
would like more information, please contact HHQ. Next year is the big one, as
well as being the Regiment’s 60th anniversary, we are also leading the Parade
so a good turnout would be excellent.
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Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey
The Royal British Legion’s Field of Remembrance at Westminster
Abbey was opened at 11 o’clock on Thursday 9th November
by HRH Prince Harry. We had a cracking turnout with eighteen comrades attending the service, remembering our fallen
comrades and representing the Regiment. Chris Gibbons was
front and centre to greet Prince Harry as he inspected the plots,
however at the crucial moment he was upstaged by the bull
terrier puppy Watchman, the Staffordshire Regiment’s Mascot,
and bypassed! Those that attended were the Colonel of the
Regiment Lt Gen SV Mayall, Col MacKenzie-Beevor, Lt Col
Brace, Maj Larminie, Capt and Mrs Roe, Capt Beatson-Hird,
Capt Rosier, Mrs Cox, Mrs Symons, Mr Bowtell, Mr Chubb, Mr
Gibson, Mr Green, Mr Hawtin, Mr Way and two very nice old
ladies who couldn’t find their plot!

Our plot at the Westminster Abbey
Field of Remembrance

Most of those who attended

Chris Gibbons front and centre

Regimental Comrades Association Dinner
Cardiff, Saturday 27th October 2018
The Reunion dinner was again held at the Park Inn, Cardiff
City Centre, with many comrades arriving as early as Thursday
to partake in the delights of Wales’ capital city. A high point
was that due to the hard work and perseverance of Richard
Roberts we were honoured to receive Archduke and Duchess
Habsburg-Lothringen over the weekend to dine with us and
present the Regiment with the Order of Franz Joseph. I won’t
steal Richard’s thunder as he has a journal article elsewhere,
however I would like to thank him for all his hard work in making
the Hapsburgs’ visit a great success.
I’d also like to thank Kelvyn Jenkins for calling us into dinner on
his trumpet, it was good to see that the Regiment maintained

Cardiff Dinner
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the tradition of ignoring the call and going in when they were
ready! The feedback I received on the standard of the three
courses and the service we were given was very good; this was
a great relief as Colonel Johnny’s quip about last year’s lamb
being as tough as a rhinoceros’ rear end was still ringing in my
ears. Everyone seemed to think that the band was a great idea
and should continue, I have taken on board the advice that they
are placed in the far corner and only play the first twenty seconds of the Regimental March next time.
Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief and the Prince
of Wales’ response was read out by the Colonel of the Regiment
who then gave us a brief synopsis on what the Regimental fam-

The Burns celebrate getting a free
dinner as ‘Scouse’ Tyndal and ‘Kidney’
Harris take an extended nap!

Meeting old friends after the dinner
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ily had been up to over the year. Then the Commanding Officer
once again gave the diners a summary of what the Regiment
itself has been up to over the last 12 months, from operations in
Eastern Europe, to anti-poaching in Malawi and also team and
individual success on the sporting front. He also elaborated on
the bravery of and support that some of our young Troopers
gave to the people of Las Vegas during the horrific mass shooting. What a time to be a QDG and I know that we are all very
proud of the men and women who are currently wearing our
cap badge.

This was followed by a speech from Archduke Sandor who
thanked us for an excellent weekend and is looking forward to
renewing ties with the Regiment and the Association.
72 Regimental comrades and honoured guests attended the
dinner, however as is usual a far greater number kept the bar
staff busy and the seats warm whilst we ate.

The following members of the RCA and their wives sat down to dine, however there is always space for more:
TABLE 1
Lt Gen Sir Simon Mayall
Mr R Roberts
Archduke Sandor
Habsburg-Lothringen
Archduchess Herte Margarette
Habsburg-Lothringen
Mr A Deimbacher
Mr C Gibbons
Mrs Gibbons
Mr D Way
Mrs Way
Brig Powell
Mrs Powell
Col Mackenzie-Beevor
Mrs Mackenzie-Beevor
Col EJK O’Brien
Maj O Larminie

TABLE 2
Mr D Babb
Mrs Babb
Mr K Harris
Mr K Harris Guest
Mr A Harrison
Mrs Harrison
Lt Col B Bell
Mrs C Bell
Maj Moreton
Mrs Moreton

TABLE 3
Lt Col Stenhouse – CO
WO1 Brown – RSM
WO2 Davies
WO2 Homer
Mr M Hawtin
Mr A Burns
Mrs Burns
Maj H Gates
Capt Davies
Mrs L Davies

TABLE 4
A Corfield
A Wildsmith
D Watson
D Seddon
J Crane
Lt Col Thayer
Mrs Thayer
P Corfield
C Perks
D Rash

TABLE 5
Mr S Sullivan
Mrs M Sullivan
Mr J Newnes
Mrs L Newnes
Mr N Davies
Mrs A Davies
Mr D Duruty De Lloyd
Capt P Benham-Crosswell

TABLE 6
Mr P Thomas
Ms M Hallett
Mr M Thompson
Mrs S Thompson
Mr R Bond
Mrs M Bond
Mr G Humphreys
Ms L Lloyd
Mr P Ford
Mrs Ford

TABLE 7
Mr C Morris
Mrs K Morris
Mr R Doe
Mrs Doe
Mr K Jenkins
Mrs Jenkins
Mr C Jones
Mr B Brain
Mrs Brain

King’s Dragoon Guards 11th Reunion Lunch
The 11th Reunion Lunch of those who
served with the KDGs was held at
the Cavalry Club on Wednesday, 7th
November 2018. The accompanying
photograph is supplied with thanks to
Monty.
It was a joyful occasion as ever but at the
same time we remembered those of our
many friends and brother officers who
have died during the past 59 years and
those now unable to attend our reunion
lunches due to infirmity. Tim Drabble said Grace.
During the past year we lost one officer who served in Malaya,
WCEC Prickett, a great flyer and colleague of those in his Troop
and Squadron.
There was a general determination to continue into our 60th
year since amalgamation thus the date of our next lunch has
been decided as Wednesday 6th March 2019. A toast accom-
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panied by congratulations was proposed to John Hamilton on achieving his
100th birthday in style. He sat proudly at
the head of the table. We missed Tom
Watson, but I referred to a very thoughtful letter and generous donation that I
received from him.
A report on the Regiment stationed in
Norfolk, written by the CO, was read by
Jeremy Greenwood and applauded. John
de Candole proposed a toast to the QDGs.
I thank you all for the support that you have provided since we
inaugurated these lunches and the enthusiasm of seeing old
friends and to share memories of former times that include those
many characters with whom we engaged in sometimes highly
amusing ways. There were, as always, many stories to tell.
RDKE
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The Regimental Trust
One of the key priorities of the Trust is
supporting the serving Regiment, and
despite their best efforts, finding time in
their programme in 2018 for team sport
or adventure training has been limited.
The Trustees’ efforts have therefore been
more focused on improving quality of life
in camp in Swanton Morley. However, a
highly successful diving trip to Malta by
members of C Squadron on their return
from Poland was supported by the Trust,
along with the Alpine and Nordic Ski
Teams. Hopefully, in 2019, the Regiment
will have more time for some of these traditional aspects of Regimental life.
Meanwhile work has continued under
the leadership of Jonathan BeatsonHird and the team in Cardiff, to ensure
that the heritage assets of the Regiment,
whichever specific entity legally owns
them, are properly accounted for and
that a long-term maintenance programme is developed. There is still plenty
of work to be done, but the building of
the new database, which incorporates
the Officers’ Mess items now owned by
the Trust and loaned back to the Mess,
is nearing completion. It is expected that
the transfer of the WOs’ and Sergeants’
Mess, and the Corporals’ Mess heritage
assets to the Trust under similar arrangements to those for the Officers’ Mess will
be completed in 2019.
The finances available to the Trust were
improved by the sale of the three Indian
Mutiny VC’s that had languished in a
bank vault in Scotland for many years.
They were sold to the Extraordinary
Heroes Collection housed in the Ashcroft
Gallery at the Imperial War Museum,
which will now enable them to be seen
by the general public. Replicas are in the
Firing Line museum in Cardiff.

For Benevolence cases, the principal point of contact is the Regimental
Secretary, and he coordinates our cases
with other, mostly service, charities.
The majority of cases are managed by
a SSAFA case officer and this is a system that works well. The Regimental
Secretary has a very good working
relationship with the ABF (the Soldiers
Charity) and they are generous in supporting our cases. Another generous
supporter is the Leathersellers Company
to whom the Regiment is affiliated, and
they wish to develop this relationship
further. The Leathersellers have made
a number of generous contributions
where the need is beyond the financial
resources of the Trust. They are partularly
keen to support education generally, and
this fits with various initiatives that the
Regiment has in hand with them directly.
Improving contact and engagement
with past and present members of the
Regiment was established as a key aim

for the Trust in 2017. This is organised
through the RCA under the Chairmanship
of Chris Gibbons, and the Officers’ Mess
alumni group under the leadership of
Mark Ashley-Miller and David Rosier. It is
hoped that the 60th Anniversary of the
Amalgamation of the Regiment in 2019
will provide a focus for further progress
on this very important aspect of the
Regimental family.
If any members of the Regiment were
considering making a bequest or donation to the Trust, these would be gratefully received. The full name of the charity is 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards
Regimental Trust, and the Charity
Commission Number is 274689. The
Trustees would normally apply any
gifts for the general benefit of the Trust,
although they also maintain a restricted
fund for benevolence. This is available
for those who might particularly wish to
support that part of the Trust’s activities.
ORCL

The QDG Heritage Trust
As many may know, the Heritage Trust was set up to safeguard
and maintain the heritage and history of the Regiment. This
includes the safekeeping of the entire Regimental collection.
Correct procedures have been developed to ensure the professional management of the Collection such as auditing, oversight, acquisition and conservation. The aim is to ensure that the
Regimental Collection, whether it is owned by the Regimental
Trust or the Heritage Trust, is maintained in pristine condition
and is enhanced by acquisitions to ensure that it is truly representative of the history of the Regiment.
New items are constantly added. These may be donations but
are usually bought by the Heritage Trust through its small acquisition fund. Once an item has been identified, usually through the
specialist auction houses, it is checked against the Regimental
collection to determine whether it merits acquisition. This may
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be because we do not have an example of this item in the collection or else there is a requirement for an heir and spare.
This process is aided by our database, which is organised along
a timeline and by category. Priorities are established by checking historical ‘holes’ in the collection. It may look great to have
an in-depth collection of Victorian accoutrements, but in 150
years’ time, there will be nothing from more recent history. This
is, in fact, quite an issue since we have little from post WW2. So,
anyone who feels they have something that might be of interest,
please let us know!!
This year has been one of winning and losing. We have found
some extraordinary and culturally significant items, but we have
not been successful in purchasing them all. This has been
frustrating!
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The most significant acquisition is a cup, given by the
surviving members of the
King’s Dragoon Guards
to the Regiment after the
Battle of Waterloo. The hallmarks confirm that the cup
was made by Ann & Peter
Bateman in 1795, and the
engraved plaque on the plinth
is hallmarked 1816. The cup is
inscribed as follows:
“SACRED TO THE MEMORY of
The Officers, NonCommissioned Officers and
Privates of the
1st or King’s Dragoon Guards
who, in a distinguished charge
of Heavy Cavalry, fell at the
VICTORIOUS BATTLE OF
WATERLOO

“Presented to Major Le Poer Trench of HM 2nd Dragoon Guards
as a small but sincere tribute expressive of his high esteem
and respect which the inhabitants of the town of Burselm in
Staffordshire. Entertained for the gallant firm and temperate
conduct displayed by him and the men under his command,
on the eventful morning of the 16th of August 1842 when he
successfully vindicated social order restored the supremacy
of the law and efficiently defeated the evil designs of a revolutionary mob.”
The maker’s mark is John Cragg, 8 Northampton Sq, London
Marking of 13597
Christie’s provided a valuation which was a fraction of what the
seller wanted. As a result of their advice, our offer was turned
down.
Tankard Commemorating the battle honours of the KDG.
This was found at auction in Rome in June this year. It was made
by Samuel Smily, goldsmith, in 1876. In the body, centred by the
coat of arms of the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards, are embossed
and chiselled reliefs depicting the Battles of Waterloo, Taku
Forts and Beijing. Unfortunately, we were outbid for a substantially larger amount of money from an unknown buyer.

JUNE XVIII th. MDCCCXV
Inscribed by the surviving officers of that Regiment
as a mark of their esteem and regard for their gallant
companions.”
This handsome gilt cup is nearly two feet tall, weighing 4.68
Kg with the inscription on the front of KDG and the Regimental
cipher on the back. It is unclear how or when this cup left
Regimental ownership and a study of the past journals reveals
no light on this. It is a very significant piece of Regimental history
and the Trust is delighted to have acquired it. It is currently at
Maindy awaiting display in the museum.
While we were successful acquiring this, we failed to buy two
other items of significant interest, either due to being outbid at
auction or because the seller wanted an unjustifiable amount
of money.
Watch presented to Major Le Poer Trench
The Trust was approached by a private seller in the United
States with a pocket watch for sale. This was an 18 carat solid
gold London key-wound pocket watch that was given to Major
Le Poer Trench for his bravery and assistance in ending the
Pottery Riots on August 16, 1842. It is clean and in good working condition.
The inscription on the watch reads as follows:

Perhaps the most irritating loss was of something we actually
successfully bought.
A well-known auction house was selling a complete set of
Georgian sabretache, crossbelt and sword sling. This collection
is extremely rare, and not only did we not own one, but none of
the Trustees had ever seen anything like it. So a bid was entered
at a level we believed would win and we were lucky! Not only did
we win it, but also the hammer price was less than half what we
were prepared to bid. We were delighted. But when the package arrived, it was missing the sabretache! Unbelievably, the
shippers were unable to find it. So we cancelled the purchase
and were left empty handed.
The obvious question arising from some of these sales is “why
the Regiment would get rid of such significant items?” There are
lots of ‘legends’ behind the losses of KDG artefacts, ranging
from ships sinking off the coast of Africa to warehouses being
bombed and looted during WW2. The veracity of these is a perfect subject for a Regimental sleuth (or historian).
I am certain we will continue to find new items and we will
update you again in next year’s journal.
JB-H
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The Firing Line
It has yet again been a very busy year with the Museum and the
QDG Heritage Trust. Visitor numbers to the Museum continue
to grow: between September 2017 and August 2018 we were
visited by 120,218 people. We also are seeing a steady rise in
veterans visiting the Museum; this is free of charge to all serving
and ex-serving members of the Regiment.
It is also popular with organised visits, including schools, military
and local groups coming to enjoy the talks we put on covering
a variety of topics, be it equipment, Regimental or general history. These are also in demand from a variety of units using the
Museum for JNCO and Leadership courses. This has also been
a big success and we welcome the opportunity to do them.
We also deliver, through working closely with the Education
Officer, outreach programmes to a variety of groups ranging
from Cubs, Brownies, schools, Special Educational Needs
groups, WI’s, local interest groups, and Cadet Forces. This
has been especially busy during the World War 1 centenary:
between September 2017 and September 2018 the education
programme has engaged with 2,941 people.
We are enhancing the Museum in a variety of ways to allow the
visitors an enjoyable and interesting experience. It will start with
an upgrading project over the first few months of 2019 to have
some new exhibition cases put in.
We have also seen a change within the Regimental Trusts. The
Regimental and Heritage Trusts have now come together, to
keep hold of all our artefacts at Regimental Duty, the Museum
and the archives. This has been a very time-consuming but
enjoyable process that remains ongoing. I visited the Regiment
five times during the last year, carrying out audits on all the
Messes. There is still more to do, so I will be visiting the Regiment
in February 2019 for the next audit and look forward to seeing
you all again.
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We have been pleased to welcome an addition to our heritage
staff, Miss Hannah Searle MA who is the Regimental archivist
and lead on the Regimental Timeline. We will eventually have all
our artefacts uploaded to a database, allowing us to see exactly
what we have and what we require to add to the collection. We
also have several volunteers and work placements from local
Universities that carry out conservation on all our artefacts. These
are mainly from Cardiff University’s Conservation Department,
and we also have an arrangement that any items requiring conservation are sent to the University for the students to work on.
The Museum has put on several temporary exhibitions during
the last year:
1st November 2017 – 2nd February 2018: Ernest Rollings,
The Policeman Who Ended the War
Hundreds of policemen from Wales served during the First
World War. In total 93 died and many were injured. Many were
recognised for their bravery and service. One achieved fame. A
Glamorgan policeman, Ernest James Rollings, was an officer in
charge of a team of armoured cars which took part in a raid on
the village of Farmerville in France on 8th August 1918, the first
day of the Battle of Amiens. During it he entered a German HQ
and recovered top secret battle plans. For this he was awarded
the Military Cross.
This has been one of the museum’s most popular exhibitions,
encouraging lots of visitors to come to the museum specifically to view the exhibition. An exhibition launch was held in
November 2017 with many of Ernest Rollings’ direct descendants attending. A weapons talk was also held at the museum for
a group of retired policemen.
February 2018 – April 2018: The Heat of Battle
A touring exhibition created by Wrexham Museums and The
Royal Welch Fusilier Museum looking at the role of The Royal
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Welsh Fusiliers in Egypt and Palestine during the First World
War.
November 2018: Commonwealth War Graves Commission
This exhibition highlights the work that this organisation does to
commemorate soldiers who died during conflicts. This will run
alongside a recreated CWGC Cemetery in the grounds of Cardiff
Castle and the annual National Field of Remembrance. There
were over 300 replica graves recreated in the castle grounds.
There will also be an exhibition to coincide with the Regiment
celebrating 60 years since its formation.
Armed Forces Covenant Award
The Firing Line was delighted to receive news in August 2018
that, following on from receiving the Bronze Award in 2017, the
Museum was one of 19 Welsh employers to receive the Silver
Award for the Employers Recognition Scheme. We are proud
to support the Armed Forces in the UK and this is an indication
of the great sense of teamwork that we share at the Firing Line.

This has been another eventful year for the Museum and for
myself as the Curator. The Trustees continue to enhance our
collections, by researching and buying artefacts that we do not
have. There have been a variety of artefacts purchased this year,
the main one being that of the Waterloo Cup which was presented to the Regiment by the survivors within the Officers’ and
WOs’ & Sgts’ Messes after the battle to commemorate those
that had fallen. This will be put on display during 2019 along with
other new artefacts and upgrading the present display cases.
I will ask any serving and ex-serving members to look in your
attics and garages for artefacts from the present day or when
you served and donate it to enhance the collections. It’s not just
ancient items – we are also looking for modern conflict items
that will eventually go on show in the Museum.
Looking forward to another busy year in 2019 and seeing more
QDG visitors enjoying the Museum.
ME

RCA Christmas Hamper Delivery
“Mark, would you be up for doing some Christmas Hampers
for my Squadron in Poland?” Major Charlie R-B’s message
on Linked-In seemed simple enough, however I did not think
it would lead to a 2,600 mile road trip to the Russian border
towing a trailer full of 140 parcels, kindly paid for RCA members
raising over £4,000. What a fun opportunity it was, especially
when Chris Gibbons volunteered to share the driving with me
over the weekend before Christmas. With a welcome overnight
“beer stop” in Wolfenbuttel chez Herr Ruscoe, we arrived close
to the NATO Camp where A Sqn, part of US-led “NATO Battle
Group Poland”, were stationed, in under 48 hours. The snow fell
on cue, giving the camp a Christmas feel as we met a smiling,
multi cap-badged A Squadron and received a very warm welcome as we handed out the Christmas boxes.
For Chris and me, it was a great privilege to be back with the
serving Regiment for 24 hours, seeing them “at work” in an unu-

Chris Gibbons, OC A and Mark Ashley-Miller
Sgt Gurung
thrilled to finally
receive spares
for his Jackal
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sual posting – multinational, semi operational and somewhere
where Troop leaders clearly had to use their imaginations to
the full. For us two “oldies” it felt like a cross between Northern
Ireland and BAOR, and manned by some remarkably fit QDG
gym bunnies, all led by a very energetic SSM WO2 Dai Chant. It
was a great chance to show both the young soldiers and a large
number of attached arms, a small glimpse of what the RCA and
the wider QDG family is all about. Thank you, Charlie and A Sqn,
for your hospitality.
MA-M
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Sadly, the following deaths were notified to the
Regimental Secretary throughout 2018.
Name
GEA Barker
D S Aubrey
Brig C H Bond CBE
J Kelly
K Hanning
P Vaughan
A W Weale
J Rees
G H Lofthouse
J Freeman
B Wood
Lt Col F Wilson MBE
C Chapman
R A Brown
N T Hugh
S Carter
FRO Foa
Maj CJG Langlands
W Prickett
D K Edwards
M Hampson
J Jones
GG Campbell

Regiment
KDG
KDG
Bays/QDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
BAYS
QDG
KDG
BAYS
QDG
KDG/QDG
KDG
KDG
BAYS/QDG
BAYS/QDG
KDG
QDG
KDG
KDG
QDG
QDG
KDG

Served
1953 – 1955
1944 – 1947
1959 – 1994
1998 – 2002
1970 – 1983
WWII
1970 – 1974
1946 – 1948
1949 – 1956
1961 – 1969
1955 – 1990
1944 – 1954
1955 – 1957
1956 – 1962
1957 – 1959
1946 – 1950
1968 – 1988
1956 – 1957
1963 – 1968
1987 – 1991
1952 – 1954

Dec’d
Dec ’16
Nov ’17
Jan ’18
Jan ’18
Feb ’18
Feb ’18
Feb ’18
Feb ’18
Mar ’18
Apr ’18
May ’18
May ’18
June ’18
June ’18
July ’18
Aug ’18
Sept ’18
Sept ’18
Oct ’18
Oct ’18
Nov ’18
Nov ’18
2018

Age
81
79
37
74
51
91
69
88
87
77
80
91
81
78
80
90
70
87
78
49
84

The Order of Franz Joseph
Having met Archduke Markus Habsburg-Lothringen in Cardiff
in 2010 and been involved with both the Regimental Exhibition
and Parade in Bad Ischl in 2014 I received an invitation from
TIRHs Archduke Sandor and Archduchess Herta Margarete
Habsburg-Lothringen to attend the 100th Anniversary of the
death of His Majesty, Emperor Franz Joseph I. A parade and
dinner were held at Schonbrunn Palace in Vienna on 21st
October 2016, where we met for the first time. This resulted in
numerous invitations to attend many other events and making
many friends along the way.
In May 2017, at the 300th Birthday Parade of Empress Maria
Theresia at the Military Academy, Wiener Neustadt, Archduke

Sandor and I began a dialogue regarding the Regimental
Comrades Association and The Order of Franz Joseph, which I
passed on to the RCA on my return.
I received an invitation to attend an Investiture of the Order of
Franz Joseph at Schonbrunn Palace Chapel in Vienna on the
19th November 2017 where I was honoured to receive The
Order of Franz Joseph, Knight’s Cross, and also honoured to be
made Ambassador to the Order for Great Britain.
I notified the Colonel of the Regiment of this and after discussions with the RCA, Archduke Sandor offered to bestow The
Order of Franz Joseph on members of the RCA and the RCA

Visit to the Firing Line
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Members of the RCA and TIRHs at Cardiff Castle

itself at an Investiture to be held at Firing Line, Cardiff Castle at
the Regimental Reunion in 2018.
I collected TIRHs Archduke Sandor, Archduchess Herta
Margarete and Herr Alfred Deimbacher (Secretary General
Austria Imperialis) from Heathrow Airport on Friday 26th October
2018 and drove to Cardiff where we attended a dinner in honour
of the visitors hosted by General Mayall , attended by members
of the RCA, at the Cardiff and County Club.
On Saturday 27th the visitors were met on arrival at Cardiff
Castle by Mark Evans, our Regimental Curator and Emily Evans
(Mark’s daughter) presented Archduchess Herta Margarete with
a posy of red and white flowers. The visitors then received a
guided tour of the Castle before visiting the Museum.
All the invited guests including Brigadier Georgie and Mrs Powell,
Colonel Johnny O’Brien, Lt. Col. and Mrs Brian Bell, other members of the RCA and wives together with the Recipients – Lt.
Gen. Sir S.V. Mayall, Lt. Col. Justin Stenhouse – Commanding
Officer, Chris Gibbons – Chairman RCA, Jeff ‘Harry’ Crane
receiving on behalf of the RCA, were all sat in the Waterloo
Room at 1250hrs ready for the Investiture to start.
I gave an emotional opening speech before handing over to
Archduke Sandor Habsburg-Lothringen, who in turn gave an
outline speech regarding the Franz Joseph Order.

Investiture at Schonbrunn Palace

Each Recipient was called forward in turn, knelt, placed their
hands on the sword and swore an Oath of Allegiance before
Archduke Sandor bestowed The Order of Franz Joseph,
Knight’s Cross, on each before congratulating them. Each
signed a certificate handed to them by Herr Alfred Deimbacher.
In reciprocation General Mayall presented Archduke Sandor with
the Regimental Medal, Colonel Stenhouse presented Herr Alfred
Deimbacher with the Regimental Medal and Chris Gibbons presented Archduchess Herta Margarete with the Pictorial History
of the Regiment. This was followed by a buffet lunch allowing
the visitors to meet with the invited members of the RCA.
The evening was taken up with the RCA Reunion at the Park Inn
where the Visitors enjoyed dinner and met with many members
of the RCA.
The visitors commented on how well they were received and
how much they enjoyed their visit to the Regiment and to Cardiff.
I wish to offer my most grateful thanks to Brigadier Alan
Richmond, the Regimental Trustees under the leadership
of Oliver Larminie, Christopher Dale of Firing Line and to the
Troopers of the Regimental Quarter Guard for their sterling
work. Many thanks.

Beirut Remembered
35th Remembrance Reunion Jacksonville NC USA
Another five years has passed by and Operation Hyperion Beirut
1983 still seems like yesterday for some of us. Yes, 35 years on
from when A and C Squadron landed on those war-torn shores.
I was with A Squadron who took over from C Squadron in
July 1983. Since then the war-torn streets and buildings of the
Lebanese capital have been repaired many times only to take
more damage by conflict. Some memories fade, but others will
remain forever. The reunion was set up after the tour of Beirut
and a few from the four multinational contingents of the French,
British, American and Italians still stay in touch with one another.
The Beirut Veterans of America honour their fallen heroes on
October 23rd every year. In 1983 on a Sunday morning at
approximately 0622 a truck crammed with explosives rammed
into the Battalion Landing Team (BLT) building. The driver detonated the bomb and the four floors of the BLT were razed to the
ground killing 241 American servicemen. The blast was even felt
in our camp, two miles away as the crow flies. Minutes later the
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Paul, Matt and Harry Cragg QDG
out on the streets of Baltimore
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Chris Di Meo USMC and Harry at
the New Jersey Battleship
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Dinner on the base

French contingent were bombed with 58 killed. Straight away
half of A squadron were loaded onto the back of trucks and set
off to help the US Marines at the BLT. I personally assisted in
the recovery of the US personnel and can still vividly recall the
sights and smells of those horrific three days. In remembrance
of those fallen soldiers I attend the BVA reunion held in the USA
every five years.
This year I decided my family would do a tour and take in some
of the sights on our way south to Jacksonville, North Carolina
where the 35th Remembrance Reunion was being held. Our
jam-packed tour was to take up 17 days driving, covering 2873
miles. We started in New York then headed down to Washington
where I visited six fallen Beirut allies at Arlington Cemetery. Next,
we headed down to Baltimore where I drove a Scorpion for the
first time in 30 years. This was meant to be a surprise for Matt
my youngest boy, who relished the ride and the day’s event.
Then onto Philadelphia, to see the Beirut ‘Old Gal’, the Battleship
USS New Jersey. There I met up with another Beirut Veteran,
Christian Di Meo USMC, prior to our visit of the ship. Whilst
being given a tour on-board I was honoured to be given a piece
of the ship (now a floating museum) which now takes pride of
place among all my other Beirut items.

Harley paint job dedicated to the fallen

After three days we said goodbye to Springfield, followed by a
day spent in Richmond recovering from the long drive and then
finally arrived in Jacksonville on the 20th October.
Here we met up, as five years previously, with brother veterans
and their families. Throughout the next week, old friendships
and acquaintances were rekindled with many new friends being
made of those attending for the first time. Once again, the Beirut
Veterans welcomed us, treating my family as one of their own.
Each evening, as always, old tales were told and memories of
those days in 1983 brought back to our forethoughts.
The Candlelight vigil took place as tradition dictates at the
memorial wall, held at the exact time the bomber struck. Many
other parades and dinners were also attended over the following
days. One memorable one was a BBQ held by Jack MacDonald
USMC, his home-made drink causing me to stutter and forget
what I was doing! The main reunion dinner was attended by
almost 800 people and held on the base. We sat with Ronnie
and Debbie Roshto, two wonderful friends that we met years
ago and speak with regularly. The reason is twofold. Debbie lost
her brother in the barracks bombing in 1983 and Ronnie lost his
son, Shane, who was on the Transocean drilling rig, Deepwater
Horizon, which had the fatal explosion in 2010. I was working
for Transocean at that time in the North Sea.

Doc Doolittle, Harry and Doc Browne
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I was asked during the BVA meeting to introduce myself to all
who (especially relatives) did not know me and to say a few
words of what the British contingent did there. I handed out lots
of regimental items to many of the veterans and their families.
I was also very honoured to cover the last few miles of my tour
with Doc Doolittle who walked 241 miles for the 241 American
servicemen who were killed that day on October 1983. We chatted about events that day and the triages set up in haste aboard
the ships. Even with my wonky knee the few miles were nothing
to what this man dedicates every 5 years. Another Corpsman
Doc Browne walked from Jacksonville Florida to Jacksonville
NC this year, a mere 485 miles.
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It seems the celebration of the life, times and memories of the
fallen are always fully covered and nothing left out. Even cars
and motor cycles are fantastically painted and dedicated to the
fallen.
Quite a few British veterans keep saying they would like to
attend but thus far it’s been only myself – it would be great if you
could attend at some point before it’s too late. During my chats
it seems that we may have a reunion organised over here in the
UK, accommodating a few of the US vets who will be holidaying

at the same time. The USMC vets always ask if more of us will
attend and they would be welcomed as I have been.
I end this note with a thank you to all my Beirut Brothers and
family (far too many to mention) for all the hospitality given to us.
I’d especially like to thank Dan Joy: “Thank you, brother, for the
help when most needed”.
“THE FIRST DUTY IS TO REMEMBER.”

HC

A Brief History of Regimental Helmets
Introduction
Both antecedent regiments of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards: The 1st King’s Dragoon Guards and the 2nd Queen’s
Dragoon Guards (The Queen’s Bays), along with the other cavalry regiments of the British Army enjoy long and successful
histories of campaigning in many parts of the world. Therefore,
it comes as no surprise that such extensive experience and
close contact with far-flung foreign influences certainly inspired
the design of British helmet construction and uniform styles;
and indeed, the result of such influence also served as a ‘trend
setter’ itself on more than one occasion. Many of the helmets
were of course fabricated in metal but some were leather and
almost all were adorned with a selection of crests and plumes
all made from organic materials such as horsehair, wool and
bearskin and therefore vulnerable to the ravages of time and
moth. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to find these older
examples in pristine condition. Luckily, besides national collections and museums there are many private collectors who are
proud to own such rare and wonderful relics from a bygone
age and many of these now precious items command enormous prices at auction. The regimental collection benefits from
an assemblage of helmets built up over time through purchase
and private donation and has almost every example of the type
of helmet ever issued to the Heavy Cavalry. This article attempts
to put some context to the ‘lid’ and serves to help the reader
understand the evolution from Felt Hat to Kevlar.
The Hat
The British Cavalry can trace its lineage back to the year 1660
when a Standing Army was formed on the Restoration of
Charles II. The day to day cavalry headgear at that time was primarily the hat, made in leather and sometimes felt. An Officer’s
hat, as expected, was of a vastly superior construction to the
enlisted man’s hat which was, by and large of poor quality and
construction. It had a wide brim and a crown and was fitted with
a hat band, usually of coloured cloth which ostensibly was used
to tighten the hat to the head but developed over time to simple
adornment. Officers wore privately purchased hats made of all
sorts of materials including exotic materials such as Beaver fur.
Over time and often by Royal Warrant the hats were edged with
gold and silver lace, plumed with feathers and adorned with
ribbons and bows. Sometimes Officers wore their own hats (a
habit perpetuated by many an Officer at Waterloo; most memorably by General Picton who charged the French wearing his
Top Hat!). In time, these military hats were fitted with elaborately
tied bows called Cockades
or ‘Cocks’. These so-called
Cocks became signature
items for both regimental
association and battle honours and as the hat evolved
into the tri and bicorn versions so did the complexity
of the adornments (See picPicture 1
ture 1).
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Of course, a hat was next
to useless in battle and
therefore the cavalry of the
time was also equipped
with Iron Helmets known
as ‘Pots’. The English Pot
had a skull with a low comb
on top, a laminated neck
guard and long ear pieces
which could fasten under
the chin. For facial protection, the hinged peak had
stout bars joined to form a
triple barred visor. This type
of helmet (See picture 2)
was used by both sides in
the English Civil War.

Picture 2

It was superseded by a German version which differed in having
a nasal protection that could be adjusted in size by means of a
bar and thumbscrew construction. These helmets were used
on active service right up until the end of the 17th Century and
into the early 18th until the Cocked Hat took precedence once
more both in barracks and in battle. However, it soon dawned
on the luminaries at Horse Guards that wearing a hat was not an
act of war and by the start of the Napoleonic Wars, brain cells
had started to glow with the challenge of producing an effective
means of protecting a cavalryman’s head from the rigours of
close quarter sword attack. The following paragraphs outline
the result of that thinking.
The 1812 – 1818 Pattern Helmet
As early as 1810, a proposal was made to introduce a new
style helmet for the Heavy Cavalry in lieu of the Cocked Hat.
Regiments had rightly started to question the effectiveness of
a hat in close quarter fighting. It is said that some including the
2nd QDG (Bays) took matters into their own hands and regimentally purchased helmets of a brass construction but were
subsequently ordered by Horse Guards to dispose of them.
Consequently, a helmet designed to last for 6 years was proposed on the 12th March 1812. Initially, the 1812 pattern had
a black leather skull with metal fittings; a front plate made in
Brass for Other Ranks or Gilt for Officers (this distinction in metal
fittings throughout the history of cavalry helmets endured), a
brass/gilt peak, lower band, reinforcing bars on the side and a
comb crest. Hamilton-Smith’s watercolour of this period (See
picture 3) shows a KDG wearing this pattern helmet and it illustrates the helmet as having a worsted crest coloured red and
black and a plume of white over red on the left side. Dawe’s
portrait of an unknown QDG Officer (See picture 4) reinforces
the fact that it was worn. However, for whatever reasoning,
this helmet was not well received and there is much contemporary correspondence recording the universal distaste. One
cavalry regiment CO wrote; “these helmets are in every way
objectionable”. Thus, in the August of 1812 a warrant for a new
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Picture 3

Picture 5

Picture 4

Picture 6

pattern was issued, designed to last 3 years, it was issued in
short order and included several modifications (See picture
5). Gone was the brass/gilt peak to be replaced with a leather
peak with brass/gilt edging, a change in chin scales and the
plume removed. It sported a front plate with a George III cypher
and below this just above the peak was a small plaque which
bore the name of the regiment. But the most significant change
was the removal of the worsted crest; replaced with a black
horse hair tail which normally fell down the side of the helmet.
It became the fashion, especially by the officers, to either plait
or restrain it with horse hair loops à la the French way. After the
Napoleonic wars ended, regiments were authorised to adorn
the front plate with their battle honours hence the KDG having
Waterloo (See picture 6). The 1812 pattern continued in use
until 1818 and for ORs beyond, but many officers were still having their portraits painted wearing it long after this date as the
1812 pattern helmet will always be associated with that most
famous of engagements in the June of 1815.
The 1818/22 – 1834 Pattern Helmet
Plans to provide a new uniform pattern inspired parallel thought
as to whether it was appropriate to issue a new helmet. Both
helmet and a new coatee were ultimately approved and went
into production. It is however not entirely clear when the helmet
actually entered service, hence the nomenclature of this pattern
is often confused; some say 1817 or 1818 and some experts
refer to 1822 when it first appeared in the Dress Regulations.
Paperwork from the 3rd Dragoon Guards however, very definitely mentions its existence in 1818. The official description
in the 1822 Dress Regulations states, “Roman, black glazed
skull and peak ornamented with rich gold laurel leaves, rich
gold dead wrought scales and lion’s heads, bearskin top”. The
skull of the helmet was iron, or steel painted black (termed
‘japanned’) for the Cavalry of the Line. The Household Cavalry
however, as was their custom to set themselves apart, stripped
the black paint and polished the metal until it shone. The helmet
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plate consisted of an outer
part featuring a flat squared
sun’s rays effect with the
Royal coat of arms central
and the regiment’s name
in a scroll around it. The
whole helmet was topped
off by a large and imposing
bearskin crest (See picture
7). Initially, this helmet was
only available for Officers’
purchase and no record
of it being issued to the
rank and file was recorded
(it must be assumed they
therefore continued to wear
Picture 7
the 1812 pattern) until the
early 1830s. The Officers
wore it with alacrity especially when posing for a portrait. It was
universally regarded as useless for active service and a letter to
the War Office from the CO KDG in 1822 described it as ‘perfectly unserviceable’.
The 1834 – 1843 Pattern
Helmet
On the 14th October 1834 a
circular memorandum was
sent to Dragoon Guards
and Dragoon regiments
stating that a new pattern
helmet had been approved
for Officers, NCOs and
men of Heavy Cavalry. This
was the all brass (or gilt)
helmet as described in the
1834 Dress Regulations
as “gilt metal, with ornamental scrolls on the sides,
Picture 8
oak-leaf ornamented brass
crest, with separate bearskin crest”. It seems the officer class obsession with the bearskin and its desirability for subsequent portraiture had endured
(See picture 8). The helmet was adorned with a front plate
featuring the Hanoverian Royal Arms with battle honours on a
pointed rayed plate above a strip bearing the regimental title.
The metal comb was ornamented with a fine floral pattern and
curling foliage on the back part of the skull. The ear bosses
were now of rose pattern
rather than lion’s head and
the scales were scalloped.
The imposing bearskin
crest of the previous helmet was retained for ceremonial purposes but could
be detached and replaced
with a well modelled forepart of a lion for active duty
(See picture 9). This example is arguably the most
well received and beautiful
of all British Heavy Cavalry
helmets and was worn well
Picture 9
into the Victorian period.
The 1843 – 1847 Pattern Helmet
The 1843 pattern is, at first glance, remarkably similar in construction and appearance to the 1834 pattern. However, on
closer inspection several changes had been made (See picture
10). The Dress Regulations of 1846 state “gilt, brass, with regimental ornaments and devices in front and an ornamental crest
(three and half inches deep) in which is inserted a mane of black
horse hair (two feet ten inches long) flowing loose behind, and
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terminating in front in a thistle shaped brush, confined
by a gold embroidered
boss, gilt, brass scales”.
Gone are the ornate laurel
leaves, gone is the imposing bearskin (presumably
with the portrait painters),
gone is the lion. This pattern helmet is in fact very
similar to that worn by
the French Cuirassiers of
the time. The gilt/brass
strip with regimental title
remains and the battle
honour Waterloo adorned
the KDG examples. This
somewhat utilitarian helmet
was very short lived.

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

Picture 10

The 1847 – 1871 Pattern
Helmet
A Horse Guards order of
30th July 1847 authorised a new pattern helmet
for the Dragoon Guards
and Dragoon regiments.
It became known as the
‘Albert’ pattern because
Prince
Albert,
Queen
Victoria’s husband and
Prince Consort had taken
a keen interest in modernising the Army and was
Picture 11
instrumental in initiating
a number of dress and
equipment improvements across the board; one of which was
the 1847 pattern helmet inspired by the Russian and Prussian
versions he had observed on his Royal tours (See picture 11).
The helmet’s gestation was protracted and complicated by the
fact that the Household Cavalry and the Dragoon regiments
required differing specifications to the Dragoon Guards (white
metal and nickel-plated skull with gilt/brass fittings respectively).
It was 1850 by the time the Line Cavalry got their issue. The
Dress Regulations of 1855 specify that the helmets of the seven
regiments of Dragoon Guards were to be gilt/brass construction with front and back peaks ornamented with a scroll wreath.
The skull had an impressive front plate with a “VR” cypher surrounded by a garter bearing the regimental title all set in a silver
cut star plate. This in turn was mounted on a rococo shield
crowned and with a spray of laurels and oak leaves. The plume
holder was a foliated socket and the top of the black horse hair
plume had a rose shaped piece of metal to keep the hair under
control. In 1855, Dress regulations introduced the regimental
coloured plumes. KDG had red and the Bays retained the black
plume. It seems this helmet was universally popular and proved
practical on active service and was used extensively by the regiments engaged on the Crimea.
The 1871 – Present Day Pattern Helmet
In April 1871 a new helmet was authorised for Heavy Cavalry.
Instantly recognisable to many a QDG who had the honour of
being selected for the Quarter guard, it was a simplified version
of the Albert (See picture 11). Gone was the intricate foliage, the
elaborate detail and ornate front plate. The 71 had clean lines,
no embellishments whatsoever and a simple four fluted plume
holder. The front plate was a twelve-pointed star in cut steel for
Officers and rayed for the ORs. Initially the officers helmets had
the “VR” Royal Cypher but in fairly short order some regiments
replaced it with more definitive regimental devices. KDG had the
Royal Crest inside a Garter with the Motto and a Regimental
Scroll below (See picture 12), the crest however was replaced
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with the cypher some time
later. The Bays had the
Royal Cypher in the Garter.
Other Ranks’ helmets had
a very simple numbered
front plate: for the KDG,
‘1’ and Bays, ‘2’. The
number was fabricated in
white metal and centrally
fixed on a black leather
background within a brass
(originally gilt for SNCOs
Picture 12
until 1897) Garter and set
on a white metal star plate.
On the death of Queen
Victoria, the helmet Cypher
changed to that of Edward
VII and set the precedent
for similar changes thereafter (See picture 13). WWI
put an end to the wearing
of Full Dress Ceremonial by
the ORs, however Officers
continued to wear it on
special occasions up until
WWII when it was abolished completely. Both the
KDG and The Bays bands
were recognised as useful
for recruiting and continPicture 13
ued to wear the full ceremonial dress including the
1871 pattern helmets fitted with White plumes right up till their
disbandment (by then amalgamated into the QDG band) in the
mid-1990s. It is this pattern helmet that has endured the longest
in a history of official, unofficial and tolerated wear. No longer an
instrument of protection in battle, it is now simply a ceremonial
embellishment.
Conclusion
Helmets have been and still are an essential part of a soldier’s kit.
From the Iron Pot worn by the cavalry of the New Model Army
in the 17th Century and through the years that followed, the
helmet offered not only protection of the head from enemy intent
but also provided the perfect topping to complete an impressive display of pomp and circumstance on military parades. At
the outbreak of WWI and again in WWII the ceremonial helmet
would be ‘stored’ and the Brody style steel helmets used in
action. The same routine has endured since those dark days
right up until modern times where current soldiers wear the new
Kevlar helmets in times of active service but don the 1871 pattern when performing Quarter Guard duties, recruiting or even
getting married. The 1871 helmet is of course no longer issued
to ORs or purchased privately by Officers, rather it is bought by
the Regimental Trust or donated by philanthropic retired members of the Regiment. It remains extensively employed and provides a worthy and inspirational link to the glorious days of a
bygone age.
HCS
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Obituaries
Brigadier C H Bond CBE
Born in 1938, Charles
Bond died on 25 Jan 2018,
following an illness which
he bore with great dignity
and courage.
Commissioned into The
Queen’s Bays after Well
ington and Sandhurst but
before amalgamation, he
lost his right eye while
on a training exercise. Undaunted by this distressing mishap, he became a notable Troop Leader at an exciting time in
Wolfenbuttel (1960) with over 30 living-in Mess Members. Within
this milieu of subalterns, the young ‘Bind’ quickly displayed his
fun-loving lifestyle. He also became an accomplished equestrian, representing the Regiment at show jumping.
After a two-year posting to Catterick he returned to Germany
just in time to invent MOLO (motor-cycle polo) by one day ‘borrowing’ the Padre’s Vespa, before a tour in Omagh gave him the
opportunity to continue his love of field sports where in 1965
he won the Strabane Point-to-Point. Concurrently two squadrons were sent in turn to Borneo and in 1966 the Regiment was
moved to Sharjah and Aden to help quell the uprising. Charles
saw active service in all three locations. He was without doubt
a fine leader of men, loyal to superiors and subordinates alike.
One of his finest assets – and he had many – was his ability to
get on with everybody.
The Regiment returned to Germany now equipped with tanks.
Charles saw service in Detmold, Soest, Berlin and Hohne.
Significantly at this time he met and married Brigitte, one of
the best decisions he ever made. The now Major, unflappable,
warm, relaxed and humorous, became a skilled tank warrior
in the undulating North German plains. A four-month tour to
Londonderry took him back to Ulster and it was here that his
ability to defuse tricky situations was at its most impressive.
Maybe it was a touch of the Blarney, but he was the ideal person to deal with obdurate and irate Irishmen. With a bottle of
Bushmills and above all a firm resolve, he forestalled many an
ugly incident.
Charles did not always adhere to some of the ‘finer points’ of
army bureaucracy. He once quietly exited a three-hour military law exam after three minutes, gracefully standing up and
whispering, “thank you and good day”. Always the gentleman.
He thus allowed the Staff College to pass him by, which only
showed that if you possessed the many other qualities that he
did, you could still achieve high office.
A tour of Cyprus was followed by a period as Second-inCommand in Hohne, where he was a member of the team
that won the BAOR Triathlon Championship in 1976-77. He
then attended the United States Command and General Staff
College in Kansas and on return, he became Deputy President
RCB in Wiltshire. He took over command of the Regiment,
briefly in Germany before returning to Ulster for the third time.
Here he was adept at shielding the Regiment from unnecessary
casualties yet carrying out the tasks required of them. He was
awarded the OBE in 1982.
After command he had a period in Defence Sales before taking
up a string of staff jobs for which he was ideally suited. Then
in 1990 on promotion to Brigadier there was little to suggest
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that he was equipped to learn Arabic or be Inspector of Army
Music and Commandant of the Royal Military School of Music,
for he was not readily known for his linguistic dexterity or for his
musical ear! However, he dealt with these two challenges in his
inimitable, uncomplaining, loyal and positive way. Charles retired
in 1994 and was duly honoured with a CBE.
The Bonds settled in Somerset where they enjoyed an idyllic but
busy sociable rural life with their many friends. A devoted family
man, he will be greatly missed, so to Brigitte, Patrick, Marcus
and their families we send our deepest sympathy.
DJCT/RWW

Lieutenant Colonel F Wilson MBE
Fred Wilson (known as Freddie to the
family) died on 13th May 2018, aged 80.
He was a stalwart of the Regiment, highly
principled, determined and self-effacing.
He enlisted into what was then the Boys’
Squadron RAC in 1953 and joined The
King’s Dragoon Guards in 1956. He was
quick to make his mark and reached the
rank of Corporal after three years. He took
part in a range of sports mainly at squadron level. He continued to serve in A Squadron on amalgamation.
A posting followed as an instructor to the Shropshire Yeomanry
for nearly three years before returning, again to A Squadron in
1964. He went with the Regiment from Wolfenbüttel to Omagh
in 1965. Promoted to Sergeant he undertook an operational
tour with the Regiment in Sharjah and Aden.
In 1967 he was posted to the Junior Leaders Regiment as an
instructor for three years, returning to the Regiment in Detmold
as Recce Troop Leader – a prestigious post. With the Regiment
now in Catterick quick promotions to Staff Sergeant and then
to WO2 led him to becoming SSM of D Squadron before being
appointed RQMS.
His rapid rise continued. In 1974 Fred was promoted to
WO1 and selected to be the RSM of 4th Battalion, Royal
Ulster Defence Regiment in County Fermanagh. After a distinguished tour with the UDR he was commissioned in 1977.
Now a Captain he became QM (Tech) and soon to take over
as Regimental Quartermaster, being largely responsible for the
regimental move from Hohne to Omagh. His outstanding tour as
QM was rewarded with a thoroughly deserved MBE. He also ran
the Regimental shoot on Rash Farm – his Commanding Officer,
Charles Bond, feeling that he had more spare time than anyone
else, yet he was an ideal choice.
Fred was promoted to Major in 1984 and embarked on a series
of staff jobs in Cyprus, the MOD and Shrewsbury. On the way
he earned his staff qualifications (sq) thereby becoming the first
late entry officer in the Army to do so – no mean achievement.
He retired in 1990 bringing to an end 37 years of distinguished
service to both the Regiment and the Army.
Fred immediately started work as general manager and head
of a care home in Holbeach, Spalding, rising to Director of
Operations for South East Region Leonard Cheshire Foundation.
As throughout his military career he ran a tight ship with a
human touch, set high standards and a disciplined approach
with morning prayers and routine inspections. He was quick to
earn the respect from all his staff.
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After retirement finally in 2003, Fred greatly enjoyed family holidays, the outdoor life and was an extremely knowledgeable
ornithologist.
Freddie was a family man and we send our deepest sympathies
to Carrie and their two sons, Shaun and Chance, both of whom
were commissioned into the Royal Tank Regiment.
RWW

Major Jeremy Langlands
Jeremy Langlands died shortly after his
70th birthday on 10th September 2018
having been ill for several years, a matter
that, in his mind, did not merit mention or
complaint. His affinity with the Regiment
originated from a cousin, 2Lt Michael
Aitken of The Queen’s Bays who was
killed on 27th May 1940 at Abbeville, an
event that subsequently grew into a fascination for him with Regimental history
relating particularly to World War 2 in Italy.
Jeremy joined the Regiment in Detmold in 1968 starting as supernumerary to Tony McCallum, surely an education that would have
stood anyone in good stead. It was at this stage that Jeremy’s
athletic prowess was noted, becoming one of the members of
the successful Regimental Cross-Country Squad. He became
Troop Leader of 2nd Troop A Squadron in Berlin on Centurion
tanks with ‘young’ Dakin as Troop Sergeant and a Tpr Brace
being the gunner on T12B. A Squadron Leader, Robert Ward,
assessed 2nd Troop’s range period as being ‘volatile, voluble and
unconventional’. However, there is a story about two missing
105mm sabot rounds at the end of a week on the ranges, leaving SSM Mike Stiff apoplectic with worry. As one would expect,
“all rounds and empty cases correct sir” and that was the end
of the story; at a Troop reunion in Cardiff some 30 years later,
when each member of the Troop was asked to bring a memento,
Jeremy produced his umbrella stand – a 105 mm shell case!
But of more note was Jeremy’s leadership of the A Squadron
langlauf team, comprising Tom Dakin (as above), LCpl Roberts
and Tprs Edworthy and Lambert. For a team from a single squadron to win the much coveted BAOR/Army Kentish Cup beating
40 Field Regiment RA and 35 Engineer Regiment, both considered to be clear favourites, was an outstanding achievement
both in terms of ability and leadership by Jeremy. Maintaining
his sporting prowess in the summer saw Ward and Langlands
come runners-up in the Berlin Brigade tennis doubles.
Although a graduate of Mons Officer Cadet School, Jeremy was
posted to RMA Sandhurst in 1972, not as a cadet but as an
acting captain being the ADC to General Jackie Harman, a role
at which he excelled, establishing a reputation for excellence
in planning, a skill he maintained throughout his life. General
Jackie and Jeremy’s relationship was such that Jeremy was
later to be AMA to General Jackie in 1979 in the MOD.
In 1976 Jeremy was appointed the Regimental Public Relations
Officer in Northern Ireland and Hohne, another post where he
excelled. Those that served with him in Armagh will remember
Country Strife, a publication that he initiated and everyone much
enjoyed. Back to Regimental duty where he was a very successful and appreciated Adjutant to John Pocock and Charles Bond,
before taking command of B Squadron, a role he much enjoyed.
Jeremy’s final posting of note was to the Falkland Islands where
he decided that there was more to life than tidying up after the
war, so deciding to retire from the Army. Setting up home in
Dorset with Selina, Lucinda, Andrew and George was a challenge he faced down, his planning skills producing a most
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wonderful home for the whole family in which to flourish. It was
there that Jeremy ventured into the world of Health and Safety
at equestrian events, taking his mobile home, the horsebox, to
any number of events from point-to-points to hunter trials and
3-day events. His success in this role was achieved through his
ability to make the organisers see good sense rather than any
form of threat or rule-book waving, he was simply charming.
It was over the last ten years that his enthusiasm for Regimental
history really took off; standing with him on the (wrong) hill
expounding on where the Bays’ tanks took a hammering in
Coriano, or sitting in a piazza in Perugia looking at a 1944 photograph of the KDG tanks entering the same piazza – he was
in his element especially as he had learnt yet another language;
no Italian was allowed to walk by without some form of greeting,
or becoming engaged in a lengthy, if not loud and occasionally
stilted, conversation.
Jeremy never allowed his illness to get him down, not once did
he complain. On his last holiday in Italy, some two months before
his death, he was still determined to be first on, and off, the aeroplane! The respect in which Jeremy was held was manifested
by the attendance of over 400 people, a considerable number
being from the Regiment, at the wake at Hartgrove House.
SMPS

Wilfrid Weld, JP, DL
Wilfrid Weld died in December 2015,
aged 81, while on holiday to Pitcairn
Island. After Stonyhurst and Sandhurst
he joined The Queen’s Bays, stationed in
Fallingbostel, in 1954. His uncle,
Humphrey Weld, was awarded the MC
after the Mareth battle and commanded
the Regiment 1950-52.
Although newly arrived he was one of a
group of subalterns lured by the appeal of
the casino at Travemunde and the delights of Hamburg. Militarily
Wilfrid commanded a troop of Centurion tanks. After Germany
the Regiment was stationed at Tidworth and with the posting
to Korea cancelled, was diverted to Jordan. Wilfrid, with John
Elliott, drove his TR2 on an adventurous trip across Europe and
Syria finally arriving in Aqaba. He continued to command his
Troop both in Aqaba and Sabratha, Libya, in A Squadron under
Husky Mordecai-Jones. When the Regiment moved back to
England he was very temporarily MTO before retiring in 1958.
He was popular with his men, especially as he had an abundant
supply of cigarettes!
Wilfrid returned to Dorset to run the Weld estate at Lulworth
Castle. The 30,000-acre estate included Lulworth and Bovington
army camps leased to the Ministry of Defence. He established,
in turn, Lulworth Castle Shoot, Cricket Club and Horse Trials. In
1994 the first Local Management Agreement between a private
landowner and English Heritage was launched.
Wilfrid was actively involved in many Dorset organisations and
charities. He was made Deputy Lieutenant in 1984 and was High
Sheriff in 1996. He was also a Justice of the Peace. Although
not a talented player himself, he was a very keen follower of
cricket, becoming President and the Patron of Hampshire
County Cricket Club. He was a member of MCC and I Zingari.
Wilfrid married firstly Joanna Binny. They had five children. His
second wife, Sally Bacchus, gave him two daughters.
JNE/RWW
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Valetes
Lt Col R J Parry
Richard Parry holds the unique distinction
of having commanded all Squadrons in the
Regiment at one time or another during almost 6
years as a Squadron Leader (B (91–94), D Sqn
(97) A Sqn (97–98), C Sqn (99) HQ Sqn (99–00)).
During that time he converted squadrons from
reconnaissance (Scorpion/Scimitar) into armour
(Challenger 1) and then ironically, back to recce
eight years later – not a bad record for someone
who only intended to join the Army for a short
stint before attending agricultural college!
Richard brought some much needed Welshness
to the Officers’ Mess when he arrived in Wimbish
in 1983 (as B Squadron Leader his Challenger
was named Brecon after his home town and a
Welsh lilt would become increasingly discernible
as he bantered with the boys). He also felt liberated to have finally rid himself of his school nickname, until Dickie Goldsborough arrived several
years later and “Ron” was a name that drifted in and out of his
regimental and ERE career thereafter.
Assigned to C Squadron at the time serving on operations in
Lebanon, prior to his Troop Leaders’ course, he was temporarily attached to B Squadron under Willie Crosby-Dawson
and Charles Hookey. Initially seated in the rear of Cpl ‘Teatime’
Jones’ (last three 430 of course) Spartan, he soon rose to dizzy
heights of radio operator and gunner for callsign 30, the troop
leader one SSgt ‘Basher’ Brace. He maintains he had the best
tutorage a young officer could wish for and from it a close
friendship made. In future years Basher was Squadron 2IC
to a young Parry Squadron Leader, a wager between the two
saw Basher nobly paying up a case of champagne at a dinner
night at RAC Centre Bovington having made it to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel first!
Disappointed to miss early operational service in Beirut, compensation came in the form of Exercise Lionheart in 1984, the
largest reinforcement exercise since WW2 involving 130,000
UK personnel, which gave first exposure to a long association
with Germany and with it a penchant for German beer and sausages. A countryman by upbringing, Richard loved roaming
the beautiful German countryside and its agriculture system,
especially when seeking the most palatial ‘sleeping platzs’ in
barns and ‘guts’ whilst on manoeuvres. Given command of
3rd Troop, C Squadron under the legendary ‘Chiefly’ or ‘Dozy’
Gates and Squadron Sergeant Major ‘Winky’ Miles, much of
the rest of his troop leading was spent exercising on Salisbury
Plain, mostly on Regular Army Assistance Table or “RAAT” tasks
but occasionally also guarding the American Army’s nuclear
deployments from Greenham Common. He did, though, also
manage to get selected for Exercise Long Look in Christchurch,
New Zealand in 1985 and play on American M60 tanks at Fort
Carson, Colorado Springs with 4/40th Armor – a useful introduction for a future on main battle tanks.
By the time the Regiment moved to Wolfenbüttel on the Inner
German Border, Richard had been appointed Intelligence
Officer, a post he took to naturally and relished working with
Brian Prichard, Ernie Burt and ‘Spud’ Rees Jones. Charged
with establishing the 1st British Corps’s Border Intelligence
Cell in Northampton Barracks, no sooner was the project completed the Berlin Wall fell. As with all serving at Regimental Duty
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in November 1989, it was an historic event leaving indelible lifelong memory - but fortunately
not before several wonderful ‘road trips’ up the
Berlin Corridor, with onward excursions in to
East Berlin.
His interest in agricultural machinery led to him
transporting his grey Ferguson TE20 tractor from
Wales to Wimbish and then on the Woffenbüttel,
Germany in 1987. There its antics proved an ability to vault (well plough through) beech hedges
and climb the Officers’ Mess terrace steps,
though thankfully for his Mess Bill, Fergie proved
too wide even for the large German doorways.
‘Fergie’ was retired to Worcestershire 15 years
later, a well-travelled adventurer.
After Junior Division of the Staff College, where
he was the youngest officer on his course, he did
a stint at Headquarters RAC Centre, Bovington
SO3 G3 O and D, where he suffered the indignity of the majority
of the Regiment deploying on Gulf War 1 without him. Despite
offers to return to Regimental Duty and a failed bid to deploy as
a media escort officer in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia “the closest he
came to the sand was Bournemouth beach”.
Opportunity came from Options for Change in 1990 and
Richard was elevated to a young OC B Squadron in Tidworth,
where he converted his Squadron to armour on Challenger 1
and subsequently on to Athlone Barracks, Sennelager, where
the Regiment honed its skills. He completed two Medicine Man
exercises at the British Army Training Unit Suffield (BATUS) in
Alberta, Canada and deployed on the first of his two tours as the
Prison Guard Force at the Maze Prison. Subsequently he was
proud to have commanded the Guard of Honour at the parade
in Joint Headquarters Rheindahlen to mark the closure of the
British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) in 1994.
After three years in Warminster in the mid-1990s, he returned
to command D Squadron in Sennelager, but Army changes
intervened and it was disestablished as the armoured regiments reduced in size, so instead he assumed command
of A Squadron taking it to Northern Ireland on a split tour as
Prison Guard Force at the infamous Maze and at Girdwood
Barracks ‘barricade bashing’ during the parade season in North
Belfast. The arms plot from Germany to Cambrai Barracks,
Catterick, included a reconfiguration of the BATUS plot and so
too squadron commands; after a brief period in Yorkshire he
moved to command C Squadron at CATC Warminister. The
period included the pre-deployment training for the intervention
in Kosovo and when QDG deployed there he volunteered for
the post of Civil Military Operations officer in Podujevo, nominally OC HQ Squadron. After previous training visits to Bosnia in
the 1990s, this period cemented Richard’s interest and passion
for the Western Balkans. As the Regiment returned to UK in
February 2000 Richard remained attached to the UN office in
Podujevo and was responsible for establishing a fledging local
government and Municipality Council. Together with the initial
post-conflict humanitarian period in autumn 1999 he records it
as being one of the most fulfilling and fascinating periods of his
career.
Small wonder that the majority of his later career was focussed
on the Balkans, initially in MOD as SO2 War Crimes in the
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Balkans Directorate; as the policy desk officer for Kosovo and
Macedonia and in 2005/6 as Military Assistant to the UK 2 star
Kosovo Protection Corps Coordinator, all of which served him
well for later. There were breaks in the Balkans focus, including
in 2008 as the Military Assistant to the 2 Star Director Force
Strategic Engagements Cell in the US Embassy Bagdad; attendance on the Advanced Command (where he kept his eye in
by writing a Balkans themed dissertation); Defence Intelligence
2009 – 2012 and a tour in Afghanistan as (rather unexpectedly)
the Director of the Media Operations Cell and Spokesman for
British Forces.
After nine months DA training Richard and the family moved
to Skopje, Republic of Macedonia, where he was also accredited to Albania and Kosovo. Initially posted for three years he
elected for a fourth year and his final of military service. He felt
it would be impossible to return to any “normal job” after the
independence and such a fascinating role in the international
arena and Defence Engagement. Covering three countries
made for a demanding period and at times gruelling schedule
requiring considerable energy, stamina and patience, as well as
an understanding family: but it was a role and time he loved.
Many ‘firsts’ and significant achievements came and a fitting
finale was with the Army’s new regional links tying 160 Infantry
Brigade, by then commanded by Brigadier Alan Richmond, to
the Balkans region. It enabled the two officers the opportunity
to retrace some of their steps and meet personalities across

Kosovo from the 1999/2000 deployment. He also took up marathon running Richard as a midlife crisis approached!
Richard had always been a keen sportsman and supporter. He
played hockey and cricket for Regiment and Corps and was
RAC Corps Secretary for rugby and cricket during the late
1980s. A promising rugby career had been ended shortly before
enlistment owing to injury and later took up refereeing. Whilst
rugby officer in Sennelager he proudly fielded three regimental
teams on the same day, occasionally taking to the field himself albeit rather gingerly! A horseman from early years though
not passionate – that being quashed by years of unadventurous Pony Club - he hunted, played polo, raced and attended
various equestrian courses in Windsor, Sennelager and Melton
Mowbray.
Returning to Kingston-Upon-Thames in December 2017,
Richard saw out his remaining six months service and completed
his transition to civilian life from London District. After a short stint
at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, he heads to the education sector to make up for lost parenting time and to assist him
prepare for homework duties from which he can no longer hide.
Whether he will ever be able to shed the Balkans and Army travel
bugs will remain to be seen, but in whichever direction he goes,
we wish him and the family well for “Life Part 2”!
ASR

Maj Nick Garland
Nicholas Garland commissioned in
May 2008, arriving at the Regiment
in the heat of preparations for Op
HERRICK 9. No sooner has this
happened than he shed his lifelong
identity, was re-named ‘Judy’ and
began life as a QDG subaltern making the most of a summer on Troop
Leaders before flying to Afghanistan.
This first deployment saw him join
a fearless band of C Squadron soldiers and officers in Musa Qala, he
was immediately into the thick of it.
Sadly for all this tour was to be short
lived and Nick found himself very
quickly proving just how remarkable the evacuation chain and medical services were for everyone deployed. That said, through
sheer personal determination, good care and a hefty amount of
support from family and friends he was back up on his feet in
no time. This was a truly remarkable recovery from a man who
would then go on to serve on two further operational tours and
deploy repeatedly with the Regiment, being recognised nationally for his work.
Once he’d eventually decided to return to work he started the
process of getting the medical profession to allow him to deploy
again. Not one to let process, policy or his membership of the
‘RPG Appreciation Society’ stand in the way he soon became
an expert at navigating the various back channels of the military
medical system to ensure that he would not be left out. Having
been selected to command a Troop in the BRF for HERRICK 15
he was soon back in the thick of infantry soldiering, deploying
to BATUS, around the UK and finally back to Helmand as 1st
Troop Leader. As a natural athlete and keen runner he made
the most of spending six months on his feet, thankful for the
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fact that it was a winter tour which
allowed him to make best use of
personal warm kit, his issued black
RTR jumper in particular.
Having managed to complete
all of HERRICK 15 he put his
skills to good use training future
generations of Troop Leaders
and
Crew
Commanders
at
the Reconnaissance School in
Warminster. Hot on the heels of his
marriage with Kate this allowed him
to live at home in the UK, impart his
knowledge to multiple courses and
spend every spare minute he had
stalking and shooting on Salisbury
Plain. He will proudly admit to knowing every fold of that ground and can recall with happiness the
sporting opportunities he had when there (only he can truly tell
which element of life in Warminster was better).
As all good things must come to an end so too did this sporting
paradise. The Regimental net was cast and Nick hauled back
to Sennelager to take over as Ops Officer. Another deployment was in the offing, back to Helmand again to work with
the Afghan National Army and plan the departure of UK forces
for the final time. His steady hand, eye for detail and overall
positivity endeared him to the ANA and despite their best efforts
the Regiment, and other coalition forces, were able to leave as
planned. Nick even managed to dodge the weighty task of writing the Post Operational Report in order to witness the birth of
his first child Milly. Some might say this was the correct call to
make especially as those picking up the task still mention his
skilled timing and ability to dodge this onerous duty.
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Not one to forgo the chance of getting back into the thick of
it, he readily accepted the opportunity to promote and command A Sqn for a year upon the move to Swanton Morley. This
saw him steer the Squadron through the challenges of a new
home, new opportunities and a deployment to Sierra Leone on
a training mission. For all concerned this was a highlight of their
careers and set the standard for future iterations of QDG training in the country. This period also gave Nick the ability to form
some firm alliances amongst Norfolk’s sporting set and balance
work with as much high-quality shooting as possible.
Once again the Army decided that the fun should end and Nick
moved with the family for 9 months of intensive study on the
Intermediate Command and Staff Course. Despite the best
efforts of his instructors he left the course with sanity, family and
intellect intact to take up a position coordinating all activity within
the headquarters of the Army’s Recruiting and Training Division.
With his detailed personal knowledge of the medical system, military policy and training requirements he quickly proved his worth
when faced with a deluge of letters from MPs about recruiting
statistics and concerns about individual constituents who had
been refused entry. Living on the fringes of Salisbury Plain also
brought a welcome return to a hefty amount of shooting and
other sporting opportunities. Even as the family continued to
grow (and he and Kate welcomed Sebastian into the world) he
demonstrated a remarkable ability to sneak off of an evening to
ensure that the freezer remained full and family well fed.
It was at this stage that the medical professionals finally caught
up with him and the military adventure was over once and for
all. Unsurprisingly he has stepped out of uniform and into a civilian job without blinking. That said, over the course of the last
10 years he has managed to keep many fingers in many pies
aside from the Army and developed a reputation as the ‘man
who can’ when it comes to business opportunities. Whether it
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be cars, Regimental watches or advice on how to claim every
penny or bonus the Army could offer, Nick has been able to
steer those less able in the right direction. Not one to leave any
of the Army’s money unspent he has ensured that the Army has
invested significantly in his personal development and equipment. From shooting courses, to tailor made issued boots to
help him walk between pegs (and of course lead on every tab)
Nick has always been an expert in knowing what he could rightfully get away with, teaching more than a couple of RAOs and
Det Commanders the ins and outs of claims over many years.
He will argue to this day that the investment was well worth it
and he represented value for money at every stage…
As an older and wiser Mess member he quickly became known
for his sage advice and intolerance for poor conversation at the
table, even falling asleep in his food at stages when it all got too
much. Although a renowned party animal he was rarely caught
on the dancefloor despite the best efforts of many a wife, girlfriend (or wannabee) to coax some hidden moves from those
delicate feet. He was able to stand his ground, or more often
than not, remain firmly seated in an armchair.
Nick leaves the Army after ten busy years of challenge, variety
and achievement. Sadly for him the days of sweeping up the
10min 30sec PFA soldiers have drawn to a close, another will no
doubt take his place before too long. He will be truly missed by
Generals and soldiers alike but, like any good man, will always
remain ready to help out QDGs past and present whenever an
opportunity presents itself. Without doubt QDG soldiers will
continue benefit from Garland Enterprises for many years just
as they have for the last decade. We wish him, Kate and the
children all the very best in their new ventures and lives away
from the Army. Military shoots and sporting land can breathe
slightly easier now.
CER-B

Capt Freddie Woolland
Captain ‘Freddie’ Woolland chose to join the army
on the Gentlemen’s May intake at RMAS in 2012,
a mindset that he would apply throughout the
remainder of his career in the army. Upon commissioning in April 2013 he immediately joined the
Regiment in Germany and spent a glorious few
months divesting himself of Sandhurst habits, discovering the Sennelager nightlife and developing a
penchant for the now banned white shirt/combat
trousers combo.
Sadly troop leaders beckoned and whilst still
recovering from his first Cavmem Freddie set off to
Bovington. Here he learned that he was to spend
the next 3 months learning how to maintain, fight
and crew a vehicle that QDG had just rerolled off!
With the UK basking in a heatwave, the next three
months were spent enjoying the beach; completing Tinder; chasing students in Bournemouth; and, when not
otherwise engaged, taking his lessons in CVRT maintenance
very seriously as he raced round the driver training area.
Luckily two brother QDGs were running the course; and Mr
Costello and the now RSM, Mr Homer, were able to steer him
through and onwards to Warminster where another QDG Maj
‘Judy’ Garland was there to train him and send him back to
QDG as a fully-fledged troop leader. Unfortunately for Freddie he
arrived just in time for yet another onerous tasking and promptly
disappeared off to Verbier.
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Freddie’s time troop leading was spent in B Sqn
where he deployed on OP HERRICK 20 as part
of the Brigade Advisory Team – still with his white
shirt – before settling in to the draw down from
Germany. This meant another return to Verbier,
although this time purely social, before a spring
and summer spent organising Mess trips to various spots in Germany. Of particular note is the
Mess trip to Cologne where the sight of Freddie in
a Dirndl scarred not only the officers present but
also most of Western Germany.
A stint at Pirbright beckoned before, tired of being
in easy reach of the lights of London, Freddie
returned to Regimental Duty in Norfolk and took
over as the Intelligence Officer. It was here, with its
new focus on cultural understanding, that Freddie
found his niche. Ferociously intelligent, he was
able to dissect a situation with ease and deliver insight where
required. The only downside of this was the requirement to
travel and it was with a heavy heart that Freddie found himself
deploying to places such as Malaysia and Sierra Leone before
finally disappearing off to Tunisia to work on the intelligence collection going on in Libya in support of UK operations there. His
final job in the Army saw him continue in this area and he went
to Defence Intelligence in London working on the Iraq desk.
Sadly all good things must come to an end, and Freddie is now
off to join the real world. We wish him all the very best and no
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doubt he will succeed in whatever he chooses to do. As someone who was lucky enough to walk up the steps with Freddie
it is has been a genuine honour to serve with him and he will
be sorely missed. A true blue QDG he will no doubt be back to

many QDG events in future to the great delight of all those who
know him!
MAJM

Capt Hugo Fraser
Hugo’s military career started on 08 Sep 2013 with
his arrival at RMAS; following a highly successful
time there he joined the Regiment in Sennelager,
Germany. From the beginning Hugo always
demonstrated the highest levels of professionalism and leadership. His competence and work
ethic was reflected in him winning Top Student on
the Tactics phase of his Tp Ldrs course. Though
the less said about the state of his trousers after
that fateful stretcher race the better! During his
time with the Regiment, Hugo deployed to a
number of exotic locations (some more strenuous
than others…) including Switzerland, the Czech
Republic, Cyprus, Kenya, Sierra Leone and the
United States. He was also a particularly competent RCO, organising and delivering ranges both
in the UK as well as in more far-flung locations
such as Kenya (2015 – Askari Thunder PRT) and
Sierra Leone (2016 – QDG STTT).
One of the more notable deployments Hugo was engaged
in was as the 7 Bde Liaison Officer to Sierra Leone between
Aug – Dec 17. During his time there he was part of the British
High Commission Defence Section. Hugo worked closely with
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and a plethora of NonGovernmental Organisations, all as part of the UK’s commitment
to supporting that part of West Africa. Though he didn’t work
quite as ‘closely’ with the NGOs as previous and following LOs
had done and would do. This deployment presented a number
of serious challenges including enabling the recovery from the
Ebola epidemic and providing support to agencies dealing with
a severe landslide that struck the capital, Freetown. Through
all this Hugo did manage to maintain his mental wellbeing by
visiting a number of beaches and eating the largest lobster ever
seen.
Upon his return to Regimental Duty Hugo returned to his role
as Regimental Musketry Officer, providing a number of critical
small arms static ranges and live fire tactical ranges. He also
found time to captain the QDG shooting team through the Army
Shooting Championships. Though the less said about their performance and the Colonel’s reaction the better!
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In his final year with the Regiment, he deployed
as the Military Intelligence lead for a Czech Army
Bde. Unbeknownst to Hugo the NATO-led exercise they deployed on featured a complex and
realistic CBRN threat. Luckily his great love and
passion for all things CBRN held him in good
stead throughout. Hugo’s final task during his time
at QDG was assisting the consultants McKinsey
to implement their plan for greater efficiency within
the Army in general, and the QDG in particular
– a not insignificant task! His efforts saw a number of substantial changes to how the Regiment
conducts business, not a few of which would not
have been implemented without Hugo’s tireless
efforts. It surely can’t have hurt his CV either.
It hasn’t all been work for Hugo though – an
accomplished sportsman, he represented the
Regiment at rugby union as well as playing on the RAC rugby
league team. As a gifted skier he was also a member of the QDG
Alpine team, and eventually captained it on Ex WHITE KNIGHT.
On both occasions he excelled, qualifying at both Divisional and
Army level. I am assured he also found time to enjoy himself
somewhere within that time.
Hugo has been a great asset to the Regiment throughout his
time with us, and will remain very much a part of the QDG family
during his onward travels. His enthusiasm and depth of knowledge on a variety of military subjects will be sorely missed by
those he served with. His natural charm, charisma and humour
mean he is – and will doubtless remain – very well liked, by
both those he commanded and with whom he served. His truly
haunting ability to impersonate almost anyone will be missed in
the Mess.
Commissioning on the same day as Hugo and being with him
through his Army career has been an honour and a privilege. I
wish him, Jen, Herbie and Wicket the very best for the future. He
will, I am sure, continue to excel in any profession he chooses.
Shhhhhhhhh!!!!!

ETPO
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Captain Stuart John
Capt Stuart John joined the Regiment in
Wolfenbuttel, Germany, in November 1987 after
completing basic training at Catterick Garrison.
On arrival, Stuart joined D Sqn which at the time
was the Guided Weapon Sqn, mounted on Striker.
During his time in D Sqn Stuart completed his full
crewman training as well as his GW Controller’s
course which more importantly paid the much
sought after “crew mechanic” pay.
It was during these formative years that Stuart
decided to give up smoking, pizzas and beer to
become one of the best Regimental cross-country runners of his generation. More importantly, his
sudden weight loss generated an enduring nick
name – the Screaming Skull!
As a result of Suddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait
in 1991 Stuart deployed as a Battle Casualty Replacement on
Op Granby. While deployed Stuart came under the command
of the 9/12th Royal Lancers where he occupied a corner of a
tent named “gusset alley” so-called due to the number of boxer
shorts and pants Del Boy Davies hung above our heads after
the laundry run. On return from the Gulf, Stuart left Wolfenbuttel
with the Regiment and headed for Assaye Barracks, Tidworth.
On arrival to Tidworth Stuart joined B Sqn and was promoted
to Lance Corporal. However, the Regiment and Stuart’s time in
Tidworth was short-lived due to an arms plot and role change.
1992 saw both move back to Germany, this time to Athlone
Barracks, Sennelager, mounted on the Challenger 1 Main
Battle Tank. While in Sennelager, Stuart joined Recce Troop (the
best ever) and deployed to Bosnia. During this tour Stuart was
re-called to the UK where he completed his Challenger Crew
Commanders course. On completion he found himself back in
D Sqn, a Sqn which he would serve in for over 10 years. Stuart’s
flair for gunnery (or was it his only option) saw him complete his
Gunnery Instructor course at Lulworth.
With yet another arms plot in 1998 and role change the Regiment
and Stuart moved back to the UK, ironically back to Cambrai
Barracks, the exact same barracks Stuart had completed his
basic training some 10 years previous. Over this period Stuart
secretly yearned to take an Adventure Training post as a kayak
instructor. However, luckily for the Army Stuart was selected to
attend the Schools Gunnery Cadre at Lulworth which he duly
passed, remaining as a schools gunnery instructor for a further
2 years.
On completion of his posting at Lulworth Stuart re-joined the
regiment at Catterick this time joining A Sqn who were deployed
to Bosnia. Whilst in Catterick Stuart was in “high demand” (an
RCO’s words, not his) as he served in A, B and C Sqns. While in
B Sqn Stuart deployed to Norway as part of the AMF(L) Sqn and
deployed on Op TELIC 1 in 2003 with C Sqn as GW Troop Sgt.
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With another arms plot move to Germany, this
time to Imphal Barracks, Osnabruck, Stuart
assumed the role as B Sqn SQMS. With numerous exercises and another tour to Iraq on Op Telic
5, Stuart was subsequently “selected” from a
cast of 1 to take over the role as Officers’ Mess
Manager. Still to this day Stuart is bewildered as to
where Captain Arthur Chamberlain could conceal
his firework rockets after a “room shakedown” following a visit by the Polizei! Stuart’s hard work in
the Officers’ Mess paid off as he was awarded the
Queen Elizabeth’s Trophy and assumed the position of B Sqn SSM. During his tenure as B Sqn
SSM Stuart deployed in 2006 for a final time to
Iraq on Op Telic 8.
With his gunnery background Stuart was
selected and promoted to WO1 and posted as
the Regimental Sergeant Major Instructor (RSMI) Gunnery, to
the Armoured and Trials Development Unit (ATDU), Bovington,
Dorset. After 2 fruitful and interesting years at ATDU Stuart
was commissioned and returned to the Regiment as the
Regimental Welfare Officer in Dempsey Barracks, Sennelager.
With Regimental life zooming past Stuart soon found himself
handing over the Welfare Office and taking over as the QM(A),
deploying to Castlemartin for 4 months in support of 20 Bde’s
Afghanistan deployment training and subsequently on a very
brief tour of Afghanistan. With the Regimental welcome home
parades in Wales organised, supported and completed Stuart
found himself on the move again. This time to Castlemartin
ranges as the Range team Staff Officer. Stuart spent 2 busy
years at Castlemartin supporting all mounted live firing. Having
completed his post at Castlemartin Stuart was now entering
his last 2 years of military service. With his Posting preferences
totally ignored by Glasgow, Stuart found himself as the SO3
G7 Resources at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. With
his “time up” Stuart opted to take a Full Time Reserve Soldier
(FTRS) post as the SO3 UK Ops at 11 Inf Bde HQ, Aldershot.
Having served in Woofers, Tidders, Senners, Catters and
Ossnas and having completed an additional 2 years on FTRS
Stuart has decided to call his 30 year military career to an end.
With a splattering of deployments to Northern Ireland thrown
into the mix Stuart deployed to every theatre of operations with
the Regiment. With such a huge amount of experience Stuart
was never shy at passing on his thoughts if he saw things going
wrong but also showed compassion when needed. Through
cross-country he represented the Regiment and Corps on
numerous occasions and to his credit remained extremely fit
throughout his career
We wish Stuart – a true blue – Natalie, Amber-Mae and Elis all
the very best for the future.
JDJT
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WO2 Rob Lockyer
WO2 Rob Lockyer joined the Junior Leaders
Regiment Royal Armoured Corp at Bovington in
June 1989 as a fresh faced 16-year-old straight
from school. After training in Bovington for 12
months he passed off and went to Catterick to do
his CVR(T) driver training. He passed this course
at the second time of asking due to a minor altercation with a kerb on a roundabout. He arrived
at the Regiment in August 1990 in Wolfenbüttel
where he was assigned to 3rd Troop C Sqn.
On Arrival at the Regiment he was interviewed
as to his interests where he mentioned his joy of
Rugby, he was immediately encouraged to join
the Regimental Rugby Team and introduced to
the Team Manager/Coach (Capt Charlton QM(T))
who informed him his luck was in and there was
a tour to South Wales he may want to attend.
The enthusiastic young Lockyer thought this was a great idea
and signed up straight away. This turned out to be the start of
his adult Rugby Career which saw him tour Wales a few more
times and in 1997 a tour to New Zealand and Fiji with the British
Army (Germany) Team. An injury post BA(G) Tour saw his Rugby
Playing days cut short, however he did continue to support the
Rugby Team as Manager/Admin. Regimental and RAC Crops
players today still speak of the scrummaging advice he had
passed onto them and how good he was at the ‘social aspect’
of rugby life.
In the early part of his career he deployed to Ireland with “Y” Sqn
as part of the RRF Battle Group, this involved a lot of satellite
patrolling, of note were the perils of Coalisland and schoolkids
with the best arms and aims ever witnessed!
He was never far from a deployment with the Regiment.
Completing two tours of Ireland, Bosnia and Kosovo, three

tours of Iraq and finally a tour of Afghanistan on
Op Herrick 15 as MTWO.
In early 2001 after returning from Iraq he took a
posting to Bulford and the Head Quarters of 3rd
(UK) Division as the CBRN SNCO. Although this
was initially to support the SO2 and Div Sergeant
Major in the support to CBRN training he found
himself covering as the SQMS as well as the SO2
and Div SM roles, this meant delivering briefings
to CBRN Courses at Winterbourne Gunner the
home of CBRN Training, preparing the HQ for
deployment along with individual augmentees to
Remembrance Parade rehearsals.
Rob returned to the Regiment as it was recovering from Op Herrick 9 where he found himself
employed in the JAMES Cell as part of the QM(T)
Team. This was to assist with the implementation of the JAMES
system, which slowly migrated to the Squadrons and troops.
This did however give him an insight in to the Motor Transport
side of the Regiment and on retirement of the MTWO he seized
his opportunity and filled the vacant appointment. Having completed a deployment to BATUS as COEFOR with the Regiment
in the role of MTWO he moved to become HQ SSM, where
he successfully looked after two Sqn Leaders prior to taking
up the post of RQMS (A) and a Regimental arms plot move
to Swanton Morley. Once the move was complete he was
assigned to Bovington and the Home of the Royal Armoured
Corp which saw him complete a full circle from starting to finishing at Bovington some 27 years later.
Rob is now enjoying retirement in the South West along with his
Wife Maria and two teenage sons.
GR

Staff Sergeant Jamie Bowden
Staff Sergeant Jamie Bowden joined the Army in
1989. Following basic military training he joined
the Life Guards (Household Cavalry) and specialised as a Challenger 1 crewman, learning to drive
and maintain the British Army’s main battle tank,
and operate communications and surveillance
equipment. On completion of his specialised training, he arrived at Regimental Duty in 1990, where
he deployed to Iraq on Op Granby before transferring to 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards.
During his 28 years in the Army, Staff Sergeant
Bowden has served in Germany, Northern Ireland,
Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan. He has
deployed on operations to Iraq (Op Granby, Op
Telic 1, 5 and 8), Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan
(Op Herrick 9 and 15). He has also undertaken
numerous exercises around the world including
Canada, California, Germany and France, where he applied
his skill set and advanced his understanding of leadership and
communication technologies.
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Staff Sergeant Bowden is an excellent clay pigeon
shooter and regularly competed for the regiment.
He has taken part in various Adventure Training
activities in the USA, Canada, Cyprus and Austria.
Throughout his employment as a Royal Armoured
Corps soldier, Staff Sergeant Bowden has shown
himself to be highly competent, with a defined
sense of leadership and a robust mental attitude
to Army life. He has great enthusiasm, depth of
knowledge on a variety of subjects and applied
himself fully and rigorously to all tasks given and
expected of him.
Staff Sergeant Bowden has been an exemplary
Senior Non-Commissioned Officer and a pleasure
to work with. He will be an excellent asset to his
future employer in whatever career he chooses to
pursue. We wish Jamie and his family all the best in their future
endeavours.
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SSgt Matthew Jones 646
A very young Matthew Jones walked through
the gates of AFC Harrogate on the 8 Sept 2002.
Following this he completed Phase 2 training at
Bovington, where he trained as a CVR(T) driver
and had his first taste of signals.
Matt joined A Sqn whilst the Regiment were based
in Osnabruck in 2004. He then completed NIBAT
4 training in Northern Ireland where he was initially
employed as a petrol bomber before moving to
a Troop to get beaten up, all by the CIVPOP of
course!
Once all the training was completed for NIBAT 4
the regiment switched focus to OP TELIC. Matt
deployed on OP TELIC 5 as a driver and then soon
after went on OP TELIC 8 where he deployed to
both Basrah and Baghdad. It was over this period
that he looked to his CoC for influence. Personalities such as
“work shy Dai” and “Woodlaa” left a lasting mark on Matt! He
was one of very few people that could be heard but rarely seen.
This trait was only backed up with his professional knowledge
of ECM and communications systems, ever the technically
minded soldier Matt was able to turn his hand to all problems
and arrive at a logical solution. All this would be completed with
ease which enthused confidence in both Matt and all those
around him. Although technically minded he could never quite
grasp the mechanics of a safety catch.
In 2009 Matt deployed on OP HERRICK 9, for much of the tour
Matt was employed as Maj Waggett’s driver/operator within
the OC’s Rover Group on Jackal. His skills within SHQ were
firmly utilised and the only flaw he had was that he sounded
very much like some of the chat that would be transmitted over
the ICOM scanner. Whilst fixing radios he would frequently say
“bring me the big thing” or start coming out with an explosion
of words which nobody could ever understand. Towards the
end of this tour Matt had learnt a lot and then went on to complete his Crew Commander course. After this he was selected
to attend Ex LONGLOOK, which if you are unfamiliar with good
numbers, is one of the best out there. Matt went to Australia to
work with an Australian Rifle Company. However, it was easy
to see with the rise of social media sites at the time he was
spending more time sampling the local beer and “recceing” all
the local bars than he actually did with the Rifle Coy itself. Matt
did however spend some cultural time in Vietnam, but to you
and me that could be perceived as an additional three weeks on
holiday. With just under 6 months spent in Australia he has no
ammunition to fire back at anyone for the many nicknames that
he carries! He still thanks Woody and Dai for teaching him all he
knows in the art of dodging work.

In 2015 after a brief spell operating for Lt Col De
Quincey-Adams in BATUS Matt Joined B Sqn to
deploy on OP HERRICK 15. Always the go-to
man of the Sqn he had magnanimously developed as a soldier and was frequently instructed
to change Troops with very little notice. It was in
1st Tp that he was lead C/S. Although this started
with a stashing, his placement in the Tp ended
with a bang. Thankfully nobody was injured, but
Matt did lose a GPS and a few other shiny items
of personal kit. After completing Op Herrick 15,
Matt went coasting on posting to the RMLY B
Sqn which later amalgamated to form RY D Sqn
in Telford. Throughout this time he adapted to the
environment he was in and produced some great
results for them.
After a brief spell away Matt returned to the
Regiment to deploy to Kenya. This time as OPFOR with B Sqn.
He completely changed the dynamic of the Sqn and made G6
seem that little bit simpler, no easy task! After this his skills were
utilised in RHQ as the BSM/RSWO. Always double hatting and
sometimes running 5 email accounts in the absence of others, he continued to put in the hard hours to ensure that QDG
were always on good form when It came to Comms. Whether
it be running courses or delivering on the ground for the first
Overseas Training Exercise in California with the Americans. He
was all over his job like curry on rice.
Throughout Matt’s time in the Army and the Regiment, he
enjoyed Winter Sports and all manner of AT. He was always
on the football team until he snapped his ankle, but even afterwards he would be a fond supporter of the Regimental team,
frequently seen supporting from the side-lines. He loved Mess
life and gave up a lot of his time to improve Mess dos for the
benefit of others. He was a socially popular member of the
Warrant Officers’ & Sergeants’ Mess and will be missed by all
that had the pleasure of working alongside him.
Matt departs the Regiment after completing 16 years and 5
months in the Queen’s uniform. He leaves behind many strong
friends. It is testament to Jonah’s character and dedication that
there are some ex and future COs/OCs that have relied on him
to help control and command exercises and operational situations alike. He has left the Army to spend more time with his
family Kelly, Finnley and Phoebe. Matt now moves into a career
in IT, based in Hereford. If you’re ever about that way you should
check up on his brew making skills.
DC

Sgt Mark Milner
Sergeant Mark Milner joined the Army in April 1991 and selected
to join 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards. However, upon his
arrival at Catterick he was informed that the Regiment was
overmanned and was asked, “do you have any relatives in
the Regiment?” Knowing what he knows now he would have
replied “YES!” Yet, true to his honest character he replied, “no.”
The retired colonel then informed him that the 9th/12th Lancers
were also a reconnaissance regiment and that they were Prince
of Wales’s so were another Welsh unit. He accepted the offer
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to join the 9th/12th instead. The intake NCOs then told him he
could only transfer upon arrival at his regiment (another white
lie). Imagine the shock when he found out that the supposedly Welsh regiment did in fact recruit from Leicester, Derby,
Northampton and Greater London.
He completed his training as a CVR(T) gunner on both Scorpion
and Scimitar and very quickly found himself on his first tour of
Northern Ireland thus putting the thought of transfer to the back
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of his mind. Post tour not wanting to start again
he stayed and became a select Welshman surrounded by the English.

lier. As red and yellow were most definitely not LD
colours.
More ranges and training followed for OP
TEMPERER and then on to his final posting with
the QOY in Chester. Where, as a PSI he was able
to qualify over 100 gunners on the HMG and
GPMG in both light role and PWO on RWMIK in
the 2 and a half years he was there. This being the
closest to home in Hereford the Regiment could
get him at this time. While there he was found
eligible to receive a bar to his LS&GC and was
presented this in 2017 by the Honorary Colonel of
the Yeomanry.

Fast forward 23 and a half years saw him gain honours for 2 tours of Northern Ireland, 2 of Bosnia,
1 Kosovo, 1 Iraq and an LS&GC (which amazed
both himself and friends). He also saw postings to
Bovington, Winchester, cadet training teams and
several trips to Canada. Also, Sgt Milner gained
full colours for Regimental rugby, as well as picking up his MCC 5 extra years’ service, numerous
instructor qualifications and his A qual.
Mark was selected to not go forward to the new
Lancer regiment and as all soldiers had to select
a preferred regiment to go to, he finally arrived at
the Regiment he was supposed to be in August
2015. Once at QDG he waited with bated breath for the endless
‘flag head’ and ‘3 quarter lancers’ jokes but he found himself at
home very quickly. He settled into the training wing and helping
with the re-role training by running both HMG and GMG, PWO
courses and the ranges as well as helping with the drill for the
last parade in Germany.
When the Regiment returned to the UK he found himself back in
Swanton Morley, where he had been part of the advance party
taking the camp from the RAF some 17 years previously, and
took great delight in informing Mess members that contrary to
what the Light Dragoons had told them the Mess had in fact
not been painted since 9th/12th had left some 15 years ear-

Sgt Milner’s career has been a mix of operational and training others for either Ops or career
courses. For those that know him it was always
a delight to hear his rather loud voice on ranges or in the bar
about 5 mins before he actually arrived. So now he moves on to
returning to be a civilian with his twins, Sian and Iwan, to keep
him occupied as well as numerous hobbies.
Nevertheless, at no surprise to any who know him he promptly
joined the Reserves in Telford and is working to ensure the QDG
ethos continues. Since leaving in February he has been busy
devoting his time spending his gratuity on DIY, holiday, mortgage and finally buying a WW2 jeep (well he can’t afford a tank).
GR
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Regimental Gazette
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Regimental Headquarters
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Intelligence Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major

549626
24710556
30080767
30166386
30106712
25110733

Lt Col
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
WO1

J G E Stenhouse DSO MBE
J D J Tyson
M A J McKechnie
C E Carter
C E Carter
T Homer

A Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30137045
30184899
30160824
30261132
30159454
25123724
30070842
25232921
25087851
25116677
30058108
30046839
30059603
25227637
30199388
25209286
P064941T
30045851
30154771
30066147
25189692
30141356
30166188
25177806
30067230
21171464

Capt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Campbell
Brockless
Hind
Martel
Oakley
Wright
Doolan
Pitt
Pollard
Prior
Siddall
Speed
Sudlow
Wilkins
Bould
Brownless
Couch
Edwards
Gilliam
Griffiths
Hatton
Hutchings
Jones 188
Retallack
Symons
Thapa

30012189
25223529
30180488
30200348
30222273
30198395
30215238
30221731
30065234
30141039
30096610
30196808
30172813
30249530
30221138
30149349
30203828
30088265
30229792
30242765
30102586
30192425
30179677
30090601
30074561
30165574

25165695
30128917
25121833
25133496
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt

Thomas
Turner
Williams 488
Branston
Brennan
Clark
Cosby
Cowell
Cripps
Edmunds
Flower
Franks
Hawkins
Hazell
Hickmott
Kelly
Kniveton
McSween
Moon
Olagunju
Palmer
Parsons
Pine
Rai
Sims
Walton

C E Ruggles-Brise
E T P Owen
D Chant
M Hartt
30053694
30237217
30153992
30238455
30281148
30112356
30232385
30211486
30160008
30235821
30278326
25208155
30264372
30238196
30259301
30247099
30251027
30247318
30173606
30280006
30264399
30196924
30208876
30206768

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Al-Almeri
Barnett
Brereton
Cliffe
Davis 148
Diamond
Edwards
Foster
Gething
Gilberthorpe
Harris 326
Henry
Holzmann
Hopkins
Huish
Keefe
Kersey
Logan
Lynch
Parker
Pitt
Protheroe
Tucker
Williams 768

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

McCarthy
Parry
Priestley
Pritchard
Tukana
Allen
Bancroft
Bernard
Bennett
Brewster
Dawson
Dear
Eveleigh

B Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30231043
30272973
25139419
30107379
25122109
21171144
25136159
25227362
25108927
30018840
30089485
25180002
30144076
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Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Russell
Maxwell
Bradbury
Chater
Davies
Subba
Comley
Williams
O’Brien
Bernard
Canning
Cullen
De Jongh

25227597
30093452
25139265
30044585
30068842
30122572
30204764
30173199
30116905
30224866
30106631
30209504
30201718

30029759
30142165
25130398
25169284
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Maj
Lt
WO2
SSgt

D M Wiggins
G E Jackson
D Thomas
P Davies

Humphrey
Phillips
Roberts
Smith
Thurston
Casey
Duthie-Thomas
Hugo
Jaiteh
Knuckey
King
Lewis
Marais

30222274
30195771
30195630
30210831
30038049
30275813
30281707
30140660
30231336
30233367
30182992
30285430
30286427
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30289904
30219918
30194445
30248825
30229412
30269811
30258726
30293353
30282170
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Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Gale
George
Greening
Hanley
Harding
Harrod-Green
James
Jones
Murray

30228318
30244061
30230987
30226043
30197333
30285096
30242521
30254500
30199662

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Moore
Newbold
Old
Preston
Rees
Roberts
Rogers
Rosier
Shepherd

30274465
30275488
30275183
30280714
30275494
30247123
30192935
30287874

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Smith
Thomas
Tekin
Van Moojen
Walker
Whannell
Williams
Yorke

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn

Hopkins
Kenny
King
Lever
Lewis
Lewis
Lilly
Mahoney
Moore
New
Newman
Phillips
Rees
Robbins
Rugen
Stokes
Sweeney
Whistlecraft
Whiteing
Willcocks
Williams
Williams
Wood
Woodward
Youens
Bellis
Kirkwood
Skinner

Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt

Akum
Berry
Cartwright
Chilvers
Crick
Davies
Flint
Green
Grey
Harvey
Hinton
Lacey
Lee
Mckinnon
Sudlow
Young

C Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30164691
30204543
30139045
30268239
30207482
25152983
25155220
30060880
25141950
25184799
25107444
30063085
21169981
25135755
30115713
30060034
30174331
30125984
25229422
25184932
30167071
30076753
25156349
30093419
30105927
25186512
30172739
30210821
30241641

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
2Lt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl

Byrd
Chaplin
Kite
Groome
Cooper
Stokes
Davies
Evans
Ewbank
Hazelwood
Papworth
Petre
Tamang
Veasey
Warner
Welfoot
Andrews
Brocklehurst
Brown
Clarke
Howells
Humphreys
Mattin
Mwamulima
Sterry
Thomas
Thomas
Bourne
Cronin

30216045
30175315
30063645
30046784
30195000
30091511
30183192
30040371
30175251
30089895
30096091
30165696
30211912
30209384
30254952
30208941
30252722
30101957
30272618
30188557
30217616
30142043
30270370
30235967
30276383
30292543
30239670
30177841
30244845

25198513
30137891
25122106
25134289
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt

Die Bie
Foster
Harrison
Jamieson
Jenkin
Jones
Jones
Mather
May
Peel
Rose
Rowlands
Smith
Tomkins
Allen
Astbury
Bitten
Carew
Daley
Davidson
Donnachie
Finlay
Fletcher
Flight
Francis
Grint
Gurung
Gutteridge
Harcourt

D C M Hoey
M Carter
J Davies
S Walker
30171466
30242450
30287541
30218983
30256478
30226321
30278688
30252797
30287443
30290292
30237309
30273419
30176523
30288289
30195701
30235075
30257985
30222374
30233900
30267152
30226673
30262413
30235663
30229848
30284116
30147286
30196650
30239839

HQ Sqn
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
551053
25036846
25042527
25048119
30251156
24452513
25045034
30076268
30047172
24710088
24889984
30166880
30251315
25061701
25042359
25089953

Maj Nwume
Capt Crossman-Kellie
Capt Davies
Capt Davies
Capt (Revd) Durbin
Capt Flitcroft
Capt Homewood
Capt Kenny
Capt Mckellar
Capt Ruddock
Capt Thomas
Capt Woolland
2Lt Rixson
WO1 Brown
WO1 Pinner
WO2 Green
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25099895
25057031
25049077
25068322
25201293
25038321
25161676
25125282
25151646
25216345
25125460
25088049
25175089
30040540
W1044599
25056895

25232632
25052361
25080827
25107411
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt

Hansen
Mitchell
Nicholl
Ananins
Beal
Davey
Hopkins
Hughes
Jones
Lama
Lunn
McDermont
Roberts
Taylor
Wilkinson
Yarnold

A A Dumont
M Grundy
J Brisco
G Griffiths
25222606
W1049147
25042309
30096469
25140958
25049067
25049152
W1060867
25225443
W1046783
25172789
25078855
Q1053847
25191863
25210599
25105211
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30103886
30097816
25189878
24942670
25192183
25182393
24521783
30140484
30141175
24831022
21170158
25199608
30065005
25212188
30086924
30077995
24540883
30027922
25145389
21169888
25100904
25202211
25108889
30161730
30182505

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl

Bojang
Cook
Cope
Coward
Davies
Delana
Eastick
French
Greenwood
Greig
Gurung
Gurung
Halpin
Healy
Lardner
Mackay
Mcevoy
Newbury
Powell
Rai
Thomas
Watson
Yard
Adams
Ball

30232177
30184139
30149113
30192176
30199799
30112484
21171669
30154231
30180304
21171999
30174277
30114791
25191903
30170462
30059585
30135773
30022404
30121041
24765812
30169653
30157810
30226320
30183018
30103278
30231028

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Booker
Brown
Casey
Critchlow
Ford
Gitau
Gurung
Holland
Johns
Limbu
Mcintyre
Murphy
Pickard
Pugh
Pun
Pusey
Rees
Robinson
Russell
Scarfe-Moore
Ward
Baker
Cairney
Harry
Munt
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30030687
30218693
30199845
30247127
30128587
30235243
30133474
25111302
25081011
30154092
30286507
24922523
30200073
G8505865
24877044
30274192
25128101
21171770
30280876
30100819
30227576
30272333
30276085

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Pte
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn

Owen
Senior
Smith
Williams
Winter
Young
Britton
Chandler
Clements
Etherington-Hughes
Fisher
French
Galgey
Gibbons
Gregson
Gurung
Lander
Limbu
Qumivutia
Sharpe
Burrows
Fenton
MacKenzie

QDG Officers at ERE
Number
499545
527030
536624

Rank
Lt Gen
Brig
Brig

Name
Sir S V Mayall KBE CB
A S Richmond OBE
J J de Quincey Adams OBE

519416
541259
521920
546287
527120
548025
558369
543703
557506
561798
555433
558816
563651
564003
24795861
25185423
24862217
30038248
25234992
24773640
24829578
30042635
30169847
25041439
30132607
30275411
30223360

Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
2Lt
2Lt

G H J Deacon OBE
W H L Davies MBE
M W L W Botsford OBE
D B Duff
N J Fenton
N Thomas
A J Alford MBE
P L C Bond
H T Lloyd
P Corfield
S T B Farebrother MC
D G O Staveley
B R Nicholas
B Parkyn
T Moore
B C J Matthews
J O Dunne
C J Roberts
B Williams
T R Jones
P D Jones
J P Cowen
C R Poppleton
R C Mansel
W L T Simpson
B Lewis
G W Barham
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Position
Colonel of the Regiment
Commander, 160 Inf Bde
Director, Comprehensive Crisis and Operations Management
Centre, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
Colonel RAC
OP SHADER
Arty Prog Ldr, DE&S
PSO to Comd JFC
SO1 Infrastructure, Regional Command
CO ARRC Support Bn
DCOS ARMCEN
CO ATDU
MA to DCGS
SO1 Plans ARMCEN
ACSC
SO2 G7 Assurance RMAS
SO2 Defence Engagement, Land Warfare Centre
SO2 G3/5 CTS HQ FD Army
OC Brecon PRU
Deputy Director of Staff, PJHQ
SO3 TDT MCC, FD Army
SO2 Land Systems, Platform Division, DSTL
MA2 to CGS
SO2 G3 Ops HQ ITG
ICSC
11 Bde SO3 Defence Engagement
Pl Comd RMAS
SO3 TDT MCC, Land Warfare Centre
Tp Ldr ATR Pirbright
Troop Leaders Course
Troop Leaders Course
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QDG Soldiers At ERE
Number
25036729
25061962
24827784
25065339
25129855
25053406
25078696
25144795
25163774
25071964
25210097
25126363
25144671
25148487
25221672
25222934
25233280
25051042
25142833
30030698
25227362
30042712
30134192
25182393
30144277
25183065
21170378
30154029
25100904
25186512
30173199
30198128
25182394

Rank
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
A/Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
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Name
Costello
Davies
Riley
O’Connor
Smith
Watson
Hughes
Navunisaravi
Ruddy
Thurston
Bennett
Fisher
Korovulavula
Laqere
Morgan
Panks
Petre
Speight
Taylor
Trudgill
Williams
Casey
Davies
Delana
Gale
Grills
Gurung
Hicks
Thomas
Thomas
Hugo
Jones
Bobo

Position
RAC TDT
DIO Wales
AFV TTS ARMCEN
ATDU
SSM RACTR
RAC TDT
AFV TTS ARMCEN
Lt Cav Instructor, FTU
Normandy Company, RACTR
AFTC(W)
PSI, RY
AFV TTS ARMCEN
AFV TTS ARMCEN
PSI, QOY
AFV TTS ARMCEN
Lt Cav Instructor, RATD
AFV TTS ARMCEN
DCBRN CENTRE
Bowman Account Manager, BATUS
PSI, RY
Instructor ATR(W)
RACTR
AFC (H)
BATUK
77 Bde
ACC Cardiff
RACTR
RACTR
BATUK
ATDU
BATUK
HQ 160 Inf Bde and HQ Wales
QRH
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